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Introduction

Welcome to the MultiLing 2019 Workshop, collocated with RANLP 2019. MultiLing focuses on
summarization, especially in tasks related to multi-linguality, different genres and sources, as elaborated
below.

Summarization across languages, genres and sources: Summarization has been receiving increasing
attention during the last years. This is mostly due to the increasing volume and redundancy of available
online information but also due to the user created content. Recently, more and more interest arises
for methods that will be able to function on a variety of languages and across different types of
content and genres (news, social media, transcripts). This topic of research has been mapped to
different community tasks, covering different genres and source types: Multilingual single-document
summarization [Kubina et al., 2013,Gi annakopoulos et al., 2015]; news headline generation (new task
in MultiLing 2019); financial narrative summarization (new task in MultiLing 2019, under a view of
synergy and complementary to other workshops as in FNP 2018 at LREC’18 [El-Haj et al., 2018]); user-
supplied comments summarization (OnForumS task [Kabadjov et al., 2015]); conversation transcripts
summarization (see also [Favre et al., 2015]). The spectrum of the tasks covers many real settings,
with varying intricacies, similarly to previous MultiLing endeavours [Giannakopoulos et al., 2011,
Giannakopoulos, 2013, Elhadad et al., 2013, Giannakopoulos et al., 2015, Giannakopoulos et al., 2017].

Summary evaluation: Summary evaluation has been an open question for several years, even though
there exist methods that correlate well to human judgment, when called upon to compare systems. In the
multilingual setting, preliminary results have shown that several problems arise [Giannakopoulos et al.,
2011], reducing the usefulness of pre-existing methods. The same challenges arise across different source
types and genres, where different information needs are implied. We note that MultiLing also builds
upon shared community tasks. This year these tasks concern headline generation, financial narrative
summarization and summary evaluation. Based on previous experience, we estimate the number of
participating systems to approximately 20 over all tasks.

Given the above, the content of the workshop includes: (a) selected system reports on the community
tasks; (b) overview of the tasks and related findings; (c) selected papers within the MultiLing scope, but
beyond the tasks themselves.
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Abstract

The objective of the 2019 RANLP Mul-
tilingual Headline Generation (HG) Task
is to explore some of the challenges high-
lighted by current state of the art ap-
proaches on creating informative head-
lines to news articles: non-descriptive
headlines, out-of-domain training data,
generating headlines from long documents
which are not well represented by the head
heuristic, and dealing with multilingual
domain. This tasks makes available a large
set of training data for headline genera-
tion and provides an evaluation methods
for the task. Our data sets are drawn from
Wikinews as well as Wikipedia. Partici-
pants were required to generate headlines
for at least 3 languages, which were eval-
uated via automatic methods. A key as-
pect of the task is multilinguality. The
task measures the performance of multi-
lingual headline generation systems using
the Wikipedia and Wikinews articles in
multiple languages. The objective is to as-
sess the performance of automatic head-
line generation techniques on text docu-
ments covering a diverse range of lan-
guages and topics outside the news do-
main.

1 Introduction

Headline Generation (HG) is an active area of re-
search. A headline of a document can be defined
as a short sentence that gives a reader a general
idea about the main contents of the story it en-
titles. There have been many reported practical
applications for headline generation (Colmenares
et al., 2015; Buyukkokten et al., 2001; Linke-Ellis,
1999; De Kok, 2008; Gatti et al., 2016) or related

tasks.
Automatic evaluation of automatically gener-

ated headlines is a highly important task, in its own
right, where a candidate headline is assessed with
respect to (1) readability (i.e. whether the head-
line is easy to understand), and (2) relevance (i.e.
whether the headline reflects the main topic of an
article).

The objective of the HG task is to stimulate re-
search and assess the performance of automatic
headline generation systems on documents cover-
ing a large range of sizes, languages, and topics.
This report describes the task, how the datasets
were created, the methods used to evaluate the
submitted headlines, and the overall performance
of each system.

2 Task and Datasets Description

The specific objective of each participant system
of the task was to generate a headline/title for each
document in one of two provided datasets, in at
least three languages. No restrictions were placed
on the languages that could be chosen. To re-
move any potential bias in the evaluation of gen-
erated headlines that are too small, the gold stan-
dard headline length in characters was provided
for each test document and generated headlines
were expected to be close to it. Two datasets were
provided. Both are publicly available and can be
downloaded from the MultiLing site.1

Wikipedia dataset

The dataset was created from the featured articles
of Wikipedia, which are consists of over 13000
articles in over 40 languages. These articles are
reviewed and voted upon by the community of
Wikipedia editors who concur that they are the

1http://multiling.iit.demokritos.gr/
pages/view/1651/task-headline-generation
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best and that the articles fulfill the Wikipedia’s
requirements in accuracy, neutrality, complete-
ness, and style. As all featured article must
have a summary, a subsets of these data were
used at MulitLing 2013, 2015, and 2017 (Conroy
et al., 2019). All the featured articles have titles
for entire article and per section (sub-headings),
thus, they also make an excellent corpus for re-
search in headline generation. The Perl module
Text::Corpus::Summaries::Wikipedia2 is available
and can be used to create an updated corpus. The
testing dataset for this task was created from a sub-
set of this corpus by requiring that each language
has 30 articles and that the size of each article’s
body text be sufficiently large. A language was
not select if the total number of remaining articles
was less than 30.

Wikinews dataset

This dataset was created from the Wikinews ar-
ticles. Since all featured articles have human-
generated headlines, they make an excellent cor-
pus for research in headline generation. The arti-
cles in this dataset do not have sub-headings, and
only the main headline per article needed to be
generated by participants in the provided test data.
We manually assessed the collected data and fil-
tered out files with small body or short and non
informative headlines. The script for data collec-
tion is publicly available upon request. Table 1
shows the statistics about both datasets, includ-
ing total number of documents, number of train-
ing and test documents per language, average doc-
ument and headline length in characters (denoted
by ADL and AHL, respectively).

3 Evaluation

3.1 Metrics

Both submissions were evaluated automatically,
with help of the HEvAS system (Litvak et al.,
2019). All headlines were evaluated in terms
of multiple metrics, both from informativeness
and readability perspectives. The informativeness
metrics estimated the headlines quality at the lexi-
cal and semantic levels, by comparison to the con-
tent of gold standard headlines and the documents
themselves.

The lexical-level informativeness metrics em-
ployed are ROUGE (Lin, 2004; Colmenares et al.,

2https://goo.gl/ySgOS

2015) (ROUGE-1,2,SU,WSU) and averaged KL-
Divergence (Huang, 2008). At the semantic
level, we measured content overlap above abstract
“topics” discovered by Latent Semantic Indexing
(LSI) (Colmenares et al., 2015), Topic Modeling
(TM) (Blei et al., 2003; Blei, 2012), and Word Em-
bedding (WE) (Mikolov et al., 2013). The content
overlap is calculated via comparison to the gold
standard headlines (denoted by “similarity”) and
the document itself (denoted by “coverage”).

The following readability metrics were com-
puted: proper noun ratio (PNR) (Smith et al.,
2012), noun ratio (NR) (Hancke et al., 2012), pro-
noun ratio (PR)(Štajner et al., 2012), Gunning fog
index (Gunning, 1952), and average word length
(AWL) (Rello et al., 2013).

The details about implementation of all these
metrics can be found in (Litvak et al., 2019).

3.2 Baselines

For comparative evaluations and a possibility to
get impression about relative performance of the
evaluated systems, their scores were compared to
five baselines that are implemented in HEvAS:
(1) First compiles a headline from nine first
words; (2) Random extracts nine first words from
a random sentence; (3) TF-IDF selects nine top-
rated words ranked by their tf − idf scores; (4)
WTextRank generates a headline from nine words
extracted by the TextRank algorithm (Mihalcea
and Tarau, 2004) for the keyword extraction; and
(5) STextRank extracts nine first words from the
top-ranked sentence by the TextRank approach for
extractive summarization.

3.3 Participants

Two teams submitted the results for the HG task.
The teams are denoted by BUPT (Beijing Univer-
sity of Posts and Telecommunications) and NCSR
(National Centre for Scientific Research ”Dem-
ocritos”). Table 2 contains the details about each
team.

3.4 Results

Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the evaluation results
of informativeness for the generated headlines by
BUPT and NCSR, respectively. Figure 3 and Fig-
ure 4 show the evaluation results of readability for
the generated headlines by BUPT and NCSR, re-
spectively. Based on the results, we can see that
neither of submissions outperformed all baselines

2



Dataset # documents # languages # training docs # test docs ADL AHL sub-titles
Wikipedia 9293 42 30–3793 30 32187.6 16.8 yes
Wikinews 3948 27 75–140 30 1450.8 40.7 no

Table 1: Dataset statistics.

Figure 1: BUPT comparative results. Informativeness metrics.

Figure 2: NCSR comparative results. Informativeness metrics.

Team dataset # languages method
BUPT Wikipedia 41 extractive
NCSR Wikinews 3 abstractive

Table 2: Teams statistics.

in informativeness metrics. Because BUPT ex-
tracted entire sentences, their headlines are less
informative but most readable. The NCSR head-
lines, conversely, are more informative than head-
lines produced by some baselines but not readable.

4 Conclusions

The Multilingual Headline Generation task pre-
sented the first open evaluation of multilingual
headlines. Wikinews and the Wikipedia feature ar-
ticles, both which have been used in previous mul-
tilingual summarization tasks proved again to be a
great source of pre-marked data. In this first eval-
uation two teams submitted systems, one for each

3



Figure 3: BUPT comparative results. Readability metrics.

Figure 4: NCSR comparative results. Readability metrics.

task. Their systems were able to improve over
some of the baselines. Further analysis of the sub-
mitted headlines, both system and baselines can
be done to aid in development of stronger methods
for automatic multilingual headline generation.
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Abstract

The Financial Narrative Summarisation task
at MultiLing 2019 aims to demonstrate the
value and challenges of applying automatic
text summarisation to financial text written in
English, usually referred to as financial nar-
rative disclosures. The task dataset has been
extracted from UK annual reports published
in PDF file format. The participants were
asked to provide structured summaries, based
on real-world, publicly available financial an-
nual reports of UK firms by extracting infor-
mation from different key sections. Partici-
pants were asked to generate summaries that
reflects the analysis and assessment of the fi-
nancial trend of the business over the past year,
as provided by annual reports. The evaluation
of the summaries was performed using Au-
toSummENG and Rouge automatic metrics.
This paper focuses mainly on the data creation
process.

1 Introduction

Firms and businesses worldwide use a number
of different methods to communicate with their
shareholders and investors and to report to the fi-
nancial markets. These include annual financial
reports, quarterly reports, preliminary earnings an-
nouncements, conference calls and press releases
(El-Haj et al., 2018a).

For the financial narrative summarisation task
we focus on annual reports produced by UK firms
listed on the London Stock Exchange (LSE). In
the UK and elsewhere, annual report structure is
much less rigid than those produced in the US,
and companies produce glossy brochures with a
much looser structure, and this makes automatic
summarisation of narratives in UK annual reports
a challenging task since the structure of those doc-
uments needs to be extracted first in order to sum-
marise the narrative sections of the annual reports.

This can happen by detecting narrative sections
that usually includes the management disclosures
rather than the financial statements of the annual
reports.

2 Related Work

The volume of available information is increasing
sharply and therefore the study of NLP methods
that automatically summarise content has grown
rapidly into a major research area. At the con-
ceptual level, text summarisation is the process
of distilling content of a single document or a set
of related documents down to the most important
events presented in the correct sequence. Auto-
matic text summarisation is therefore the process
of producing a condensed version of a text using
computerised methods. The aim is for the sum-
mary to convey the key contributions of the origi-
nal text. Automated text summarisation therefore
involves identifying key sentences. The process of
defining key sentences is highly dependent on the
summarisation method used.

The ongoing MultiLing series1 tailored tasks
towards multilingual single and multi-document
summarisation aimed towards pushing the state
of the art in automatic text summarisation and
this year Multiling is introducing the first Fi-
nancial Narrative Summarisation task focused to-
wards English UK annual reports (Li et al., 2013;
El-Haj et al., 2011; Elhadad et al., 2013; Gian-
nakopoulos et al., 2011).

Cardinaels et al. (2018) is the only Account-
ing and Finance study of which we are aware that
uses statistical and heuristic summarisers to gen-
erate summaries of financial disclosures. Results
reveal that automatic algorithm-based summaries
of earnings releases are generally less positively
biased than management summaries, and that in-

1http://multiling.iit.demokritos.gr/
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vestors who receive an earnings release accompa-
nied by an automatic summary arrive at more con-
servative valuation judgements.

de Oliveira et al. (2002) created a summarisa-
tion system that uses lexical cohesion2 to sum-
marise financial news collected from Reuters’
Website3.

3 Data Description

Before we indulge into describing the summaries
dataset we start by a short introduction of what
an annual report is. Firms in the UK and world-
wide produce an annual document called an ’an-
nual report’ which provides a comprehensive re-
porting on a company’s activities throughout the
preceding year. Annual reports are intended to
give shareholders and other interested parties in-
formation about the company’s activities and fi-
nancial performance. They may be considered as
grey literature. It was not until legislation was en-
acted after the stock market crash in 1929 that the
annual report became a regular component of cor-
porate financial reporting. Typically, an annual
report will contain the following (El-Haj et al.,
2019b):

• Financial Highlights

• Letter to the Shareholders

• Narrative Text, Graphics and Photos

• Management’s Discussion and Analysis

• Financial Statements

• Notes to Financial Statements

• Auditor’s Report

• Summary Financial Data

• Corporate Information

Annual reports are usually long documents
spanning between 60 and up to 300 pages. As the
reports are provided in PDF file format, extracting

2Lexical cohesion refers to the way related words are cho-
sen to link elements of a text. There are two forms: repeti-
tion and collocation. Repetition uses the same word, or syn-
onyms, antonyms, etc. For example, “Which dress are you
going to wear?” - ”I will wear my green frock“ uses the syn-
onyms “dress” and “frock” for lexical cohesion. Collocation
uses related words that typically go together or tend to repeat
the same meaning. An example is the phrase “once upon a
time”.

3http://www.reuters.co.uk

strcture is a challening task. The work by (El-Haj
et al., 2018b, 2019b) used the UK annual report’s
table of contents to retrieve the textual content
(narratives) for each section listed in the table of
contents. Section headings presented in the table
of contents are used to partition retrieved content
into the audited financial statements component of
the report and the “front-end” narratives compo-
nent, with the latter sub-classified further into a
set of generic report elements including the Chair-
man’s Statement, CEO Review, the Governance
Statement, the Remuneration Report, and report’s
Highlights. Figure 1 shows a narrative example
extracted from the Chairman’s Statement Section
in front-end of an annual report.

Figure 1: Front-End narratives example - Chairman’s
Statement

To detect the structure of UK annual reports we
used the CFIE-FRSE software to detect structure
for around 4000 UK annual reports for firms listed
on LSE covering the period between 2002 and
2017 (El-Haj et al., 2014, 2019a,c; El Haj et al.,
2018). CFIE-FRSE stands for Corporate Finan-
cial Information Environment (CFIE) -Final Re-
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port Structure Extractor (FRSE). The tool is avail-
able as a desktop application, which is freely avail-
able on GitHub4. The tool detects the structure of
annual reports by detecting the key sections, their
start and end pages in addition to the narrative con-
tents.

Using CFIE-FRSE we divided the annual re-
ports‘ full text into training, testing and valida-
tion. We also provide the sections extracted using
CFIE-FRSE and we indicate which sections are
the “narrative” sections, thus containing the tex-
tual contents of the annual reports (see Section 5
below for more details on how we define narrative
sections).

For the creation of the financial narrative sum-
marisation dataset we used a number of 3,863 an-
nual reports. We randomly split the dataset into
training (c75%), testing and validation (c25%).
Table 1 shows the dataset details. We provided
the participants with the training and validation
datasets including the full text of each annual re-
port along with the extracted sections and gold-
standard summaries. At a later stage the partici-
pants were given the testing data. On average there
are at least 2 gold-standard summaries for each an-
nual report. We do not provide the PDF annual re-
ports and instead we provide the full text as plain
text file.

Table 1: Dataset

Data Type Training Testing Validation Total
Report full text 3,000 500 363 3,863
Report sections 60,794 12,089 9,247 82,130
Gold summaries 6,787 1,151 878 8,816

4 Task Description

In this task We introduce a new summarisation
task which we call ’Sturece-based Summarisa-
tion’. In this task the summary requires extrac-
tion from different key sections found in the an-
nual reports. Those sections are usually referred
to as “narrative sections” or “front-end” sections
and they usually contain textual information and
reviews by the firm’s management and board of
directors. Sections containing financial statements
in terms of tables and numbers are usually referred
to as “back-end” sections and are not supposed to
be part of the narrative summaries.

For the purpose of this task we ask the partici-
pants to produce one summary for each annual re-

4https://github.com/drelhaj/CFIE-FRSE

port. The summary length should not exceed 1000
words. We advise that the summary is generat-
ed/extracted based on the narrative sections (see
Section 5, therefore the participating summarisers
need to be trained to detect narrative sections be-
fore creating the summaries.

Figure 2 shows the structure of the Financial
Narrative Dataset. At the beginning of the shared
task we provided the participants with two direc-
tories “training” and “validation” each containing
the full text of the annual reports (*_full_text), the
extracted sections (*_sections) and the gold stan-
dard summaries (*_gold_standards).

5 Data Sample

Figure 2: Dataset Structure

The data is provided in plain text file format in
a directory structure as in Figure 2. Each annual
report has a unique ID and it is used across in or-
der to link annual reports’ full text to their sec-
tions and gold-standards. For example: The train-
ing directory contains a file called 17.txt where
17 is a unique ID and can be used to locate
this report‘s sections in the training_sections di-
rectory, as shown in the files 17_896317_3.txt
and 17_896317_4.txt. Also the same ID can be
used to find this report‘s gold standard summaries
as in the training_gold_standards as in the files
17_896311_8.txt and 17_896313_1.txt.

For the files in the *_sections and
*_gold_standards each file name is made of the
following: reportID_sectionID_sectionType.txt
as in 17_896317_4.txt.

Section type can be used to identify narrative
sections, those with any sectionType but zero, as
follows:

• 1 Chairman‘s statement
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• 2 Chief Executive Officer (CEO) review

• 3 Governance statement

• 4 Remuneration report

• 5 Business review

• 6 Financial review

• 7 Operating review

• 8 Highlights

• 9 Auditors report

• 10 Risk management

• 11 Chairman‘s governance introduction

• 12 Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
disclosures

Sections with sectionType=0 are considered to
be non-narratives and are not expected to appear
in the summary. Example: 17_896315_0.txt. To
make the task challenging we did not provide sec-
tion types in the testing data as that is expected to
be the participants task where they are expected to
define which sections are narrative sections before
summarising the report.

The data is available for free for research pru-
poses.5

6 Challenges

This is a challenging task considering a) the size of
each annual reports and b) the lack of standardisa-
tion in UK annual reports. These challenges shed
light on the complexity of financial narratives in
general, along with the fact that more robust and
up to date machine learning and NLP techniques
are required to facilitate the automatic extraction
and analysis of financial narratives.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper introduces the first financial narra-
tive summarisation dataset at the First MultiL-
ing Financial Narrative Summarisation Task, held
at MultiLing 2019 Summarisation workshop at
RANLP 2019 in Varna, Bulgaria . It shows the
need and as well as the challenges of summaris-
ing long and unstructured UK annual reports. For

5http://multiling.iit.demokritos.gr/pages/view/1648/task-
financial-narrative-summarization

the future work we will provide a baseline sum-
mariser reporting AutoSummENG and Rouge au-
tomatic metrics.
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Abstract

This report covers the summarization
evaluation task, proposed to the sum-
marization community via the MultiL-
ing 2019 Workshop of the RANLP 2019
conference. The task aims to encour-
age the development of automatic sum-
marization evaluation methods closely
aligned with manual, human-authored
summary grades and judgements. A
multilingual setting is adopted, build-
ing upon a corpus of Wikinews arti-
cles across 6 languages (English, Ara-
bic, Romanian, Greek, Spanish and
Czech). The evaluation utilizes hu-
man (golden) and machine-generated
(peer) summaries, which have been as-
signed human evaluation scores from
previous MultiLing tasks. Using these
resources, the original corpus is aug-
mented with synthetic data, combin-
ing summary texts under three dif-
ferent strategies (reorder, merge and
replace), each engineered to introduce
noise in the summary in a controlled
and quantifiable way. We estimate
that the utilization of such data can
extract and highlight useful attributes
of summary quality estimation, aiding
the creation of data-driven automatic
methods with an increased correlation
to human summary evaluations across
domains and languages. This paper
provides a brief description of the sum-
mary evaluation task, the data gener-
ation protocol and the resources made
available by the MultiLing community,
towards improving automatic summa-
rization evaluation.

1 Introduction and motivation

Automatic summary evaluation is related to
the problem of how to automatically evalu-
ate a summary of a larger source text. A
body of work has produced popular meth-
ods, which build upon and rely on a small
set human-authored summaries (often dubbed
“golden” or “model” summaries) to be able to
judge machine-generated summaries in an au-
tomated manner (e.g., (Lin, 2004; Hovy et al.,
2005)). Additionally, there exists related work
on fully automatic evaluation of summaries,
without the need of model summaries (Louis
and Nenkova, 2012; Saggion et al., 2010).

However, summary evaluation has remained
an open problem in the summarization com-
munity for several years. Despite some
progress in the engineered evaluation measures
in producing results with an acceptable cor-
relation with human judgements (Lin, 2004;
Giannakopoulos et al., 2017; Giannakopoulos,
2009), application of these approaches in (a)
multiple languages, and (b) multiple domains,
illustrates that they may exhibit low robust-
ness and consistency across these variable set-
tings (Giannakopoulos et al., 2011). These pit-
falls come to complement a set of other chal-
lenges that have been identified in the related
literature, such as the usefulness in different
variations of established methods (Rankel et
al., 2013), the negligence over different com-
ponents of human evaluation (Graham, 2015),
the dangers of combining measures (Conroy
and Dang, 2008), etc.

Given this set of issues, we extend previous
work on summarization evaluation, including
and focusing on the effect of sentence order on
summary evaluation scores (Madnani et al.,
2007). To this end, in this task we provide
dataset resources rich with reordered sum-
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mary instances, ranging from single to multi-
sentence shuffles and sentence swaps across
summaries. Finally, our contribution adopts
a multi-lingual setting, going beyond English
summary data and including languages with
far less resources in the NLP and summariza-
tion research community. We describe these
contributions in detail, starting with the in-
troduction of the summary evaluation task in
Section 2, followed by a description of the data
generation process in Section 3. We conclude
with a discussion on the utility of the provided
summary resources (Section 4) and conclude
with an outline of this paper, along with future
work and next steps of the MultiLing commu-
nity.

2 The Summary Evaluation Task

Given the aforementioned issues and build-
ing on previous work of the MultiLing com-
munity as well as past efforts undertaken in
previous MultiLing workshops, this year we
relaunch the MultiLing Summary Evaluation
task within and beyond the 2019 workshop. In
the next paragraphs, we define the task, elab-
orate on the accompanying data and describe
the evaluation methodology and utility of the
provided resources.

2.1 Problem definition and scope
Τhe summary evaluation tasks aims to incen-
tivize the construction of automatic summary
evaluation systems that produce judgements
that correlate highly with corresponding feed-
back from human evaluators. As previously
elaborated, such systems should wield desir-
able properties that go beyond existing work
in summary evaluation methods, i.e.:

• Display a degree of robustness against
multilingual application, being able to
produce qualitative evaluations on a
range of input languages.

• Be applicable in more than one do-
main. This trait could manifest itself
as a language-agnostic pipeline, the ap-
plication of transfer learning and domain
adaptation, etc.

To aid the construction of such systems,
we provide a collection of resources along

with the support and expertise of the Multi-
Ling community. Specifically, as part of the
MultiLing2019 effort, we have generated and
made publicly available a diverse multilingual
dataset (as well as a collection of tools, ser-
vices and web infrastructure, expected to be
finalized within the year) described in the fol-
lowing sections.

3 A Synthetic Summary Evaluation
Dataset

Continuing from the 2017 workshop, we have
renewed the data generation architecture and
methodology, paired with an updated infras-
tructure support roadmap for the task.

3.1 Source data
We utilize compiled datasets from previ-
ous MultiLing tasks (Giannakopoulos et al.,
2011; Kubina et al., 2013; Giannakopoulos
et al., 2015; Giannakopoulos et al., 2017),
composed of multilingual news articles from
Wikinews1. Each article is paired with model
(“golden”) summaries, as well as graded,
machine-generated summaries from past Mul-
tiLing participants. Specifically, we use the
source documents and golden summaries of
the MultiLing 2013 multilingual and multi-
document summarization task. The data con-
sists of a collection of 15 topics with source
articles for a number languages. We select lan-
guages with coverage over the entirety of the
topics, arriving at a total of 6 languages with
approximately 5 source articles each, i.e. Ara-
bic, Czech, English, Greek, Romanian, Span-
ish.

Additionally, we utilize the automatic sum-
maries generated by participant systems in the
workshop of that year (Kubina et al., 2013;
Giannakopoulos, 2013) along with human-
annotated grades. The total number of files
(summaries and full source texts) per language
are listed in Table 1.

3.2 Synthetic Data Generation
Using the dataset described above, we apply
data augmentation methods to produce ad-
ditional summaries, via an application of an
array of summary transformation or “scram-
bling” mechanisms. The purpose of these op-

1https://en.wikinews.org/wiki/Main_Page
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Original input dataset
split train test

language sources models peers - scores sources models peers - scores
Arabic 75 60 150 75 30 75
Czech 75 60 90 75 30 45

English 75 60 148 75 30 74
Greek 75 60 90 75 30 45

Romanian 75 60 90 75 30 45
Spanish 75 60 90 75 30 45

Table 1: Total number of train / test set source documents, model summaries and evaluated peer
summaries, per language in the summary evaluation task input dataset, across all 15 document
topics.

Original input dataset
split train test
type sources models peers - scores sources models peers - scores
count 450 180 329 450 90 390

Synthetic dataset
split train test
type sources models peers - scores sources models peers - scores
count N/A 6300 11515 N/A 3150 13650

Table 2: Total source documents, model and evaluated peer summaries, for all languages and
topics. We provide the counts for (a) the original MultiLing summary and source data in
the input dataset (top), (b) the total data produced by processing the input via the synthetic
generation process (bottom), for each input summary type.

erators are to introduce noise in a systematic
manner, with the amount of such disturbances
affecting the original summary quality in a
predictable way. Each such process utilizes in-
put summary data to produce a new synthetic
summary, by introducing randomness at the
sentence level. The input to this process is
either a single summary or a combination of
multiple summaries, as outlined in the method
descriptions below:

1. Sentence reordering (SO): this method
operates at the level of a single sum-
mary. Given an input summary S in
the form of a collection of sentences si,
S = {s1, s2, . . . , sN}, SO scrambling pro-
duces an output summary FSO(S), where
F () is a random shuffle operation assum-
ing the form of a derangement (de Mont-
mort, 1713) – i.e. identity mappings of
the source elements are avoided. Evalu-
ation on output data from this strategy
should capture the impact of sentence or-
der in summary evaluation methods.

2. Sentence replacement (SR): here, the
output summary is produced by two steps
of random selection. First, a number
of sentences si ∈ S are randomly cho-
sen from the input summary to be re-
placed. Subsequently, replacement sen-
tences are randomly picked from other
summary files, which is implemented as
follows. First, all available tuples (Sr, sj)
are generated, with Sr denoting other
summaries (different than S) in the avail-
able pool for the same topic and lan-
guage as S, and sj a sentence in Sr. We
then randomly select one replacement tu-
ple for each input sentence marked for
replacement, swapping the latter with
the corresponding summary / sentence
source contained in the tuple. This strat-
egy extends upon SO by also considering
content scrambling across different sum-
maries, along sentence order within the
input summary; this is meant to iden-
tify how overall quality of the constituent
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Composite Dataset, v1
split train test
type sources models peers - scores synth sources models peers - scores synth
count 450 180 329 0 450 90 390 1890

Composite Dataset, v2
split train test
type sources models peers - scores synth sources models peers - scores synth
count 450 180 329 17815 450 90 390 16800

Table 3: Total source documents, model summaries, evaluated peer summaries and synthetic
summaries, for all languages and topics in the provided dataset versions. The current version
of the composite dataset (v1, top) includes a subset of the synthetic data in the test portion of
the dataset. Version v2 (bottom) contains the entirety of the generated synthetic data.

summaries tends to influence the resulting
mixed summary.

3. Summary merging (ME): The merg-
ing scrambling method is the final op-
erator examined in our approach, and is
a coarse-grained version of SR. Here, the
scrambling does not operate on the sen-
tence level, but splits the entire summary
into two halves. The split is computed
with respect to number sentences, not
characters, i.e. Sfirst = {si ∈ S : i ≤
|S| /2} and Ssecond = {si ∈ S : i > |S| /2}
where |S| denotes the sentence set cardi-
nality for the summary. One of the two
halves is subsequently randomly selected
to be replaced with a corresponding half
(e.g. a first (second) half is only replaced
with another first (second) half) from an-
other randomly selected summary for the
same topic and language. This approach
extends on SO and SR by introducing a
potential change in the overall length of
the summary, along with random replace-
ment of summary content.

Having these scrambling options, we gener-
ate 5 randomized samples per strategy and
summary file of the compiled input dataset
described above. For each of the 5 samples,
how each scrambling strategy is applied (e.g.
which sentences are reordered in SO and how,
which replacement summaries are selected in
SR and ME, and so on) is randomly decided,
leading to variations between them. Addition-
ally, for the modification strategies that oper-
ate on the sentence level (i.e. SO and SR), we
vary the percentage p of the sentences affected,

p ∈ {20, 40, 60}. For example, for p = 20, ap-
proximately 20% of the summary sentences are
randomly reordered in SO scrambling, while
20% of source sentences are replaced when
SR scrambling is applied. The percentage de-
termines the amount of scrambling noise the
post-processing step introduces, which is ex-
pected to be associated with a corresponding
change in quality in the synthetic output sum-
mary.

3.3 Available datasets

The two configuration modifiers (i.e. the
amount of noise and number of repetitions)
combined with the three strategies described
above, result in the generation of 35 syn-
thetic samples, for each summary in the orig-
inal input dataset. The total number of syn-
thetic data generated is detailed in table 2
and compared with the counts of the origi-
nal assembled source data described in Sec-
tion 3.1. The augmentation process results in
a well-populated collection of summaries; we
estimate that this volume of data will be able
to leverage and support a productive and fruit-
ful summary evaluation task.

In the following weeks, the MultiLing com-
munity will launch a large-scale human evalu-
ation effort in order to annotate the synthetic
summaries with manual evaluation scores.
Until the completion of this task, we pro-
vide two dataset versions to the summariza-
tion community. These datasets are illus-
trated in Table 3. The compacted version (v1)
consists of the original source data, with the
test set extended with a small, representative
sample of the synthetic data. This sample is
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extracted by including 3 random representa-
tives for each scrambling strategy and noise
strength for each topic / language pair, result-
ing in a total of 6×15× (2×3+1)×3 = 1890
synthetic summaries for the test set. We do
not extend the training portion, given the lack
of human evaluation scores for the synthetic
data. However, we provide the full composite
dataset to interested parties, amounting to a
total of 17815 and 16800 synthetic summaries,
for the train and test portion of the dataset, re-
spectively. Both dataset versions are publicly
available in the MultiLing community website
2.

3.4 Implementation
We used Python v3.7 to generate the syn-
thetic summaries. Language-aware sentence
splitting was performed using the Stanford
CoreNLP library3(Manning et al., 2014),
along with the pycountry4 library for locale
processing. The NLTK 5 (Loper and Bird,
2002) package was used for generic text pro-
cessing and manipulation tasks.

3.5 Evaluation plan
As mentioned previously, the manual eval-
uation of the synthetic data is currently
in progress, utilizing resources and expertise
within the MultiLing community. The avail-
able datasets will be incrementally updated
with evaluation scores, as the latter are be-
ing aggregated and incorporated. Addition-
ally, in the immediate future, MultiLing will
further support the summary evaluation task
by introducing an automatic evaluation plat-
form on the MultiLing website 6, along with an
array of usability, user experience and inter-
face improvements to the community webpage.
Further, we will examine providing means and
support for crowd-sourcing (Pittaras et al.,
2019), to aid and reduce the cost of human
evaluation in summarization tasks.

4 Discussion
The generated dataset provides summaries of
variable quality, spread across multiple, iden-

2http://multiling.iit.demokritos.gr/
3https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/
4https://pypi.org/project/pycountry/
5https://www.nltk.org/
6http://multiling.iit.demokritos.gr/

tifiable noise categories (e.g. sentence order,
sentence replacement and merging). We ex-
pect this engineered feature to aid the develop-
ment of evaluation approaches and measures
that attempt to capture and highlight such
artifacts, as an additional stepping stone to
arriving at high correlation to human judge-
ments. Specifically, we emphasize the impor-
tance of detection and quantification of the
degree of alignment of such automatic eval-
uations and human grades. This alignment
should capture, encapsulate and be influenced
by details of the synthetic generation process
of a summary (i.e. which scrambling method is
applied), the amount of noise introduced (e.g.
number and distance of reordered sentences),
the evaluated quality of the source summary /
summaries (e.g. a combination of the grades of
two merged summary parts), etc. Finally, ad-
ditional avenues for alignment to human scores
(e.g. degrees of qualitative deviation, corre-
sponding to the aforementioned factors) could
be discovered on top of the provided ones, via
engineered or automatic methods.

5 Future work and conclusions

In this paper we have provided a brief descrip-
tion of the summary evaluation task, boot-
strapped in the MultiLing 2019 workshop. We
have described in detail a synthetic data gen-
eration process, making publicly available two
versions of a composite dataset (containing
synthetic and non-synthetic data) that is pro-
duced from it. We believe that these data can
be utilized towards generating efficient and ro-
bust summary evaluation approaches.

Within the next months, we will work on
the human evaluation task of the generated
synthetic data. Additionally, we will imple-
ment the evaluation steps outlined in Section
3.5, in order to create an accessible bench-
mark towards incentivizing the improvement
automatic summary evaluation methods. Fur-
thermore, we will make available a correspond-
ing augmented dataset using domains differ-
ent from news articles, utilizing MultiLing cor-
pora from other workshop tasks. Additionally,
appropriate dissemination and outreach steps
will be taken to further encourage participa-
tion in the summary evaluation task within
and beyond the MultiLing community.
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Abstract

MultiLing 2019 Headline Generation Task
on Wikipedia Corpus raised a critical
and practical problem: multilingual task
on low resource corpus. In this pa-
per we proposed Quality-Diversity Auto-
matic Summarization(QDAS) model en-
hanced by sentence2vec and try to ap-
ply transfer learning based on large mul-
tilingual pre-trained language model for
Wikipedia Headline Generation task. We
treat it as sequence labeling task and
develop two schemes to handle with
it. Experimental results have shown that
large pre-trained model can effectively uti-
lize learned knowledge to extract certain
phrase using low resource supervised data.

1 Introduction

MultiLing 2019 is an accepted RANLP 2019
workshop, focused on the multi-lingual aspect of
summarization, but also its value across different
settings. It holds three community tasks including:
Headline Generation, Financial Narrative Summa-
rization and Summary Evaluation. We have par-
ticipated in the Wikipedia part of Headline Gen-
eration task, which is described as follows: Given
Wikipedia articles from 42 language, for each ar-
ticle the title(Wikipedia Entry) and subtitles are
masked with title length, as well as the summary.
Researchers should reconstruct the title and subti-
tles of masked articles.

The classic seq2seq architecture for generat-
ing headlines is not suitable for this task since
the given corpus is not large enough to train a
seq2seq model from scratch for each language.
Another downside of seq2seq is that it can not
handle summarization tasks with large compres-
sion ratio, such as taking a whole Wikipedia arti-

cle as input and a title(usually a phrase) as output.
So in this paper we propose a two-steps model for
Wikipedia Headline Generation:

• Reconstruct Summary: Extractive Sum-
marization Extract some sentences from the
whole Wikipedia article to formulate sum-
maries. We reconstruct titles based on the ex-
tracted summaries not the whole article.

• Reconstruct Title: Sequence Labelling Un-
like other corpus, Wikipedia titles are phrases
and can often be found in original sentences.
So we transform this language generation
task into sequence labeling task. For each
summary sentence we try to mark some posi-
tions as title phrase and choose the best one.

2 Background

2.1 Summarization

Classification for automatic summarization is
based on whether a sentence is from the raw doc-
ument or not. Recently, brand-new proposed re-
searches pay a lot attention to the abstractive sum-
marization: applying structure and semantic meth-
ods to generate new sentences(Alfonseca et al.,
2003) as summary is common in the early years,
while it is now time for the neural network to per-
form. Seq2seq model(Lopyrev, 2015), as a typi-
cal abstractive summarization approach can map
one long sentence (article) to another short sen-
tence (summarization). However, an abstractive
method is always limited in short papers and re-
quires more advanced technology for natural lan-
guage processing. As for long papers, for in-
stance, single-document from Wikipedia, an ex-
tractive way seems like an easier and more con-
venient target, and this simple but robust method
even gives its best shot when put into practical use.
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Thus, in this paper, we would like to adopt extrac-
tive summarization due to its increased feasibility.

2.2 Headline Generation
As a special application scenario of abstrac-
tive summarization, headline generation gains
a lot of attention in recent years. In the
HEADS(Colmenares et al., 2015) system re-
searchers formulate the headline generation as a
discrete optimization task in a feature-rich space.
(Sun et al., 2015) combined extractive and abstrac-
tive summarization to detect a key event chain in
article and generate titles based on it. (Takase
et al., 2016) tried to incorporate structural syntac-
tic and semantic information into a baseline neural
attention-based model. There are also works fo-
cusing on extending sentence compression to doc-
ument headline generation (Tan et al., 2017). Most
of these works use seq2seq model, which is not
suitable for Wikipedia Headline Generation task in
MultiLing 2019 due to low resource multilingual
training corpus. So we apply Pre-trained model
to utilize the semantic knowledge learned in large
unsupervised corpus on low-resource supervised
task.

2.3 Pre-trained Language Model
Pre-trained Language Model(LM) is one of the
most important research advances in Natural Lan-
guage Processing(NLP) which focus on how to
make use of language information in large corpus
with unsupervised learning. Word2vec(Mikolov
et al., 2013) and Glove(Pennington et al., 2014)
have successfully learned semantic information
in word embeddings and have been widely used
in NLP tasks as inputs for model. Pre-trained
language models explore more by learning syn-
tactic and more abstractive features. These lan-
guage models enrich embeddings information by
adding encoders in pre-trained parts, producing
context-aware representations when transfer to
downstream tasks. Representative works includ-
ing ULMFiT(Howard and Ruder, 2018), which
captures general features of the language in dif-
ferent encoder layers to help text classification;
ELMo(Peters et al., 2018), which learns embed-
dings from Bidirectional LSTM language mod-
els; BERT(Devlin et al., 2018), a successful ap-
plication of training Transformer encoders on
large masked corpus and reach eleven state-of-
the-art results. After the release of BERT, many
super-large-scale Transformer-Based models have

been raised including GPT-2(Radford et al., 2019),
MASS(Song et al., 2019) and XLNet(Yang et al.,
2019).

3 Pipeline Overview

Figure 1: Pipeline overview during training. Red
lines refer to samples for training a extractive sum-
marization model and blue for training a title la-
belling model.

Figure 1 shows the pipeline during training.
Given a Wikipedia article, The extractive sum-
marization should extract summaries from para-
graphs. The summarization model is unsupervised
so actually there is no explicit training sample for
summarization but we design features based on
some statistics from paragraphs-summary pairs.
For headline generation, we aim to provide se-
quence labelling data for model. In each article the
title-summary and all subtitle-paragraph pairs are
extracted to formulate training pairs. The process
of transforming text pair into tagging sequence is
described in section 7.

During test phrase, First we use summarization
model to extract summaries from paragraphs and
then for each sentence in the extracted summaries,
title positions will be tagged out using the title la-
belling model. For subtitles, no summary is need
and they are directly tagged out from correspond-
ing paragraph sentences. There are maybe mul-
tiple candidate for each title or subtitle. The test
corpus provides gold length so we pick up the can-
didate which has length closest to gold as final re-
sult.
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4 Determinantal point processes

4.1 Definition
A discrete, finite point process P on a ground set
D is a probability measure over its subsets, where
determinant offers a kind of quantitatively analy-
sis on this probability. P is called a determinantal
point processDPPs if, when Y is a random subset
drawn according to P , so that for every A ⊆ D:

P (A ⊆ Y) = det(KA) (1)

where Y is a specific instantation for random vari-
able Y . That is to say, Y contains all the sentences
the DPPs sampling method selects from the raw
document. Set A provides a metric to measure the
probability that two or more correlated sentences
are extracted at the same time. The probability re-
striction is somehow related to a real symmetric
matrix K that indexed by the elements of D.

Suppose there are N sentences in total, D =
{x1, x2, ..., xN}, here KA ≡ [kij ]xi,xj∈A. Take
A = {xi, xj}, then:

P (xi, xj ∈ Y) =

∣∣∣∣
kii kij
kji kjj

∣∣∣∣ (2)

= kiikjj − kijkji (3)

where kij or kji can be thought of the of similarity
between sentences xi and xj , so that highly similar
sentences are unlikely to appear together.

Since P is a probability measure, there are some
frigid rules to obey when matrix K is constructed,
i.e. K itself must be positive semidefinite to guar-
antee that all principal minors det(KA) ofK must
be nonnegative; or 0 6 K 6 I , which ensures the
probability to be in [0, 1].

L-ensemble defines a DPP through another real,
symmetric kernel L, also indexed by the elements
of D:

PL(Y = Y ) ∝ det(LY ) (4)

PL(Y = Y ) =
det(LY )

det(L+ I)
(5)

To be clear, an L-ensemble is still a DPP, and its
marginal kernel K is:

K = L(L+ I)−1 = I − (L+ I)−1 (6)

L-ensemble provides an original method of
scale to liberate the strict restriction on determi-
nant, and (5) directly specifies the atomic proba-
bilities for every possible instantiation of Y while
K merely gives marginal probability of one cer-
tain item to be selected in one particular sampling
process.

4.2 Quality vs. Diversity
Interpretability remains a common concern when
we put a DPP into practical use. The DPP kernel
L can be written as a Gram matrix:

L = B>B (7)

where the columns of B are vectors representing
sentences in the set D We now take this fact one
step further, write each column Bi as the product
of its norm qi and a vector of normalized φi, so
that the entries of the kernel can now be written
as:

Lij = qiφ
>
i φjqj (8)

We call qi as a measure of quality of a sentence
xi, since the norm has a distance interpretation in
Euclidean space. φ>i φj refers to a measure of sim-
ilarity we assume S between sentences xi and xj .

In this way, we first calculate quality and sim-
ilarity separately and then fuse them in a unified
model to construct a kernel L. The determinant of
a matrix, which the latter sampling process relies
on, also has an intuitive geometric interpretation:

PL(Y = Y ) ∝ det(LY ) = V ol2({Bi}i∈Y ) (9)

Figure 2: A geometric view of DPPs

Fig. 2.: Geometric view of DPPs (suppose there
are two sentences in Y ):
(a) The probability of a subset Y is the square of
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the volume spanned by Bi and Bj .
(b) As quality increases, the norm stretches, so
does the probability of subset containing sentence
xi.
(c) As two sentences xi and xj become more sim-
ilar, the angle decreases, so does the probability
containing both of them.

4.3 Sampling Algorithm

Input: qi, S, D, max len.
quality vec= [qi for i in D]
matrix L= quality vec ∗ S ∗ quality vecT
(vn, λn) =eigen decompose(matrix L)
J = ∅
for n = 1, 2, . . . , N do

J = J ∪ {n} with prob. λn
λn+1

V = {vn}n∈J
End for
Y = ∅
While |V | > 0 do

Select ith sentence from D
with Pr(i) = 1

|V |
∑

v∈V (v
>ei)2

Y = Y ∪D[i]
V = V⊥, an orthonormal basis for the

subspace of V orthogonal to ei
|V | − −

End While
Output: summary Y

An expected sample result based on the deter-
minant of kernel L takes not only quality of items
but also the interior cohesion into account. In or-
der to explain the sampling algorithm more pre-
cisely, there are some extra principle properties of
DPPs worth to be mentioned.

• A DPP with kernel L is a mixture of elemen-
tary DPPs

• If Y is drawn according to an elementary
DPP with a set of orthonormal vectors vi, i =
1, 2, ..., k, k < N , then |Y | = |V | . Also,
let λi, i = 1, 2, ..., N be the eigenvalues of
L, then |Y | is distributed as the number of
successes in N Bernoulli trials where trial n
succeeds with probability λn

λn+1 .

A DPP is called elementary if every eigenvalue
of its marginal kernel is either 0 or 1, so that all
principal minors det(KA) is either 0 or 1, due to
the fact that determinant equals the product of all
eigenvalues. The multiplication of any normalized

vector and its transpose vv> happens to be a ma-
trix with such property. Since we have already ob-
tained the kernel L and its corresponding eigen-
vectors, based on the conversion relationship be-
tween kernel L and marginal kernel K according
to (6), this theory points out another representation
of marginal probability of A in a mixture way.

P (A ⊆ Y) = det(KA) = det(

N∑

1

λn
λn + 1

Wn) (10)

where Wi was spanned by the eigenvector from
kernel L of corresponding sentence xi in A, and
λi refers to its eigenvalue.

From these two properties above, we notice that
a DPP is initially defined through marginal kernel
with continuous probability in [0, 1], while a el-
ementary one provides merely two outcomes: to
be selected or not. This perhaps inspires the sam-
pling process to choose an elementary DPP with
probability equal to its mixture component in the
first loop, and the cardinality |Y |(= |V |) is deter-
mined meanwhile. To be clear, the mixture way
can be regarded as the mathematical expectation
from multiple trials, but when it comes to an in-
stantiation, selection with probability is used to
simulate the results from Bernoulli distribution.

A sample Y is produced during the second loop
phase. Since the new elementary theory is also
defined through determinants, using its analogical
geometric interpretation by the base * height for-
mula for the volume of a parallelepiped we have:

V ol2({Bi}i∈Y ) = ‖B1‖V ol({Proj⊥e1}ki=2) (11)

where B1 denotes the 1st sentence to be se-
lected, e1 stands for its one-hot representation and
Proj⊥e1 refers to the projection operator onto the
subspace orthogonal to e1. Assume we have al-
ready selected the best B1, and then the V need to
be updated to an orthonormal basis for the sub-
space of the original V perpendicular to e1 for
diversity. Proceeding inductively, the loop goes
on. During each iteration, the first vector in V
that contributes to the norm of B1, which makes
its quality the best, is eliminated.

5 Reconstruct Summary

Our Quality-Diversity Automatic Summarization
(QDAS) framework merely requires general pre-
processing like sentence splitting and word seg-
mentation, and then it can be applied in multilin-
gual environment. When it comes to document
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representation, first we construct matrix L from
holistic perspectives, through Lij = B>i Bj from
Sent2Vec directly. Furthermore, we build matrix
L from partial perspectives, throughLij = qiSijqj
concretely. we extract quality qi for a sentence,
and calculate cosine similarity Sij between every
two sentences. Given the matrix L, the sampling
method based on DPPs introduced by Kulesza and
Taskar (Kulesza et al., 2012) (O(N2)) can auto-
matically choose diverse sentences with high qual-
ity. When constructing a semantic space using em-
bedding expressions, quality refers to the length of
a vector in the semantic space. Sentences that indi-
cate strong semantic feature are called high quality
and preferred for summarization.

6 Reconstruct Title

We use two kinds of BERT(Devlin et al.,
2018)(Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers) Based sequence labeling
schemes to label the title phrases, which are CRF
Model and NMT Model. We developed our code
based on sberbank-ai’s open source project1.

6.1 Baseline
Based on the fact that most titles in Wikipedia arti-
cles are entries or concepts that often appear in the
first sentence, we set up two simple but effective
baselines to extract titles:

• NER Use Named Entity Recognition to ex-
tract named entities in the first sentence of
summary. We simply choose the first entity
as title.

• SUB Based on dependency parse we found
the subject of the first sentence in summary
and choose it as title.

We use Spacy(Honnibal and Montani, 2017) to
perform the NER extraction and dependency pars-
ing.

6.2 BERT
BERT is used to formulate the encoder of se-
quence labeling model. It is trained for language
modeling task on large corpus and can be easily
applied to several natural language tasks, using its
token embeddings or sentence embeddings.

BERT consists of multiple bidirectional Trans-
former layers and perform two unsupervised tasks
on large corpus:

1https://github.com/sberbank-ai/ner-bert

• Masked LM: standard conditional language
models can not been trained in two directions
since tokens would indirectly ”see itself” in
multi-layer bidirectional model. BERT ran-
domly mask some tokens and predict these
masked tokens. Furthermore, to prevent the
mismatch problem between pre-training and
fine-tuning, BERT do not simply mask the to-
ken to the symbol [MASK], but replace the
chosen token with (1) the [MASK] 80% of
the time (2) a random token 10% of the time
(3) the unchanged token 10% of the time.

• Next Sentence Prediction: to capture the syn-
tactic and context-aware information of lan-
guage, BERT adds a sentence-level task: a bi-
narized next sentence prediction task. Adja-
cent sentence pairs are fed to BERT and only
50% of the time the second sentence is the
actual next sentence that follows the first sen-
tence. 50% of the time it is a random sentence
from the corpus.

The input representation is sentence pairs that
are packed together into a single sequence. The
first token of every sequence is a special classifi-
cation token([CLS]) which has final hidden state
as the aggregate sequence representation for clas-
sification task. Sentence pairs are separated by a
special token([SEP ]). The input embedding for
each token contains three parts: Token Embed-
ding, Segment Embedding and Position Embed-
ding.

We chose official pre-trained Multilingual
Cased Base version of BERT as encoder for sen-
tences, which has 110M parameters developed on
104 languages. We make sequence labeling data
using sentences from gold summaries. The multi-
lingual BERT model can use data from all 42 lan-
guages instead of training separate model for each
language. The pre-trained BERT can be fixed as a
”context-aware embedding look-up table” or fine-
tuned together with downstream model. We chose
the former way for two reasons:

• The task dataset are the same as pre-trained
BERT data source, which is Wikipedia.

• The supervised training set is too small for
the whole BERT model to transfer. Fine-
tuning will make sharp parameters adjust-
ments which harms the performance of pre-
trained model.
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6.3 BERT Based CRF Model

Figure 3: Bert Based CRF Model

The representations for all tokens in a sequence
from BERT’s last layer are fed to decoder for
tagging title phrase. The encoded information
are first fed to a bidirectional LSTM layer then
a multi-head self attention layer and a liner pro-
jection layer to generate tag probabilities. Last
a CRF(Conditional Random Field)(Lafferty et al.,
2001) layer is added to adjust the tag sequence.
The model architecture is shown in Figure 3.

6.4 BERT Based NMT Model

The BERT Based NMT(Neural Machine Transla-
tion) Model is almost the same as BERT Based
CRF Model except for the decoder. NMT model
uses sequence to sequence architecture to gener-
ate tag sequence. The encoded information from
BERT and bidirectional LSTM is decoded by a
unidirectional LSTM decoder. Classic attention
mechanism using dot alignment function is ap-
plied between encoder and decoder to focus on
different parts of encoded information when gen-
erate one tag. The decoder also accept decoder in-
put embeddings, which is the same as encoder in-
put embeddings. The model architecture is shown
in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Bert Based NMT Model

7 Experimental Setup

The MultiLing 2019 Headline Generation task
provides 9293 Wikipedia articles from 42 lan-
guages. Most of the languages have only 30 ar-
ticles for training. Several languages have more
articles. The details are shown in table 1.

Language # Articles
EN 3793
DE 2112
ES 1024
HE 639
IT 277
ZH 178
AR 175
JA 51

Table 1: Dataset overview(only show parts of 42
languages which have more than 30 articles) .

Usually the title of a Wikipedia article is a en-
try which is defined in the first sentence of sum-
mary. So we check every sentence in gold sum-
mary and pick up those sentences with title in-
cluded. Then like other sequence labeling tasks
we use BIO symbols to tag the position where ti-
tle appears. We use symbol [B MISC] to mark
the beginning of the title phrase and [I MISC] to
mark rest parts of the title. We collect 26494 sam-
ples and make a language-wise division to gener-
ate train/valid/test dataset by a ratio of 8:1:1.
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Subtitles(headers) in articles are more flexible
than entries and can not be extracted directly.
Those languages with large training corpus like
English may train a seq2seq model but most low
resource languages can not train a independent
model. So we just use the same sequence label-
ing model to tag subtitles. When test each subtitle
will try to tag on sentences from the corresponding
paragraph.

Model BERT+CRF BERT+NMT
L(BERT) 12 12
H(BERT) 768 768
A(BERT) 12 12

A(Encoder) 3 -
H(BiLSTM) 256 256
H(LSTM) - 256

E - 128
# Parameters 1150675 1908755

Table 2: Hyperparameter setup for BERT based
models.

We denote the number of BERT Transformer
layers as L, the hidden size as H , the number of
self-attention heads as A, the embedding hidden
size as E. The hyperparameter setup is shown
in table 2. The Hyperparameters stay the same
as Google’s version of BERT. We use the default
setting of sberbank-ai on designing the BiLSTM
and LSTM. Both BERT models are trained for 10
epochs, from which we observed that the valida-
tion precision can not be improved more.

8 Results

8.1 Extractive Summarization

We generate a single document summary first for
all the given Wikipedia feature articles on training
set from 42 languages provided. We use ROUGE
package that measures skip n-gram overlap with
the golden summaries for evaluation; we provide
F-measure results and denote them by ROUGE1,
ROUGE2 and ROUGE-F. The results are listed be-
low in table 3.

From the table 3 we can see that even on cor-
pus with low corpus the extracted summaries still
get high ROUGE scores due to the unsupervised
method. The top four results in the table have been
bolded and the score reached nearly 0.5.

Language ROUGE1 ROUGE2 ROUGE-L
AF 0.36309 0.07003 0.17838
AR 0.32613 0.05661 0.12668
AZ 0.17838 0.17838 0.08077
BG 0.31729 0.05438 0.14489
BS 0.20603 0.02805 0.10914
CA 0.41166 0.10017 0.16878
CS 0.36954 0.06100 0.13375
DE 0.34239 0.05847 0.16809
EL 0.42561 0.10546 0.22027
EN 0.46123 0.12328 0.19016
EO 0.32418 0.06765 0.17613
ES 0.50390 0.14792 0.24045
EU 0.18970 0.03056 0.09727
FA 0.37201 0.07671 0.15731
FI 0.18228 0.02617 0.09727
FR 0.48166 0.15034 0.24975
HE 0.18020 0.03957 0.09027
HR 0.23411 0.02854 0.11514
ID 0.32536 0.06755 0.13595
IT 0.40780 0.09950 0.20031
JA 0.38426 0.09298 0.17918
JV 0.24805 0.03990 0.12624
KA 0.17031 0.03514 0.09736
KO 0.22891 0.03904 0.10062
LI 0.22833 0.02795 0.12987
LV 0.19157 0.02774 0.09728
MR 0.50092 0.15771 0.23461
MS 0.29083 0.06304 0.13938
NL 0.37004 0.07344 0.17570
NN 0.27399 0.02045 0.13399
NO 0.35866 0.04805 0.14446
PL 0.31028 0.05631 0.14301
PT 0.49376 0.16303 0.24452
RO 0.38691 0.07458 0.15742
RU 0.26514 0.04773 0.12516
SK 0.21378 0.02534 0.09533
TH 0.46316 0.16334 0.16393
TR 0.26181 0.05757 0.10476
TT 0.12043 0.01173 0.06345
UK 0.12143 0.01198 0.06975
VI 0.45210 0.14085 0.15224
ZH 0.31551 0.06381 0.12747

Table 3: Performance on MultiLing Single-
document Summarization

8.2 Entry Extraction
All results shown in this section are precision of
predicting the title, not including subtitles.

First we test our unsupervised rule-based base-
lines. The Spacy toolkit can only support parts of
the languages so we just collect results on these
languages. Table 4 shows that on certain lan-
guages like DE, FR and PT, the first entity in the
first sentence of summary can point out the entry
of whole Wikipedia article with a probability of
about 0.4. Even though the entry is not the first
entity, we identify the subject entity using depen-
dency parsing and get better results. The results
from baselines prove that about half of the sam-
ples make a explicit description for the entry in
the first sentence.
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precision NER SUB
EN 0.105 0.507
DE 0.48 0.49
ES 0.013 0.451
FR 0.397 0.4
IT 0.021 0.523
PT 0.404 0.433
EL - 0.4
NL - 0.567
RU 0.25 -

Table 4: Results of Baselines. ’-’ means that
Spacy does not support this language on NER or
dependency parsing tasks.

precision recall f1-score
B MISC 0.779 0.603 0.680
I MISC 0.721 0.668 0.693

micro avg 0.753 0.629 0.686
macro avg 0.750 0.635 0.687

weighted avg 0.755 0.629 0.685

Table 5: Results of BERT Based CRF Model.

As for BERT Based models, BIO precision
shows that compared to baselines, BERT Based
CRF model learned more rules to label the entry of
an article and gains great precision improvement.
The model is trained and tested on a language-
mixed and shuffled dataset. We randomly divide
the dataset for ten times and calculate the average
precision.

The CRF Model reaches 0.779 and 0.721 pre-
cision on [B MISC] and [I MISC], which is a
average precision on all 42 languages. It proves
that CRF Model can make full use of pre-trained
language model and perform well on low resource
languages. The span precision, recall and f1-score
of CRF Model are 0.703, 0.607 and 0.651 respec-
tively.

The NMT Model reaches 0.810 and 0.782 pre-
cision on MISC tags. The span precision, recall
and f1-score of CRF Model are 0.755, 0.780 and
0.767 respectively. The NMT Model outperforms
CRF Model on all metrics.

Both the CRF and NMT Model reaches f1-score
higher than baselines. It is worth noting that the
f1-score is an average on all 42 languages and
the baseline can only perform on few languages,
which proves that the BERT based model can learn
common syntactic rules from multilingual corpus
and transfer well on low resource languages.

precision recall f1-score
B MISC 0.810 0.802 0.806
I MISC 0.782 0.840 0.810

micro avg 0.798 0.817 0.808
macro avg 0.796 0.821 0.808

weighted avg 0.799 0.817 0.808

Table 6: Results of BERT Based NMT Model.

Although BERT are not pre-trained for lan-
guage generation task like Neural Machine Trans-
lation, the BERT Based NMT Model still gets
higher precision compared to CRF Model. There
may be several reasons:

• Compared to CRF Model, NMT model incor-
porate another LSTM as decoder which ex-
pand the total amount of parameters and have
large capacity when fitting data.

• NMT model uses embeded sequence as in-
put both on encoder and decoder. With two
supervised signal input the NMT can con-
verge better than CRF Model when training
the same epochs.

The NMT Model gets 4 points higher precision
both on BIO precision and span precision com-
pared to CRF Model.

9 Conclusion

We proposed a two-steps model for Wikipedia
Headline Generation task. First we extract sum-
maries that contain the key information of the
whole article then a sequence labelling model us-
ing pre-trained language model is applied to fur-
ther pick up key entry phrases. We test our extrac-
tive summarization model and sequence labelling
model independently and reach good results com-
pared to baselines.
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Abstract

We examine the effect of probabilistic
topic model-based word representations,
on sentence-based extractive summariza-
tion. We formulate the task of sentence se-
lection as a binary classification problem,
and we test a variety of machine learning
algorithms, exploring a range of different
settings for classification and modelling.
A preliminary investigation via a wide ex-
perimental evaluation on the MultiLing
2015 MSS dataset illustrates that topic-
based representations can prove benefi-
cial to the extractive summarization pro-
cess, compared to a TF-IDF baseline, with
Quadratic Discriminant Analysis and Gra-
dient Boosting providing the best results
for micro and macro F1 score, respec-
tively.

1 Introduction

In recent years, advances in the field of Natural
Language Processing (NLP) have revolutionized
the way machines are used to interpret human-
written text. With the rapid accumulation of pub-
licly available documents, from newspaper articles
to social media posts, machine learning methods
designed to automate data analysis are urgently
needed. A problem that has been relevant since the
dawn of NLP is the automatic summary extraction
from a large corpus of text. The development of a
consistent and time-efficient method of extractive
summarization can assist journalists in their day to
day tasks, as well as provide better tools for infor-
mation retrieval.

Summaries need to be as brief as possible but
must also capture the important elements of a text.
This turns out to be a challenging task for any al-
gorithm to carry out, since there is a virtually infi-

nite number of documents that can exist, and each
one of them can refer to a unique concept. Natu-
ral language is tricky for a computer to model; the
absence or presence of a single word can shift the
meaning of a whole sentence or even of a whole
chapter. On the other hand, some words do not
add any value to a sentence, the meaning is still
the same even if we ignore them. To make matters
even more complex, a word can be crucial for one
article but of little importance to another.

Human brains have evolved to effectively detect
complex patterns in text, to focus on the most im-
portant bits of a text while ignoring those that are
less important. For a machine, the importance of
word or a sentence is not obvious, as it needs to be
programmed with a built-in way to assess it in any
given context. For the purposes of summary ex-
traction, an automatic summarizer needs to be able
to compare words, or sentences via computational
means, and announce those with the highest scores
as the most relevant for a given document. The
representation, aka. the method by which these
similarity scores are assigned, is of critical impor-
tance to any summary extraction task.

When the representation is selected, the next
step is training the model, that is, feeding the sen-
tences represented as numerical sequences, to a
machine learning procedure. If the representation
and the dataset are suitable for the goal we are try-
ing to accomplish, we can expect that the model
will be able to predict which words or sentences
are more important to a given document. Sum-
ming up all the sentences that the model considers
to be important, results in a summary of the input
text.

2 Related work

2.1 Topic Modeling
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2.1.1 Semantic Topics.

Topics can be viewed as semantic groups that re-
fer to a particular portion of reality. A document
can refer to one or more distinct topics, which hu-
mans can often easily distinguish. For example,
the words ”fishing”, ”boat” , ”waves” , have some-
thing in common; they are all affiliated with the
sea. We can think of Sea as one topic, which con-
tains these three words. However, topics are not
always that identifiable and there can be broader
or narrower topics. Resuming the previous exam-
ple, alternatively, there can exist a topic on fishing
, another one on boats and another one on ocean
waves. Each one of them contains a number of
words that are directly tied to that concept.

As demonstrated, there is no unique way to
infer topics from an input document. It depends
on the representation, the way that we measure
the similarity scores between two words.It only
makes sense that if two words are similar, they
will have a high chance of belonging to the same
topic.This statement derives from the distribu-
tional hypothesis in linguistics which proposes
that words that occur in similar contexts tend to
have similar meanings (Harris, 1954) However,
we have to keep in mind that one word can also
belong to one or more topics and that the number
of topics in a document is also not known.

2.1.2 Latent Dirichlet Allocation.

Topic models can infer topics by observing the
distribution of words across documents. This can
be accomplished with Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) (Steyvers and Griffiths, 2017; Blei, 2012),
a generative statistical model that makes the hy-
pothesis that there exists an underlying distribu-
tion of words,topics and documents, which gener-
ated the input text collection. Using probabilistic
topic model jargon, the words of a document are
called ”observed variables”, whereas the variables
of the topic structure are called ”hidden variables”.
Using an iterative process, the model estimates the
posterior distribution of the hidden variables given
the observed variables. However, the vast amount
of topic structures that can exist result in exponen-
tial complexities of computation. For this reason,
sampling-based algorithms have been developed ,
such as Gibbs sampling.

2.1.3 Gibbs sampling
In Gibbs sampling (Steyvers and Griffiths, 2017),
a Markov chain (i.e., a sequence of random vari-
ables, each only dependent on the previous) is con-
structed, using samples from the distribution of
hidden variables. The assignment of words to top-
ics is sampled iteratively until the Markov chain
converges to the target distribution. In the be-
ginning of this procedure, each word is randomly
assigned to a topic and in each subsequent itera-
tion, the word-topic assignments are re-evaluated,
which might result in words passing through mul-
tiple topics during the process.

2.2 Vector Space Models
Vector Space Model (VSM) approaches project
the input to a n-dimensional vector representation,
where the semantic similarity of the points is de-
termined by their distance (e.g cosine, euclidean,
etc.) in the projected vector space. Feature vector
representations are widely used in Machine Learn-
ing tasks, e.g. for classification, clustering, etc.
of a collection of input items (Turney and Pantel,
2010).

2.2.1 Bag-of-words approaches
A popular way to represent a set of documents
as feature vectors has been the bag-of-words ap-
proach (Salton et al., 1975), where a sentence can
be represented as a vector of word features. Each
vector coordinate expresses word statistics, such
as frequency or the Term Frequency-Inverse Doc-
ument Frequency (TF-IDF) (Jones, 2004) value of
a given word in the source texts. By mapping a
word to its TF-IDF value, words receive a high
weight when they appear often in the referenced
document, but rarely in other documents of the set.
The benefit of this approach is that it suppresses
common words that appear in the majority of doc-
uments, without containing any semantic value for
the task. It has been demonstrated that the ap-
proach can result in significant improvements over
raw frequency approaches in a variety of informa-
tion retrieval tasks. (Salton and Buckley, 1988).

2.3 Extractive Summarization
In extractive summarization, the summaries
produced contain a subset of unmodified sen-
tences contained in the original documents.
Consequently, in these approaches, sentences, and
not words, consist the units of feature selection.
The pipeline of an extractive text summarizer is
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formed of three relatively independent tasks :
(Rao and Gudivada, 2018)

1. Construction of an intermediate representa-
tion of the input text based on the key aspects
of the text

2. Scoring the sentences based on the selected
representation

3. Selection of the summary comprising of a
number of sentences

Gupta and Lehal(2010) define a different divi-
sion of tasks, which includes a pre-processing and
a processing step. The pre-processing step also
includes: sentence boundary identification, stop-
word elimination, and stemming. During the pro-
cessing step, weights are assigned to specific sen-
tence features by a feature-wise weighting mech-
anism, with the top ranked sentences being in-
cluded in the final summary. In this study, we will
follow the paradigm, proposed by Rao and Gudi-
vada(2018).

There are two types of representation-based ap-
proaches: 1) topic representations and indicator
representations. A Topic representation trans-
forms the text into an intermediate form and in-
terprets the topic(s) discussed in the text. The
techniques used for this, differ in terms of their
complexity, and are divided into frequency-driven
approaches, topic word approaches, latent seman-
tic analysis and Bayesian topic models. Indica-
tor representation describes every sentence as a list
of formal features (indicators) of importance such
as sentence length, position in the document, or
having certain phrases; the use of indicators was
demonstrated by J et al.(2008).

2.3.1 Sentence-based summarization
In contrast to bag-of-words representations that
suffer from the curse of dimensionality (Bell-
man, 1958), more sophisticated recent approaches
produce sentence vectors in a lower dimensional
space , such as a latent-topic space. Many such
these methods utilize topic clusters in order to lo-
cate the centroids (or medoids in non-euclidean
spaces) that best represent the sentences in the top-
ics. Then the score of each sentence is assigned in
respect to its distance from the clusters’ represen-
tatives. For example, Thomas et al.(2015) used
a graph-based procedure where each node of the
graph represents a sentence and the edges’ weights
reflect the similarity between the connected nodes.
Next, a PageRank/TextRank algorithm is applied

Figure 1: The pipeline for the TF-IDF-based ex-
tractive summarization

to extract the sentence representatives based on
the graph centrality. In another topic-based ap-
proach,featured by Vicente et al. (2015) Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) was used to project
the sentences into a lower-dimension space. The
principal components are then evaluated and the
sentences with the highest scores get selected to
appear in the summary.

2.3.2 Contributions
There are some limitations with the majority of
the existing topic-based summarization methods.
First, they work directly in the sentence space and
the term-topic information embedded in the sen-
tences is ignored.

In this study, we combine the simplicity of
word-level approaches with the power of proba-
bilistic topic models; instead of limiting word in-
formation to a single value (e.g. frequency or TF-
IDF weight), we model sentences with word-level
topic assignments. This approach is supported
by a clear and rigorous probabilistic interpreta-
tion (rather than some ad-hoc sentence-level ag-
gregation of a multitude of unrelated scores) and
produces rich, semantic sentence-level representa-
tions.

3 Proposed Method

3.1 Binary classification modelling

Extractive summarization can be modelled as a bi-
nary classification problem, where one class rep-
resents the sentences to be included in the sum-
mary, and the other one the sentences that should
be ignored. More formally, a document com-
prised of N sentences S = {si}, i ∈ {1, . . . N} is
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Figure 2: pipeline for topic-modeling based ex-
tractive summarization

transformed to a subset of M sentence summaries
O = {oj}, oj ∈ S, j ∈ {1 . . .M} via a classifier
that maps each sentence to a binary label (denoted
inclusion in the summary or not). The classifica-
tion model should select O such that the concate-
nation of its sentences should produce a coherent,
non-reductive and readable summary.

In this study, we tackle classification as a su-
pervised learning procedure; it is necessary to
have a set of ground truth sentences, that is, sen-
tences that are indeed valid summaries of input
documents. Such data (commonly referred to as
“golden” summaries) are manually compiled by
humans, who are considered the best summarizers
(Genest et al., 2009); if a human reader can not dif-
ferentiate between a human summarizer and an au-
tomatic summarizer, that means that the extractive
model is optimal. Using the input documents and
ground truth data, the classification system can fa-
cilitate learning using input sentence features to-
wards a saliency detection model that implements
sentence selection towards extractive summariza-
tion. We detail this process in the next sections.

3.2 Topic-based Sentence Extraction

In our approach of extractive summarization, we
utilize the topics’ information in word-level fea-
ture vector representations using an LDA-based
topic model with Gibbs sampling.

The intuition behind our proposed method fol-
lows two statements:(1) the significance of a word
is reflected by its contribution to a set of semantic
topics (2) the significance of a sentence is reflected
by patterns in its words-topics contributions.

For the purpose of formality we provide the

mathematical description of the proposed method.
Given a finite set of semantic topics T =
{T1, T2, ...T|T |} over the documents’ space D,
a set of sentences per document SDi =
{s1, s2, ..., sk}, and a set of words per sentence
WSDi

= {w1, w2, ...wn}, we define the word-
topics contribution function of a word w as:

C(w) =
[
p(w, T1), p(w, T2), ...p(w, T|T |)

]
(1)

where the vector C(w) is the contribution of
the word w to the topics set T and p(w, Ti) is
the probability of w being generated by the topic
Ti ∈ T (after the topic model has inferred the
posterior probability distributions), as defined by
LDA’s term-topic distribution. In simpler terms,
this probability is computed using:

p(w, Ti) =
N(w, Ti)

N(Ti)
(2)

where N(w, Ti) and N(Ti) are the number of oc-
curences of w in Ti and the total number of word
occurences in Ti, respectively.

Further, normalization is applied over the con-
tributions of each word vector, in order to project
the values into the {0, 1} interval, dividing each
value by the maximum value in each vector :

Ci(w) =
Ci(w)

max(C(w))
∀i ∈ {1, |T |} (3)

where max(C(w)) 6= 0

After all word-topic contributions have been
calculated, each sentence s = {w1, w2, ..., wn}
is represented by the vector

C(s) = [C(w1), C(w2), ..., C(wn)] , (4)

effectively transforming an input set of sentences
S = {s1, s2, ..sk} into the multi-dimensional vec-
tor

S′ = [C(s1), C(s2), ..., C(sk)] (5)

Since most machine learning algorithms work
with data of equal dimensionality, we apply
padding to enforce a uniform dimension accross
sentences. In zero-padding, the smaller-sized vec-
tors are appended with zeros until all vectors have
the same number of dimensions. Since there can
be sentences with different dimensions in the doc-
uments examined, we implement zero-padding, in
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order for the elements of S′ in equation (5) to be-
come uniform.

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset and Preprocessing
We use the Multiling 2015 dataset for single-
document summarization (Giannakopoulos et al.,
2015) 1. The dataset is constructed by the Mul-
tiLing community (Conroy et al., 2015) from
wikipedia pages, using articles annotated by
human-curated summaries. It consists of 40 lan-
guages, spanning 30 documents and summary sets
– in our work, we restrict the evaluation to the En-
glish language, i.e. work with the 30 English doc-
uments provided.

We modify the dataset in order to align it with
the extractive summarization setting (as the pro-
vided summaries are not purely document sen-
tences). First, the ground truth is modified, la-
belling input source sentences with a label l ∈
0, 1 (1 if the sentence should be included in the
summary, else 0). This is computed by measur-
ing the similarity of each source sentence with
each human-authored summary for the document,
in terms of common n-grams. I.e, each human-
authored sentence gi is assigned to a maximally
similar source sentence sj . Stopword filtering is
applied prior to this process, and each source sen-
tence is assigned to at most one ground truth sen-
tence.

Additionally, since the dataset used contains
very unbalanced classes – the grand majority (with
a ratio approximately 13 to 1) belonging to class
0, i.e. the class for sentences that should not be
included in the summaries. To alleviate this, we
employ an oversampling scheme. To limit the bias
towards class 0 during the training phase of our
model, we implemented oversampling, by repeat-
ing the sentences belonging to class 1 a fixed num-
ber of times arriving at a 2 : 1 negative to positive
ratio, at most. This way, a classifier that always
predicts dominant label (in this case 0) has sub-
optimal performance.

Also, all letters were converted to lower-case in
order for the model not to differentiate between
words in the beginning and in the middle of sen-
tences, such as ”apples” and ”Apples”. In addi-
tion, stop words were also removed from the vo-
cabulary to limit its size, without significant loss

1http://multiling.iit.demokritos.gr/
pages/view/1516/multiling-2015

train test
mean num. sentences 233 184.9
mean summ. sentences 77.9 13.5
mean num. words 25.5 22.8
sample sentences 6990 5546

Table 1: Multiling 2015 single-document summa-
rization dataset characteristics.

of information.
Other preprocessing tasks such as stemming

was also explored; however, they did not have
a significant effect on the classification perfor-
mance. After these steps, we end up with the final
version of the dataset which is described in detail
in table 1.

4.2 Evaluation

We use the provided training and test dataset por-
tion to train and evaluate the produced classifiers.
The evaluation is performed in terms of micro
and macro F-measure; the former is calculated
by counting the total true positives, false nega-
tives and false positives while the macro-averaged
variant calculates metrics for each label, and finds
their unweighted mean (i.e., not considering la-
bel imbalance). Additionally, we compare the
predicted summaries with the ground-truth as de-
scribed in section 4.1, using the Rouge metric to
assess performance (Lin, 2004) 2. Rouge scores
reflect the overlap of n-grams between the ground-
truth and the predicted summaries.

4.3 TF-IDF Sentence Classification

As a baseline model, we also implemented a TF-
IDF representation of the input dataset. The TF-
IDF scores for each word-document pair are cal-
culated and each sentence is represented by the
vector of the tf-idf values of the words it contains.
For example, a sentence with N words results in a
Nw- dimensional vector, where Nw is the number
of words in the sentence.

The pipeline for sentences classification using
the tf-idf approach is summarized schematically in
Figure 1.The scikit-learn v0.21.3 machine learn-
ing library 3 is used for building and training the
models.

2https://pypi.org/project/py-rouge/
3https://scikit-learn.org/stable/

index.html
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Metric DT KNN GB NB LDA QDA Dummy LOG SGD
macro-f1 0,497 0,511 0,514 0,514 0,527 0,080 0,452 0,527 0,481
micro-f1 0,898 0,900 0,918 0,911 0,903 0,083 0,643 0,883 0,927

Table 2: TF-IDF sentence classification results.

4.4 Topic Modeling-based Classification of
sentences

For the production of the topics and the topic-
vectors we used MALLET, a Java framework for
various common tasks in NLP, including topic-
modeling (McCallum, 2002). Using this tool,
we inferred topics over the corpus of the docu-
ments in the training set. We subsequently rep-
resent firstly the words, and lastly the sentences,
of the documents in the training set by their topic-
contributions as described in section 3.2. By de-
fault, MALLET ignores all 1-letter and 2-letter
words. Additionally, we use the NLTK english
stop-words list for stop-word filtering 4.

We test the trained topic model by extracting
word and sentence-level probabilistic vector rep-
resentations from the test set. Any word in the test
set not present in the training set, is represented as
a zero-vector of topic-contributions.

The pipeline for sentence classification using
the topics-based approach can be visualized in fig-
ure 2 and is outlined below:
• Infer k topics using MALLET’s topic model

from the training set
• Represent each sentence in the training set

using the equation (4).
• Train a classifier on the topics-represented

training set
• Represent each sentence in the test set using

the trained model from Step 1
• Predict the labels in the represented test set
• Evaluate the classifier using the micro and

macro f-measures

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Classification Results

The experimental results of the classification on
the Multiling Dataset, evaluated with the micro-
f1 and macro-f1 scores are displayed in tables 2
and 4, for the TF-IDF representation and the topic-
based representation, respectively. Baseline re-
sults using a simple rule-based classifier (Dummy)

4https://gist.github.com/sebleier/
554280

Table 3: Comparison of the micro (top) and macro
(bottom) f1 performance of topic modeling, based
based on the selection of the number of topics

are also reported, generating predictions with re-
spect to the training set’s class distribution – it is
thus not influenced by the representation. Dummy
gives a micro-f1 score of 0.643 and a macro-f1
score of 0.452.

For TF-IDF, the best macro-f1 score recorded
is 0.527 achieved by the Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA) and Logistic Regression Classi-
fiers (LOG) and the best micro-f1 score is 0.927,
given by the Stochastic Gradient Descent Clas-
sifier (SGD). TF-IDF achieves significantly bet-
ter classification results than Dummy , improv-
ing micro-f1 by 28% and macro-f1 by 7%, veri-
fying the effectiveness of simple bag-of-word ap-
proaches.

For the topic-based representation of sentences,
we ran the topic model with a different numbers
of topics k on each run, and we trained various
classifiers for the task. One major limitation of
topic-modeling is that the number of topics needs
to be determined experimentally. In order to make
an informed decision on k, we examined candi-
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MICRO F-MEASURE
Topics DT KNN GB NB LDA QDA Dummy LOG SGD
2 0,885 0,812 0,884 0,922 0,879 0,102 0,643 0,754 0,073
10 0,889 0,752 0,895 0,078 0,873 0,175 0,643 0,782 0,927
16 0,889 0,802 0,908 0,080 0,884 0,928 0,643 0,800 0,927
32 0,894 0,864 0,909 0,093 0,866 0,927 0,643 0,813 0,927
64 0,892 0,872 0,916 0,149 0,861 0,927 0,643 0,856 0,073
mean 0,890 0,820 0,902 0,264 0,873 0,612 0,643 0,801 0,585
std 0,003 0,044 0,011 0,330 0,008 0,387 0,000 0,034 0,418

MACRO F-MEASURE
Topics DT KNN GB NB LDA QDA Dummy LOG SGD
2 0,535 0,524 0,535 0,489 0,531 0,101 0,452 0,513 0,068
10 0,532 0,506 0,546 0,073 0,535 0,172 0,452 0,520 0,481
16 0,528 0,513 0,534 0,076 0,533 0,505 0,452 0,517 0,481
32 0,537 0,517 0,531 0,091 0,522 0,481 0,452 0,521 0,481
64 0,517 0,512 0,516 0,149 0,539 0,484 0,452 0,527 0,068
mean 0,530 0,514 0,532 0,176 0,532 0,349 0,452 0,520 0,316
std 0,007 0,006 0,010 0,159 0,006 0,175 0,000 0,005 0,202

Table 4: Topic modeling results in micro and macro F1 score.

date values for the number of topics, visualized in
box-plots presented in table 3. By analyzing table
4 and the box-plots, we concluded that a satisfac-
tory number of topics is 10 for this particular task,
as for this k, the Gradient Boosting Classifier (GB)
records the highest macro-f1 score. Our decisions
are biased towards the macro-f1 instead of the
micro-f1 score, since even after the over-sampling
of the dataset, the classes are still heavily imbal-
anced. In addition, we are mostly interested in the
sentences that should be included in the summary,
which belong to the smaller class. One thing to
note, is that as the topic dimension increases, the
macro-f1 performance of the Quadratic Discrimi-
nant Analysis classifier increases rapidly between
Topics 2 and Topics 32 where it reaches a plateau
at macro F1≈ 0.48.

Topic-modeling improves on the measures of
TF-IDF and Dummy, with a 0.928 micro-f1 score
given by the Quadratic Discriminant Analysis
(Topics 16) and a 0.546 macro-f1 score given by
Gradient Boosting Classifier(Topics 10) resulting
in a 3.6% increase in performance, in compari-
son with the TF-IDF macro-f1 score. The worst-
performing classifiers for the selected number of
topics are the Naive Bayes (NB) and Quadratic
Discriminant Analysis classifiers.

Finally, considering across-topics averages,
SGD, QDA and NB appear to be the least stable
configurations, while GB, LDA and DT are among

the top performers.

5.2 Rouge scores

The rouge scores of the summaries produced by
the representation-classifier combinations are dis-
played in tables 5 and 6. Even though we observed
considerable differences in the classification phase
between the two representations overall, the final
rouge scores are more similar than expected. Bold
values correspond to the maximum f-measures for
each rouge-metric.

For the TF-IDF, the highest rouge-scores across
all classifiers were given by the Quadratic Dis-
criminant Analysis (QDA), while for the Topics-
representation, the highest values were recorded
by the Naive Bayes Classifier (NB) and Gradient
Boosting (GB). The TF-IDF representation results
in slightly better rouge-1 to rouge-4 scores while
the Topics-based representation produces better
rouge-l and rouge-w scores.

6 Conclusions

In this work, we investigated the contribution of
topic-based sentence classification to extractive
summarization. We examined a variety of con-
figurations for topic modeling by examining a
wide range of topics, along with a set of differ-
ent, diverse classification algorithms. A subse-
quent large-scale evaluation was performed us-
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CLASSIFIER METRIC
rouge-1 rouge-2 rouge-3 rouge-4 rouge-l rouge-w

recall 0,226 0,042 0,013 0,007 0,170 0,034
KNN precision 0,307 0,056 0,017 0,008 0,232 0,127

f1 0,245 0,046 0,014 0,007 0,186 0,051
recall 0,127 0,025 0,008 0,003 0,096 0,019

LDA precision 0,161 0,036 0,017 0,011 0,120 0,065
f1 0,136 0,027 0,010 0,004 0,103 0,029

recall 0,164 0,032 0,008 0,004 0,132 0,026
GB precision 0,258 0,060 0,019 0,013 0,199 0,113

f1 0,186 0,038 0,010 0,005 0,149 0,040
recall 0,153 0,031 0,009 0,003 0,115 0,023

LOG precision 0,184 0,038 0,012 0,006 0,136 0,071
f1 0,162 0,034 0,010 0,004 0,122 0,034

recall 0,365 0,106 0,047 0,026 0,264 0,056
QDA precision 0,364 0,106 0,047 0,027 0,264 0,140

f1 0,365 0,106 0,047 0,027 0,264 0,080
recall 0,344 0,076 0,029 0,014 0,242 0,050

Dummy precision 0,345 0,076 0,028 0,014 0,243 0,125
f1 0,344 0,076 0,029 0,014 0,242 0,071

recall 0,208 0,034 0,006 0,001 0,148 0,029
NB precision 0,232 0,037 0,006 0,001 0,164 0,082

f1 0,216 0,035 0,006 0,001 0,154 0,042
recall 0,280 0,043 0,010 0,003 0,207 0,041

DT precision 0,323 0,045 0,010 0,003 0,239 0,122
f1 0,292 0,044 0,010 0,003 0,216 0,060

recall 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000
SGD precision 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000

f1 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000

Table 5: TF-IDF Rouge Scores

CLASSIFIER METRIC
rouge-1 rouge-2 rouge-3 rouge-4 rouge-l rouge-w

recall 0.326 0.06 0.019 0.01 0.238 0.048
KNN precsion 0.332 0.062 0.019 0.01 0.241 0.122

f1 0.328 0.061 0.019 0.01 0.239 0.069
recall 0.365 0.105 0.046 0.026 0.268 0.057

LDA precision 0.332 0.063 0.018 0.009 0.236 0.118
f1 0.327 0.062 0.018 0.009 0.232 0.066

recall 0.334 0.069 0.025 0.015 0.242 0.049
GB precision 0.361 0.105 0.046 0.026 0.265 0.14

f1 0.361 0.104 0.046 0.026 0.265 0.08
recall 0.362 0.102 0.045 0.025 0.267 0.056

LOG precision 0.339 0.069 0.025 0.015 0.245 0.125
f1 0.336 0.069 0.025 0.015 0.243 0.071

recall 0.305 0.064 0.022 0.012 0.221 0.045
QDA precision 0.362 0.101 0.045 0.025 0.267 0.141

f1 0.361 0.101 0.045 0.025 0.267 0.08
recall 0.344 0.076 0.029 0.014 0.242 0.05

Dummy precision 0.345 0.076 0.028 0.014 0.243 0.125
f1 0.344 0.076 0.029 0.014 0.242 0.071

recall 0.313 0.063 0.021 0.013 0.228 0.046
NB precision 0.364 0.104 0.046 0.026 0.268 0.142

f1 0.364 0.104 0.045 0.026 0.267 0.081
recall 0.363 0.105 0.046 0.025 0.265 0.056

DT precision 0.33 0.065 0.022 0.013 0.241 0.125
f1 0.319 0.064 0.022 0.013 0.232 0.067

recall 0.323 0.062 0.018 0.009 0.23 0.046
SGD precision 0.331 0.067 0.022 0.012 0.238 0.124

f1 0.312 0.065 0.022 0.012 0.226 0.066

Table 6: Topic modeling Rouge Scores

ing micro-f1 and macro-f1 scores. Based on the
trained models, we produced summaries for the
input documents and we compared them with the
ground-truth using several Rouge-metrics. As a
baseline, we also implemented a TF-IDF repre-
sentation of sentences, which follows a traditional
bag-of-words weighted approach.

Initial results of this early study show that topic-
modeling can be beneficial for sentence classifica-
tion, as it outperforms the TF-IDF representation,
as illustrated by the micro and macro f1 scores
in our experiments, albeit this not being the case
for the Rouge-based evaluation. We demonstrated
that the topics-based approach can easily compete
with the TF-IDF approach and shows promise in
extractive summarization. Careful task-specific
adjustments need to be made however, as the re-
sults in the summary evaluation (using Rouge)
appear underwhelming compared to those in the
classification phase.

In the future, more sophisticated methods such
as Principal Component Analysis(PCA) (Jolliffe,
2011) or Linear Semantic Analysis(LSA) (Lan-
dauer et al., 1998) can be applied on the presented
framework of topics-based sentence representa-
tion, in order to project the word-topic vectors into
lower-dimensional spaces.

Additionally, more adaptive topic modelling ap-
proaches could be applied, removing the need for
pre-determined topic specification,(Steyvers and
Griffiths, 2017). Moreover, Neural Network clas-
sification architectures can be explored, in addi-
tion to the set of classifiers we already tested on
the dataset. A-priori knowledge on words, phrases
and sentences from external sources (e.g. knowl-
edge bases such as Wordnet (A. Miller et al.,
1991)) could also prove beneficial for the training
phase of the machine-learning models. Finally, fu-
ture work will take order / target summary length
into account, making our results comparable to
other systems tackling the Multiling2015 dataset
and the state of the art.
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Abstract

Game reviews have constituted a unique
means of interaction between players and
companies for many years. The dynamics
appearing through online publishing have
significantly grown the number of com-
ments per game, giving rise to very inter-
esting communities. The growth has, in
turn, led to a difficulty in dealing with the
volume and varying quality of the com-
ments as a source of information. This
work studies whether and how game re-
views can be summarized, based on the
notions pre-existing in aspect-based sum-
marization and sentiment analysis. The
work provides suggested pipeline of anal-
ysis, also offering preliminary findings on
whether aspects detected in a set of com-
ments can be consistently evaluated by hu-
man users.

1 Introduction

The rapid growth of video game industry with
new products and technology has significantly in-
creased the popularity of video games. As video
games have now become one of the most profitable
source of entertainment worldwide, the compe-
tition between development companies has in-
creased notably.

Catering for gamers’ needs is a demanding task
that developers struggle to deal with. Thus, it
is crucial for game companies to understand the
overall consensus about their products. Addition-
ally, what other people think of a game can also

be an important piece of information for potential
buyers. Video game reviews offer user-generated
data that can be processed in order to identify both
people’s concerns and user-perceived quality of
the game. A number of publishers (Steam1, GoG2,
etc.) offer a wide range of games, spanning vari-
ous genres. By visiting such a publisher’s store,
people are able to look through a game’s descrip-
tion and its features, delve into the reviews of the
game provided by other users and experts, but also
contribute their own review. As some of the games
can have millions of reviews, the large scale of in-
formation poses the need and challenge of auto-
matic summarization.

The aims of the present paper are:

• to examine if and how aspect-based summa-
rization and sentiment analysis can be ap-
plied on the domain of game reviews

• to propose a first approach on game review
summarization,

• to offer an evaluation process on the per-
formance of the game review summarization
task.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows.
In Section 2 we overview the research endeav-
ours related to this work, uniquely positioning it
in the current research spectrum and discussing
the unique setting of game review summarization.
In Section 3, we formulate the problem of game
review summarization. In Section 4 we propose

1https://store.steampowered.com/
2https://www.gog.com/games
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an approach to tackle the problem at hand, while
in Section 5 we validate the performance of our
method in a user study. We conclude the paper
with a summary of the findings and future work,
in Section 6.

2 Related Work

The importance of analyzing user reviews has
drawn a great deal of interest among researchers.
There has been a plethora of studies presenting
different approaches on sentiment analysis as well
as summarization of user reviews from various do-
mains, such as product reviews and movie reviews.
In the following paragraphs we overview such ap-
proaches, trying to sketch the research landscape
and position this work with respect to other works.

Turney (Turney, 2002) suggests a PMI-based
approach for classifying reviews from four dif-
ferent domains (e.g. automobiles, movies, e.t.c)
as recommended or not recommended. His ap-
proach consists of three main steps: phrase extrac-
tion from a given review by applying POS tagging,
orientation estimation for each phrase based on the
PMI score between the phrase and the words ex-
cellent and poor, review labelling based on the av-
erage orientation of its phrases. In (Hu and Liu,
2004) Hu and Liu present an approach for gen-
erating a feature-based opinion summary from a
large number of reviews. They propose promising
techniques for each stage of their method, which
aims at classifying sentences rather than each re-
view as a whole. They present, among others, an
iterative algorithm for identifying the underlying
sentiment of a word using a small set of seed ad-
jectives combined with WordNet’s synset relations
(Miller, 1998).

Similarly, Zhuang et al. (Zhuang et al., 2006)
propose their approach for producing feature-
based summaries on the domain of movie reviews.
They make use of regular expressions and Word-
Net for feature mining and opinion word identi-
fication respectively. POS-tag patterns are used
in order to identify feature-opinion pairs. Their
experiments produced lower precision and recall
scores than the results obtained in the domain of
product reviews (Hu and Liu, 2004), mainly be-
cause of the peculiarity of movie reviews. Instead
of just producing an opinion summary, (Jmal and
Faiz, 2013) assess the opinion strength on a prod-
uct and its features, while exploiting Twitter posts
to highlight the most relevant features more effec-

tively. In a more recent work (Rist et al., 2018)
identify aspect-based statements from product re-
views through patterns extracted from dependency
parse trees.

A number of studies have proposed supervised
learning approaches by training sentiment classi-
fiers. Pang and Lee (Pang et al., 2002) attempt to
classify movie reviews using Naive Bayes, SVM
and Max Entropy and multiple feature combina-
tions. Their results indicate that ML techniques
on sentiment classification can achieve high accu-
racy when feature presence instead of feature fre-
quency is used. In (Wilson et al., 2005) the au-
thors attempt to recognize phrase-level contextual
polarity by using a two-step process. They firstly
classify expressions as polar or neutral and subse-
quently classify the polar ones as positive, nega-
tive or neutral.

A novel flexible summarization framework,
called Opinosis, is proposed by Ganesan et al.
in (Ganesan et al., 2010). It is a graph-based
approach that represents review text as a graph
with unique properties and identifies various paths
in it, each one acting as a candidate summary.
The SMACk system (Dragoni et al., 2018) is an
argumentation-based opinion mining framework
which detects and extracts aspects coupled with
polarities from documents by creating an argu-
mentation graph.

Topic modeling has been widely used as a ba-
sis to perform extraction and grouping of aspects.
Titov and McDonald (Titov and McDonald, 2008)
introduce a Multi-grain LDA model which models
global topics and local topics that capture ratable
aspects and properties of reviewed items respec-
tively. Their method is particularly suited to aspect
extraction from reviews as it does not only identify
important terms but also clusters them into coher-
ent groups. In (Lu et al., 2009) aspects in eBay’s
sellers feedback comments are discovered using
PLSA-based techniques. The authors try to group
aspect terms that tend to co-occur in comments.
Jo and Oh (Jo and Oh, 2011) proposed two gener-
ative models to discover aspects and sentiment in
reviews. Sentence-level LDA (SLDA) constrains
that all words in a single sentence be drawn from
one aspect. Aspect and Sentiment Unification
Model (ASUM) unifies aspects and sentiment and
discovers pairs of aspect, sentiment, which we call
senti-aspects.

Recent advances in computing hardware to-
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gether with the increased availability of data have
led to the ubiquitous use of neural networks as an
effective tool for producing summaries and identi-
fying sentiment in text.

In (dos Santos and Gatti, 2014) the authors de-
velop a deep convolutional neural network that ex-
ploits from character- to sentence-level informa-
tion to perform sentiment analysis of short texts.
Conversely, in (Severyn and Moschitti, 2015) the
authors construct a network with just a single con-
volutional layer and also presented a new model
for initializing the weights of the network. A
novel deep learning approach to aspect extraction
is shown in (Poria et al., 2016) where a 7-layer
CNN is combined with linguistic patterns. Using
the dataset made available by Pontiki et al. (Pon-
tiki et al., 2016), the authors in (Ruder et al., 2016)
propose a hierarchical LSTM-based approach for
that task of aspect-based sentiment analysis whilst
a Cascaded-CNN architecture is presented in (Wu
et al., 2016).

Despite the widespread appeal of video games,
there has been little discussion on the domain of
game reviews. Yauris and Khodra (Yauris and
Khodra, 2017) propose an aspect-based summa-
rization system for Steam reviews. They employ
a modified double propagation (DP) algorithm for
extracting aspect-sentiment word pairs. Follow-
ing this, they use a seed list and word similarity to
categorize aspect terms into groups, thus produc-
ing an aspect-based summary. In (Baowaly et al.,
2019) the authors developed a robust model using
Gradient Boosting Machine algorithm to predict
the Steam review helpfulness.

Most works so far have relied on supervised
learning methods by utilizing annotated datasets
(Pontiki et al., 2016). As there is currently no ex-
isting dataset for aspect-based game review sum-
marization, our work is designed with the aim to
minimize the role of supervision. Furthermore, in
our undertaking we take into account the follow-
ing idiosyncrasies of the game setting:

• The folksonomy (dynamic) nature of the
terms used in comments. Each genre and
possibly game appear to be mapped to spe-
cific expectations by its users and, conse-
quently, aspects that the users comment on.
There appears that a fixed ontology or as-
pect set would not be sufficient to describe
the aspects of all the game genres that get
published over time. This is further accentu-

ated by the fact that hybrid games, combining
genres, become a common sight.

• The possible vagueness of aspects, based also
on the above comment. We thus examine
whether aspects identified through an unsu-
pervised process can be consistently labeled
by humans.

• The fact that it is important to hold not a sin-
gle response of sentiment, but understand the
full spectrum of sentiments of players. This
means that a single ”positive”, ”negative” or
”neutral” answer to how people have com-
mented for an aspect is only a secondary find-
ing. The distribution of comments over these
three labels is more interesting and useful,
and may be the primary aim of a game review
summarization process.

Given the above analysis, we establish a prob-
lem definition in the following paragraph, trying
to formally frame the game review summarization
problem.

3 Problem Definition

As noted, video game reviews are likely to dis-
cuss several aspects of the game, such as graphics,
gameplay, community e.t.c. Expert/professional
reviewers tend to follow specific patterns of sum-
marizing reviews, utilizing the above established
aspects. They also provide an overall recommen-
dation and possibly grade, while oftentimes they
highlight ”pros” and ”cons” of the reviewed game.
These pros and cons essentially designate the spe-
cific, non-formalized, aspects of a game (and pos-
sibly of other games of its genre). On the other
hand, we should note that the expert reviewers
only summarize their own review, which forms a
single-document setting. In our case, we exam-
ine an approach more suited for a multi-document
summarization setting, where several texts (re-
views) are to be summarized in a single summary.

To take into account the above “gold stan-
dard” human approach, while tackling the multi-
document differentiation, we formulate the prob-
lem as follows:

Given a set of game reviews R = {r1, r2, ...}
for a game g, the game review summarization task
tries to perform the following steps:

aspect identification identify the set A of aspects
of the game, that the reviews R comment on.
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aspect labeling map each aspect A to a label set
LA = {l1, l2, ...}, where each of li is a (pos-
sibly weighted) term.

sentiment extraction extract a senti-
ment distribution SA of the form
SA = {spositive, sneutral, snegative}, which
describes the user sentiment over each aspect
A.

highlight extraction extract the subset P ∈ A
of ”pros”, where spositive > snegative and the
subset C ∈ A of ”cons”, where spositive <
snegative.

review summary generate a single summary S
containing all the above information.

Within this work we focus on the aspect identi-
fication, aspect labeling steps. We also touch the
sentiment extraction and highlight extraction, pro-
viding baseline implementations. In the following
paragraphs, we elaborate on the suggested meth-
ods that implement these steps.

4 Proposed Method

In this section we describe in detail the steps of our
proposed method. Given a game, we first fetch a
set of reviews, which are subsequently split into
sentences. After having processed each sentence,
we represent them using a bag-of-words (BOW)
model. Sentences are then clustered followed by
sentiment analysis on each cluster. The individual
processing steps are described below :

4.1 Review Representation

Text representation plays a major role in the ef-
fectiveness and accuracy of clustering algorithms
(Aggarwal and Zhai, 2012). In our approach we
represent each review as a set of processed sen-
tences, which are then converted into tf-idf vec-
tors. More precisely, after having segmented each
review into sentences, tokenization, stopword re-
moval and lemmatization are applied on each one.
For this purpose we employ spaCy v2.03, an open-
source software library for advanced NLP. Follow-
ing this, we convert the sentences into tf-idf vec-
tors. Below we provide a review excerpt followed
by the extracted sentences:

Global offensive is not the key evolution point
that we were hoping for and the response from the

3https://spacy.io/

Cluster 1 story, character, mode, main, mission
Cluster 2 money, spend, earn, waste, real
Cluster 3 time, fun, long, loading, screen
Cluster 4 reason, ban, permanently, innocent, account
Cluster 5 support, great, bad, community, good

Table 1: Most frequent words in each cluster

community often reflects this view. It is still how-
ever a glorious experience that sets a benchmark
for all multiplayer shooters.

• global offensive key evolution point hope re-
sponse community reflect view

• glorious experience set benchmark multi-
player shooter

We also examined whether a word embedding
would provide better results. However, the BOW
representation method appeared to give more co-
herent results in the clustering step. It is very
likely that the short length of sentences combined
with the large vocabulary size has led to this find-
ing. Thus, capturing the context of each sentence
via a sentence2vec method can be challenging,
probably requiring more specific training data.

4.2 Aspect Extraction

In this step we try to extract the aspects of a game
that are mainly discussed by the reviewers. Video
game aspects can be either explicitly or implic-
itly mentioned in a review text. For example,
the sentence “Easily my favorite game with real-
istic graphics” clearly expresses an opinion about
the aspect “graphics”. On the contrary, the sen-
tence “The grenade explosions are so fake” does
not mention the word “graphics” but it obviously
refers to the graphics of the game, or possibly the
physics engine.

We apply k-means clustering on the previously
collected sentences with the aim of producing a
cluster-wise summary. The intuition behind this
approach is that the produced clusters will exhibit
the most salient aspects appearing in the reviews.
In Section 5 we elaborate on our decision regard-
ing the number of clusters.

Table 1 lists the most frequent terms appearing
in each cluster. As anticipated, the words are se-
mantically close to each other and they seem to
represent a specific game aspect. We choose these
terms to label the aspect cluster.
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Figure 1: Aspect proportions exhibited in cluster
on “The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim” game

4.3 Aspect Labeling

Another way to label the aspects is to map them
to a predefined set of aspect labels, based on gold-
standard (i.e. professional) reviews. In Table 2
we show an indicative, human-provided mapping
between terms and predefined aspect labels.

Based on the mapping illustrated in Table 2,
each sentence can be classified into one of the as-
pects, by identifying the prevalent aspect of the
sentence’s words (i.e. terms). For instance, if
the majority of the terms in a sentence belong to
the community aspect, then the sentence is given
this label. It should be noted that the term lists
needs to be slightly modified based on the game’s
genre. The reason is that the terms that illustrate
the “gameplay” aspect of a first-person shooter
game differ notably from those of a puzzle or an
adventure game. This fact highlights the intrica-
cies of the game review task, where secondary (la-
tent) variables alter the aspect descriptions.

Eventually, we end up with the predefined as-
pect proportions that each cluster exhibits. In Fig-
ure 3 we provide a few indicative sentences from a
specific aspect cluster. Then, in Figure 1 we show
how the sentences of the cluster led to a distribu-
tion over the predefined aspects.

4.4 Sentiment Analysis

The sentiment analysis step focuses on identifying
the underlying sentiment that pervades each clus-
ter. Since our clusters consist of sentences we per-
form sentence-level sentiment analysis.

As there is no sentiment analysis dataset spe-

cific to our domain, we decided to use VADER
(Hutto and Gilbert, 2014), a lexicon and rule-
based sentiment analysis tool that is specifically
attuned to sentiments expressed in social media.
Interestingly, VADER can tell us how positive,
negative and neutral a given sentence is, instead of
just classifying the sentence in a single category.
VADER combines a dictionary of lexical features
to sentiment scores with a set of five heuristics
(e.g. punctuation, degree modifiers, e.t.c). Conse-
quently, by calculating the three sentiment scores
for each sentence in a cluster and averaging, we
can get the distribution of the reviewers’ sentiment
for this cluster.

4.5 Final Output

The final output of the process is an aspect-based
summary of a set of reviews of a specific game,
coupled with positive, negative and neutral senti-
ment proportions for each aspect. While the initial
set of numerous unstructured reviews are consid-
erably difficult to deal with, this type of summary
enables the reader to retrieve the most relevant
information about the game according to his/her
need.

5 Experiments

5.1 Experimental Setup

For our experiments we used the Steam review
dataset gathered by Zuo (2018). It consists of
more than 7 million reviews obtained via Steam’s
API. Each review text comes with a plethora of
features concerning both the game being reviewed
and the reviewer. For our experiments, we only
utilized the game’s ID, the review itself and the
number of “helpful” votes the review has received
by other community members.

In our experiments, to speedup the clustering
process we use only a sample of the reviews of
each game consisting of the 10,000 most voted re-
views. Due to the syntactical peculiarities found
in user-generated reviews, we also had to per-
form some extra pre-processing together with the
sentence segmentation. This involved repeating
phrases and multiple whitespace removal as well
as filtering out terms consisting of non-ASCII
characters.

Moving on to the clustering process, as reported
previously, we decided to use the k-means method.
We settled for this method because of the high di-
mensionality of our data, making a hierarchical
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Graphics graphic, visual, look, aesthetic, animation, frame
Gameplay mission, item, map, weapon, mode, multiplayer

Audio audio, sound, music, soundtrack, melody
Community community, support, toxic, friendly,
Performance server, bug, connection, lag, latency, ping, crash, glitch

Table 2: Selected terms for each aspect

You get attached to so
many characters and the
world is amazing.

Probably the best open-world
rpg out there.

The vast open world is
absolutely stunning.

If you’re looking for a way to
waste massive amounts of time
just trolling around a world
play this.

Table 3: Indicative sentences from cluster on “The
Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim” game

approach computationally expensive.
Identifying the appropriate number of clusters k

can sometimes be one of trickier tasks in the study
of clustering. In order to deal with this issue, we
attempted to use the elbow method and we also
performed Silhouette analysis (Rousseeuw, 1987).
Nonetheless, no appreciably optimal k was found
by the two methods. However, this is not particu-
larly surprising, in light of the fact that the reviews
address a wide range of themes. Thus, the more
clusters we create, the higher the coherence will
be. Considering, though, that we aim to produce a
digestible aspect-based summary using these clus-
ters, it would be irrational to produce too many of
them. For this reason, we decided to work with 5
clusters.

5.2 Results

In order to reach a sound conclusion we have
performed an empirical evaluation with four dif-
ferent human evaluators. Before describing our
evaluation process, we remind the reader that we
seek to provide an evaluation process for game
review summarization. Given this requirement,
we assess the coherence of the generated clus-
ters and examine whether they can be mapped to
specific game aspects in a consistent way by hu-
mans. This study allows us to understand whether
steps of the problem, as formulated in Section 3,

can be evaluated consistently. For the final out-
put of the whole summarization pipeline we ex-
pect that standard summary evaluation methods,
such as MeMoG (Giannakopoulos and Karkalet-
sis, 2013) and ROUGE (Lin, 2004) will be useful.

We asked the help of 4 evaluators, who were flu-
ent in the English language. The evaluators were
given a set of 20 sentences fetched from each of
the five clusters of three different games (for a to-
tal of 15 clusters). We also opted for different gen-
res in order to examine the inter-genre differences
with respect to the terms used for describing game
aspects. They were then asked read each set of
sentences and complete the following tasks:

• Select up to n representative sentences from
the aspect cluster to represent/summarize the
cluster. The idea behind this task is to show
whether the cluster was coherent enough to
be described by a representative subset of its
sentences. The lower the number of repre-
sentative sentences one would need to use to
represent the cluster, the higher the coherence
of the cluster.

• Describe the theme of each set using 3 to 5
(possibly multi-word) terms. This task aims
to see whether humans can consistently label
a given aspect cluster. If so, then the agreed
wording(s) can be considered gold-standard,
similarly to a Pyramid evaluation (Nenkova
and Passonneau, 2004).

• Select one or more predefined terms (game-
play, graphics, audio, community, perfor-
mance, overall, other) that best describe the
aspect, according to the opinion of the human
evaluator. We also allowed the user to select
“other” as an option, to examine whether a
significant number of aspects go beyond the
predefined ones. This would indeed indicate
the dynamic nature of aspects in the game re-
view summarization setting.

In the “select representative sentences” task, we
quantify how many sentences on average were se-
lected by the evaluators to represent the cluster.
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ClusterID Mean +/- Std. Err
0 9.75 2.14
1 7.00 1.68
2 9.00 2.42
3 7.50 2.02
4 5.25 1.80
5 9.25 2.17
6 5.00 1.73
7 5.75 1.25
8 7.00 1.22
9 4.25 1.60

10 8.50 2.78
11 4.25 1.31
12 5.00 1.08
13 9.00 1.47
14 8.00 2.48

Table 4: Average representative sentences per as-
pect

We expect that the lower the number, the better
the coherence of the cluster. In Table 4 we see, for
each cluster, the average number of sentences se-
lected as representative by the users, plus the stan-
dard error. We see that, given 20 sentences, the
users selected on average from 4 to 9 representa-
tive sentences.

In the “describe the theme” task, we examine
whether humans can assign consistent labels in an
open terminology setting (i.e. without limiting the
possible labels). To measure the agreement here
we post-processed their terms, semi-automatically
creating equivalence classes of terms (which could
also have been determined based on an embedding
or a linguistic resource). Indicative equivalence
classes were:

• ban; ban possible; bans

• best game; best rally game; buy; buy game;
buying recommendations; described as best
game; ...

• bad community; community; community
bad; community sucks; low rank player be-
haviour bad; toxic community

We then examined, for each cluster, the number
of equivalent terms that were used across all evalu-
ators to label the specific aspect cluster. If at least
2 of the 4 evaluators utilize equivalent terms, we
consider that the labeling is possible and success-
ful. In all the 15 clusters at least one equivalence
class was used consistently. In Figure 2 we show
the consistently used equivalence classes per clus-
ter. 4

4There are cases where a single evaluator used more than

6 Conclusion

In this paper we discuss the domain of game re-
view summarization. We highlighted main chal-
lenges of the domain, showing that a number of
unique traits require different approaches from
other summarization settings. We formally ex-
pressed a view of the task, suggesting a base-
line implementation. We then described a possi-
ble evaluation process, aiming to quantify the suc-
cess of the aspect identification and labeling, tak-
ing into account coherence and consistent labeling
from human evaluators.

This preliminary study of the game review set-
ting opens a number of research questions that we
can pursue in the future. First, how does the game
genre affect the aspects of a game? Is there a
causal relation that connects them? Can we per-
form automatic evaluation with or without human
gold standard summaries? What is different from
other summarization settings, concerning the eval-
uation?

In this work, we offer a first research step to-
wards the emerging and useful domain of game re-
view summarization. We understand that this first
step simply highlights interesting points of focus,
while providing some intuition on what is mean-
ingful and doable from an evaluation perspective.
We feel confident that this will help document and
formulate a consistent setting and benchmarking
process, helping related endeavors grow in the fu-
ture.
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Abstract

The Social Web Observatory is an entity-
driven, sentiment-aware, event summa-
rization web platform, combining vari-
ous methods and tools to overview trends
across social media and news sources in
Greek. SWO crawls, clusters and sum-
marizes information following an entity-
centric view of text streams, allowing to
monitor the public sentiment towards a
specific person, organization or other en-
tity. In this paper, we overview the plat-
form, outline the analysis pipeline, focus-
ing on the article clustering and title ex-
traction aspects. We then perform a user
study aimed to quantify the usefulness of
the system and especially the meaningful-
ness and coherence of discovered events in
a Greek language setting, getting promis-
ing results.

1 Introduction

Entity-driven event detection and summarization
is needed in real-life scenarios, such as due
diligence, risk assessment, fraud detection, etc.;
where the entities are usually firms or individuals.

The Social Web Observatory is an initiative
that aims to help researchers interested in the so-
cial sciences and digital humanities study how
information spreads in the news and other user-
generated content, such as social media posts and
comments. The overall system is composed of a
back-end and a web application that provides a
friendly front-end to the final users.

In this work we overview Social Web Observa-
tory and we examine, through a human user study,
a set of research questions related to its summa-
rization performance:

• Are the event clusters created by the system
meaningful, reflecting a single event?

• How well does the system avoid bringing ir-
relevant articles into the clusters?

• Does the system choose representative titles
for the identified events?

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In
Section 2 we outline some related work and po-
sition our work. Then, in Sections 3 and 4 we
describe the platform, designate the problem it is
meant to face and outline the methods used in the
Social Web Observatory analysis pipeline. We
continue, in Section 5, by describing the experi-
ments conducted to answer our research questions,
which we then discuss in Section 6. We conclude
the paper in Section 7.

2 Related Work

Our event detection is based on clustering the news
articles that are found to be related to a given en-
tity. Each cluster that results from the cluster-
ing, is considered an event. The clustering algo-
rithm we used is agglomerative hierarchical clus-
tering and for the similarity measure we used n-
gram graphs by (Giannakopoulos and Karkaletsis,
2009), which can capture the order of n-grams in
an article, taking also into account the frequency
of their co-occurrence within a window. This sim-
ilarity falls under the string-based measures as de-
fined by (Gomaa and Fahmy, 2013) in their survey
of text similarity measures, which means it oper-
ates on the characters of the text and does not use
any external or semantic information.

Event detection can be useful for emergencies
such as natural disasters, as detecting events on
social media posts can give us information that
may not be easily available elsewhere in order to
plan the response to the emergency more effec-
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tively. Event detection can also help when inspect-
ing past events. In our case we are interested in
extracting events from several documents to ex-
amine what happened that is related to a specific
entity. Knowing that an event happened at some
specific time can help the user build a conclusion
about the sentiment for the entity at that time, or
why it changed. Also, using multiple documents
which contain mentions of the entity for describ-
ing an event can help to further clarify its type (e.g.
if an employee “left” the company to go home
or was fired) and what actually happened (Hong
et al., 2011).

Because of its usefulness, a lot of work has been
done on event detection for textual data. For social
media posts the latest works work even for real-
time scenarios (Hasan et al., 2018), and as (Imran
et al., 2018) note, there are additional challenges
such as the latency requirements and the informal
language used on such platforms.

However, we do not have to tackle these chal-
lenges, as we focus on news articles which should
use more formal language and the detection is not
time sensitive. There is already a delay from when
the event happens to when it is reported on news
websites and we can detect it on a later time to dis-
play on our application. Our focus is more in the
quality of the detected events.

Neural networks have been used with success
for event detection and even language-agnostic
models have been developed such as (Feng et al.,
2018), who tested their network on English, Span-
ish and Chinese.

Litvak et al. (2016) extract events from Twit-
ter by clustering them with the EDCoW method
(Weng and Lee, 2011) which they extend to im-
prove the detection of events that unfold at the
same time, a case where the wavelet analysis of
EDCoW couldn’t differentiate the two separate
events. The user can see the top tweets, hash-
tags and words as a summary of the event, simi-
lar to our case, as well as a textual summary with
sentences extracted from texts found in the links
of the tweets that the cluster contains. There is
also an interactive map with the sentiment of each
country for the event.

Toda and Kataoka (2005) use document cluster-
ing based on Named Entities to tackle the prob-
lem of document retrieval for search results. They
employ NER to find the important term candi-
dates of the documents and create an index of the

terms they select using two proposed criteria. Fi-
nally they categorize these terms in order to form
clusters of documents. The evaluation was done
on news articles, as in our case, and the results
showed that users liked the categorization of the
results by the Named Entities, however the authors
didn’t evaluate the clustering part of the system at
that time.

Montalvo et al. (2015) proposed an agglomer-
ative clustering algorithm that uses only informa-
tion about the Named Entities in order to create
clusters of news articles talking about the same,
specific event, that can work in a bilingual set-
ting. Other than the bilingual nature of their doc-
uments, the task is similar to our case. The exis-
tence of the same entity in the articles as well as
the entity’s category are both used to perform the
clustering. Their results are very encouraging, and
outperformed state-of-the-art algorithms.

There is also an approach by (Tsekouras et al.,
2017) where the authors used just the named enti-
ties and optionally some of the more unique terms
of news articles in order to cluster them into events
using the k-means algorithm with a similarity ma-
trix generated by comparing the texts with n-gram
graphs. The results show that using just the named
entities can make the creation of the graphs sig-
nificantly faster while achieving the same or better
performance than using the full text, especially on
multilingual corpora.

While (Beineke et al., 2004) have defined “sen-
timent summarization” as selecting part of the text
that best conveys the author’s opinion, we con-
sider it as creating a summary from a number of
texts that talk about a specific topic while keep-
ing the overall sentiment intact. Using the senti-
ment while making a summary of the documents
is important, because as (Lerman et al., 2009) have
found, users prefer summaries that come from
sentiment-aware summarizers.

In this paper, we describe a tool that brings
entity-centric, sentiment-aware, multi-document
information summarization as a tool. The tool in-
tegrates a variety of intermediate analyses to ful-
fil its purpose, providing a unique combination
of features that empower social scientists and re-
searchers to identify and follow public trends and
stances, specifically targeted to user selected en-
tities. In the following section we overview the
platform and the technologies behind it.
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3 Platform Overview

The Social Web Observatory is an initiative aim-
ing to help researchers (mainly of the social sci-
ences and digital humanities) and journalists to
study information diffusion in the social web
(news and user generated content - such as com-
ments and posts in social media networks). The
Social Web Observatory listens a wide variety of
news sources (more than 2000 RSS sources which
post multiple news articles daily) and user gener-
ated content (such as comments in DISQUS and
tweets in Twitter). Content is indexed through
a search infrastructure, enabling users to retrieve
context through sets of keywords, for further anal-
ysis. Content retrieved through keyword search is
analysed along various dimensions to extract indi-
cators such as trends, coverage, events, sentiment,
stance, etc. Both context and indicators are vi-
sualised through predefined dashboards and other
analytics tools, to provide information and insights
on the various issues defined by keyword searches.

The Social Web Observatory web application
allows users to create an account and define enti-
ties with public or private access, for which dash-
boards are created. Each entity is comprised of a
title, a type (which may allow the user to add ad-
ditional fields, such as first, middle and last name)
and some optional fields such as their social me-
dia information and URLs for the entity’s web,
Wikipedia and Wikidata pages. The user can also
specify keywords to include in the search for the
entity, such as alternative names or nicknames that
people use to refer to the entity and keywords to
exclude from the search, which can be useful if
for example a last name of an entity is also a word
in that language. An entity being “public” means
that all users of the application can view the dash-
board for that entity (but only the owner can edit
it), while “private” means that only the creator of
the entity is aware of its existence and can see its
dashboard or edit it. A screenshot of the entity
creation screen of the application can be seen in
Figure 1.

The dashboard of an entity tries to show an
overview of what is being said related to the en-
tity on the web over a given date range, which the
user can change. It contains information such as
how many articles, comments and tweets related
to that entity have been collected over the selected
time period and how many unique domains had ar-
ticles and comments about the entity. Then there

Figure 1: Part of the entity creation screen of the
web application.

are tabs for more specific information about the
news articles, comments and tweets about the en-
tity, which contain a number of charts. The “sen-
timent over time” chart shows how the number of
positive, neutral and negative documents (whose
type depends on the selected tab) changes over the
selected time period. For news articles, we also
display the automatically detected events on the
chart. The user can click an event to reveal more
information about it. The user can also click a
point on the chart to reveal the titles of the docu-
ments that correspond to that time point and view
them at their source web page. Each of the ar-
ticles, comments and tweets tabs also contain a
graph that shows how many of the total collected
items in each case were found to contain the entity
over the same time period. This shows how much
of the web is concerned with that entity at a given
time.

The back-end gathers news articles from a va-
riety of RSS sources, crawls some of the news
websites to gather comments for their articles or
through DISQUS, and receives tweets from Twit-
ter. These news articles, comments and tweets
are all analyzed to identify any entities that they
contain, obtain their overall sentiment as well as
the sentiment for each of the mentioned entities.
Finally the news articles are clustered in order
to form events. Since we perform named entity
recognition (NER) on the articles from which the
events are formed, each event can be linked to the
entities that are mentioned in the articles that it
contains.

4 Proposed System

The research problem which the SWO platform
faces is the following. Given

• a set of text streams S,

• a set of surface representations (i.e. alterna-
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tive wordings) of an entity E,

• a time span T,

we are called to provide a list L of events, pub-
lished within the time span T, referring to the en-
tity E and annotated by the sentiment expressed
therein. The events should ideally be identified by
a representative title and should be mapped to (i.e.
supported/explained by) a number of texts from
the input text streams S. To face this problem, the
Social Web Observatory project combines a num-
ber of approaches into an analysis pipeline, as de-
scribed below.

The pipeline for the creation of events from
the news articles is supported by the Elasticsearch
(Gormley and Tong, 2015) database and begins
with the news gathering. This is done through
crawling a custom list of over 2000 RSS feeds one
by one, receiving the available news articles from
each feed and adding the ones that we don’t al-
ready have to the Elasticsearch index where we
keep all the articles. This process is run every 20
minutes on our server.

Periodically, we run the next step of the
pipeline, entity detection and aspect-based and
document-level sentiment analysis (Petasis et al.,
2014; Papachristopoulos et al., 2018). This be-
gins by taking as input the latest raw news ar-
ticles/comments/tweets from the gathering step,
processing and saving them in another index
where we keep the processed news articles. The
processing starts by detecting any entities that
are in the text. For this purpose, the keywords
provided by users are primarily used (for direct
matching), in cooperation with an automated NER
system (OpinionBuster (Petasis et al., 2014)) for
some predefined types of entities, such as per-
sons. News articles that contain entity mentions
are kept for further processing. Then, the over-
all sentiment of each textual artifact is found as
well as the sentiment for each of the entity men-
tions that were found in the text. For sentiment
analysis, OpinionBuster (Petasis et al., 2014), a
state-of-the-art system for the Greek language is
being used. OpinionBuster employs a rule-based
approach for performing polarity detection, based
on compositional polarity classification (Klenner
et al., 2009). It analyses the input texts with the
aid of a polarity lexicon that specifies the prior po-
larity of words, which contains more than 360,000
unique word forms (Greek is an inflectional lan-
guage) and more than 35,000 phrases. As a second

step, the latest versions of Ellogon’s (Petasis et al.,
2002) dependency parser and chunker are used to
determine dependencies and phrases that are the
basis for a compositional treatment of phrase-level
polarity assignment. Once polarity has been de-
tected, it is distributed over the involved entity
mentions with the help of dependencies originat-
ing from verbs, in order to distinguish whether the
entity mentions receive or generate the polarity de-
tected in the phrases. In case, however, a verb is
encountered that cannot be handled by a rule then
a simple heuristic is applied, which assigns the
detected polarity to all entity mentions within the
phrase. At the end of the sentiment analysis step,
we have articles, comments, and tweets with the
entities that they mention, the overall sentiment
and the sentiment for each of the entities (calcu-
lated by summing the sentiment for each of the
entity’s occurences).

The last step is clustering the news articles into
events. The input for this step is the processed arti-
cles, and the output the clusters, each of which rep-
resents an event. The events are saved in another
Elasticsearch index that is read by the web applica-
tion in order to display the events to the user. We
assume that most news events should happen at
daytime, so we run the clustering on the articles of
each day individually. This means that if an event
starts in one day and ends the next, we might miss
or cluster it as two separate events. The clustering
service starts the clustering for each day when that
day has passed and all articles that were gathered
within that day are processed by the previous step.

The clustering uses n-gram graphs (Gian-
nakopoulos and Karkaletsis, 2009) to create a rep-
resentation of each news article, which are then
compared with each other in order to calculate the
similarity matrix between all the texts. The news
items are clustered using a modified version of the
NewSum (Giannakopoulos et al., 2014) clustering
algorithm. The original NewSum clustering repre-
sented each text with an n-gram graph and grouped
together documents that surpassed a heuristically-
defined threshold of similarity (specifically Nor-
malized Value Similarity, which takes into account
the overlap between graph edges and their relative
weights (Giannakopoulos and Karkaletsis, 2009)).
Thus, if a the similarity sim of a text a to a text b
exceeds the threshold T , then: {a, b} ∈ C, where
C is a cluster (i.e. set of texts). The caveat was that
in several cases a was marginally, but sufficiently
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similar to b, which in turn was marginally, but suf-
ficiently similar to a text c. This meant that a, b, c
would belong to the same cluster C, even though a
and c had almost nothing in common. Essentially,
the algorithm did not enforce coherence across all
pairs within the same cluster.

In the SWO version of the algorithm an agglom-
erative hierarchical clustering algorithm which as-
certains a minimum coherence (i.e. variation of
similarity) across all pairs within a cluster was
employed to produce clusters of articles. Essen-
tially, the hierarchical clustering only adds articles
to a cluster, if they have sufficient similarity to all
cluster articles. This causes smaller, more coher-
ent clusters, and prefers precision (keeping clus-
ters clean) over recall (bringing in the maximum
number of related news).

The system also extracts a title selected from
the articles contained in the cluster, following a
centroid-based approach: after representing all the
article titles as a bag-of-words in a vector space,
the system chooses the title which is closest to the
centroid of all the article titles in this space.

Thus, through the clustering process, the clus-
ters have a title and the IDs of the news articles
which they contain. After the clustering runs, we
need to find out which entities are related to each
cluster (event) so we can later filter them by their
entities. This will allow us to show only the events
that are relevant to an entity in its dashboard page.
To do that, we get the unique article IDs from all
the clusters that were produced, retrieve them from
the processed news articles index, and for each
cluster we gather all the entities from all its articles
and save them together with the other information
about the cluster to the events Elasticsearch index.

The events then can finally be viewed on the
web application in the “sentiment over time” chart
of an entity’s dashboard, as shown in Figure 2.
Each colored plot band on the chart represents an
event, starting and ending at the first and last pub-
lication times of its articles respectively. The chart
shows the 50 largest events in the selected time pe-
riod measured by the number of articles they con-
tain (cluster size). By clicking on an event, the
user is shown its title, start and ending times, as
well as the sentiment distribution of the event’s ar-
ticles (i.e. how many positive, neutral and negative
articles are in the event). The navigator control at
the bottom of the chart helps the user click events
with very small timespans by allowing them to

zoom in.

5 Experiments

In order to evaluate if the events we create are co-
herent and if they can be labeled consistently by
different humans, we ran a user study with three
annotators. The annotators (Greek natives) were
shown the title and articles of each event in Greek
and were asked three questions each time:

• Do the articles of the cluster appear to repre-
sent a single event? (Yes/No)

• How many articles do they feel are irrelevant
to others? (Number between 0 and the total
articles of the cluster)

• Does the cluster (event) title reflect the
event well? (Badly/Barely Acceptably/Well
enough)

The data we used were the 30 events that con-
tained the most news articles in the time period
between July 1 and July 14 of 2019. This data,
containing the event titles, date ranges and their
articles with publication date, sentiment analy-
sis/NER results and text content is available upon
request.

With the answers of the annotators, we can
then run statistical tests in order to see the inter-
annotator agreement, as well as how the event
clustering performs.

For the inter-annotator agreement we ran two
different tests. First, we ran paired t-tests between
all annotator pairs for the number of articles that
they found irrelevant in the events, in order to see
if there is a statistically significant difference be-
tween their answers. We also ran a chi-squared
test with the two categorical variables being the
annotator ID and their answers on whether they
felt that the cluster’s articles represented a single
event. This test will show us whether there is a de-
pendence of the result (answer) and the annotator,
or whether the annotators seem to provide similar
answers.

To see if the clusters are coherent, we studied
how many irrelevant articles were found in each
cluster by the annotators as a percentage of the
cluster size and also the cluster size distribution,
to support the cluster coherence result.

6 Results

In this section we will present the results of the
described experiments for each set of experiments,
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Figure 2: The “sentiment over time” chart for articles, with the colored bands representing events.

indicating how they answer our original research
questions posed in Section 1.

Essentially, we examined the event cluster co-
herence (first two questions) and the title assign-
ment quality (third question). Below, we describe
how we ascertained that the study was meaningful
and the results we got.

6.1 Inter-annotator Agreement
Our first challenge is to show that annotators can
consistently judge the system. We first performed
a chi-squared test to show if the annotators agree
on whether each cluster represents a single event,
the results show that there is no statistically sig-
nificant dependence between the annotator and the
resulting answer for the question (p-value = 0.81).
Therefore, we can say that the annotator’s answers
are independent from the individual annotators,
that is, the events seem to get the same answer re-
gardless of who is the annotator.

We, also, performed a set of paired t-tests be-
tween the annotators to show whether the distri-
butions of errors (irrelevant articles) identified by
each annotator on each event were different. The
tests showed that there is no statistically signifi-
cant difference between any pair of annotators (all
p-values are > 10%, see Table 1). This means that
the annotators seem to agree on how many arti-
cles are irrelevant in each cluster, which indicates
a consistent evaluation process.

Given the above findings, we can consider the
evaluation task meaningful enough to provide use-
ful feedback.

6.2 Clustering Coherence
To analyze the coherence of the clusters, we made
two plots. The first one (Figure 3) shows the clus-
ter coherence according to our annotators, mean-

Annotator Pair p-value

A & B 0.1033
B & C 0.3256
A & C 0.4235

Table 1: p-values of paired t-tests between the
three annotators.

ing how frequently we find clusters with a cer-
tain percent of irrelevant articles, according to the
annotators’ judgement. We see that in over 90%
of the clusters the percentage of irrelevant articles
that are contained in the cluster was perceived to
be less than 10%. There is a very small percentage
of clusters (around 2%) where the irrelevant arti-
cles make up 10-20% of the cluster. Around 5%
of the clusters contain around 30-40% irrelevant
articles. There are some more clusters that have
around 60-70% irrelevant articles in them, but that
is also a very small amount (around 2%). This
shows that, overall, most clusters have a very low
amount of irrelevant articles in them. At this point
we should note that high percentages of irrelevant
articles within clusters could also be attributed to
small clusters, where a single error could amount
to a big percentage of error (our error analysis in-
dicated that this was the case).

We next studied the cluster size distribution to
better understand if the clusters were also useful
(i.e. non-trivial, having only 1 article). For each
cluster size (article count contained), we see how
many clusters of that size exist in our evaluated
data. Looking at the cluster size statistical sum-
mary (quartiles) in Table 2, we see that the mini-
mum number of articles found in any cluster is 3.
Combining this with Figure 4, we observe that al-
most half of the clusters are small, but non-trivial,
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Figure 3: Clustering coherence according to the
annotators.

Min 1st Qu. Median 3rd Qu. Max

3 3 5 7,75 26

Table 2: Basic statistical summary of cluster sizes.

meaning they contain 3-5 articles. The other half
has over 5 articles (the median is 5 articles), in
some cases even containing more than 20. There-
fore, we can draw the conclusion that the clusters
seem to be coherent, meaningful and useful.

We have to note that this evaluation takes into
account only the precision of the clustering, as
we cannot draw any conclusions about the recall.
However, previous works (Giannakopoulos et al.,
2014) have suggested that having better precision
in such a task gives more perceived value for the
user than recall. That is, users prefer small, clean
clusters than larger clusters which may contain
more of the relevant articles but also more off-

Figure 4: Cluster size distribution.

topic articles.
We also measured the average perceived appro-

priateness of a title for a given cluster, by assign-
ing the value 0 to ”badly”, 1 to ”barely acceptably”
and 2 to ”well enough”. In our data, in 23 of the
30 events (76% of the cases) the quality was at
least 1 on average. In 50% of the overall events
the title was considered good enough. Thus, the
users seem to be able to understand what events
are about from their title.

In the final section of this work we summarize
what we did and suggest future steps.

7 Conclusion

In this work, we presented Social Web Observa-
tory, an initiative that aims to show how informa-
tion is diffused and spread in the social web, via
a web application and a back-end system which
analyzes the gathered data. Part of this system is
using event detection to show events to the user,
in order to help them explain why the sentiment
about an entity may have changed at a given time.
The event detection is run on the news articles of
each day, which are analyzed for sentiment and
entity recognition. On the user study that we
performed, the annotators seemed to agree that
the clusters contained very little irrelevant articles,
which means the overall pipeline is suitable for our
use case. Furthermore, we saw that the title ex-
tracted and assigned to each event is in more than
75% of the cases at least acceptable.

As future work, we want to improve the scala-
bility of the overall pipeline to allow it to run on
a larger amount of articles, as we continue to in-
crease the number of RSS feeds that we monitor
over time. Because we run the event detection pe-
riodically (once per day), in this work we were not
concerned with its speed, so there is room for im-
provement in that area. For example we could em-
ploy blocking techniques as they have shown to
significantly improve the scalability of document
clustering in (Pittaras et al., 2018) without hurting
the performance too much.
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Abstract

Automatic text summarization aims at pro-
ducing a shorter version of a document
(or a document set). Evaluation of sum-
marization quality is a challenging task.
Because human evaluations are expen-
sive and evaluators often disagree between
themselves, many researchers prefer to
evaluate their systems automatically, with
help of software tools. Such a tool usually
requires a point of reference in the form of
one or more human-written summaries for
each text in the corpus. Then, a system-
generated summary is compared to one
or more human-written summaries, ac-
cording to selected measures (also called
metrics). However, a single metric can-
not reflect all quality-related aspects of
a summary. In this paper we present
the EvAluation SYstem for Multilingual
Summarization (EASY-M), which enables
the evaluation of system-generated sum-
maries in 23 languages with several qual-
ity measures, based on comparison with
their human-generated counterparts. The
system also provides comparative results
with two built-in baselines. The EASY-
M system is freely available for the NLP
community1.

1 Introduction

Automatic text summarization aims at represent-
ing a text document or a document set in a short
concise form, called a summary. The size of a
summary is usually limited by a user-defined num-
ber of words, sentences, or percentage of the orig-

1https://drive.google.com/file/d/
1GKeJiHCAxA8fKEBpi424nmVDIHGYWKSt/view?
usp=sharing

inal text. A summary can be either generic or tai-
lored to fit the user’s needs. The former is ex-
pected to convey the meaning of the whole text
while the latter should reflect the interests of a
user. Expressions of the user’s interests can come
in many forms, including those of query, sub-
ject, and style. Several extensive surveys of au-
tomatic summarization can be found in (Nenkova
et al., 2011; Nenkova and McKeown, 2012; Das
and Martins, 2007; Lloret and Palomar, 2012).

Automatic text summarization approaches can
be divided into two main categories. Extractive
summarization (Gupta and Lehal, 2010; Gambhir
and Gupta, 2017) deals with selecting a subset of
sentences from the original document(s) without
modifying them. Abstractive summarization can
compile summaries by extracting parts of original
sentences (this approach is known as compressive
summarization (Gambhir and Gupta, 2017)), or by
generating new, original sentences. (Kasture et al.,
2014)

The need for quality assessment of summa-
rization tools is obvious. Using human eval-
uators is extremely time-consuming and labor-
intensive. Additional issues arise when using
this approach, such as the qualification of evalu-
ators and their agreement on a content of gener-
ated summaries. (Pittaras et al., 2019) Also, hir-
ing qualified evaluators to work with summaries
in multiple languages is not an easy and often te-
dious task. Therefore, there is an existing need to
construct automatic summary evaluation tools that
provide consistent results for multiple languages.
Moreover, these tools must provide a wide range
of metrics for covering multiple aspects of sum-
mary quality, such as the informativeness, cover-
age of the main topics of a document, and the co-
herency and readability of the summary.

In this paper we introduce an evaluation system
we have named EASY-M: Evaluation SYstem for
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Multilingiual Summarization. We have designed
EASY-M for evaluation of summarization results
and ranking summarization tools on multiple lan-
guages. At its current state, the system enables
the user to select a language and to evaluate the
quality of generic summaries using several met-
rics that address both informativeness and read-
ability of summaries. EASY-M also enables users
to compare the scores of evaluated summaries to
corresponding scores of summaries that were pro-
duced by two baseline methods, one of which pro-
duces ’ideal’ extractive summaries. By doing so,
the system gives the user an idea of how far cur-
rent summaries lie from the best result that can
be possibly achieved by extractive summarization.
EASY-M also enables the user to view the cor-
relation between scores of different metrics with
Spearman correlation.

This paper is organized as follows. Section
2 surveys related work. Section 3 describes the
summarization metrics used by and the baseline
summarizers implemented in EASY-M. Section 4
shows and explains system’s interface. Section 5
addresses the system’s availability. Finally, Sec-
tion 6 concludes our work.

2 Related Work

Multiple MultiLing reports (Giannakopoulos
et al., 2011, 2015, 2017) give a detailed descrip-
tion of evaluating multiple summarization systems
in different languages for various tasks. These
evaluations utilized several measures including
ROUGE (Lin, 2004) and MeMoG (Gian-
nakopoulos and Karkaletsis, 2011) for automatic
evaluation of summarization systems. Both tools
were applied separately and autonomously, after
their adaptation to multiple languages. This
experience demonstrates the actual need in the
multilingual evaluation system that can be applied
once on the summaries generated by different
systems and rank them based on various scores
measuring different summary qualities.

2.1 Automatic evaluation
Automatic evaluation relies on comparison be-
tween the summaries generated by an automatic
system (system summaries) and summaries that
have been produced by humans (called gold stan-
dard summaries or reference summaries). Ref-
erence summaries may be created from scratch
by humans or produced by merging several

human-produced summaries by using the major-
ity rule (Nanba and Okumura, 2000). In both
cases, reference summaries usually contain new
sentences that are not present in original docu-
ments. When reference summaries are not avail-
able, system summaries may be compared to orig-
inal texts through the use of a metric that helps to
see how information in the whole text is covered
by a summary (Jing et al., 1998). Results of au-
tomatic evaluation depend closely on the chosen
metric.

2.2 Evaluation metrics
Papers (Jones and Galliers, 1995) and (Jing et al.,
1998) contain surveys of early evaluation mea-
sures for text summarization. Paper (Mani, 2001)
gives an overview of different methods for evalu-
ating automatic summarization systems, and de-
scribes different evaluation criteria such as co-
herence, informativeness, different scoring ap-
proaches, and means of analyzing summary con-
tent.

Following (Jones and Galliers, 1995) and
(Steinberger and Ježek, 2012), summarization
evaluation methods can be divided into two cate-
gories: extrinsic evaluation, where the summary
quality is judged by its helpfulness for a given
task, and intrinsic evaluation, where a summary is
analyzed directly. Our study focuses on intrinsic
evaluation of generic summaries (where no user
queries are supplied).

2.3 Metric types
We can roughly assign all intrinsic evaluation
methods to the (1) methods comparing between
system and human summaries, and (2) the meth-
ods comparing between system summaries and
their documents. The metrics provided in the
first category measure the closeness (similarity)
of the generated summary to reference summaries
that represent the ideal summaries, while the met-
rics calculated in the second category measure the
summary’s coverage of the main topics described
in a document. We will call the first category ”sim-
ilarity” and the second one ”coverage.” While the
”similarity” methods can be performed in either
the lexical (i.e., words) or semantic (i.e., topics)
level, comparison between a summary and its doc-
ument in the lexical level is meaningless. There-
fore, for measuring coverage of topics in a gener-
ated summary, semantic text representation must
be utilized.
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2.4 Lexical similarity metrics
There are multiple metrics that compare between
system and reference summaries in the lexical
level. These metrics measure the similarity be-
tween vocabularies (Salton and McGill, 1986) of
summaries. Some of them are applicable to extrac-
tive summarization only, such as metrics based on
sentence recall or precision (Kupiec et al., 1995;
Jing and McKeown, 1999; Merlino and Maybury,
1999), or metrics that rely on sentence rank (in
terms of summary-worthiness); they measure the
correlation between sentence sequences represent-
ing system and reference summaries (Donaway
et al., 2000).

The Bleu machine translation evaluation mea-
sure (Papineni et al., 2002) has been used as a sum-
marization metric in (Pastra and Saggion, 2003).

Metrics in the Recall-Oriented Understudy for
Gisting Evaluation (ROUGE) family, proposed
in (Lin, 2004), count the number of overlapping
units such as n-grams, word sequences, and word
pairs between the system and the reference sum-
maries. This remains the most popular metric
for summarization evaluation. In (Giannakopou-
los and Karkaletsis, 2011), the authors present the
Merge Model Graph (MeMoG) metric for evalu-
ating summaries, which uses n-gram graphs for
comparing system and reference summaries. Tests
on summaries produced for MultiLing-2015 tasks
(Giannakopoulos et al., 2015) have shown a clear
indication that the MeMoG is much less sensi-
tive than ROUGE to differences in text preprocess-
ing. Both tools are also applicable to evaluation
of abstractive summaries, but, as all lexical-based
methods, they do not consider semantic similarity
between system and reference summaries.

2.5 Semantic similarity metrics
An alternative solution to the lexical compari-
son between system and reference summaries is
to consider their semantics. Utility-based met-
rics (Radev, 2000) use more fine-grained ap-
proach to measure importance of summary sen-
tences; however, they increase the chances of
disagreement between different evaluators. The
Pyramid method discussed in (Nenkova and Pas-
sonneau, 2004) involves semantic matching of
content units, to which differential weights are
assigned based on their frequency in a corpus
of summaries. Semantic models such as la-
tent semantic analysis (LSA) (Deerwester et al.,

1990), topic modeling with latent Dirichlet anal-
ysis (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003), word embed-
dings with Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013), and
Doc2Vec (Le and Mikolov, 2014) can also be used
for comparing summaries to reference summaries
or to original documents. In (Steinberger and
Ježek, 2012) the authors propose an LSA-based
evaluation measure and show its high correlation
to human rankings. In (Ng and Abrecht, 2015)
and (Kusner et al., 2015) word embeddings were
shown as a good means for evaluating summaries.

2.6 Readibility and coherency metrics
A separate place in the world of summariza-
tion assessment metrics belongs to methods
which address the linguistic quality of system-
generated summaries rather than their contents.
These metrics naturally depend on the language
of summaries and cannot be called language-
independent. We give a short description of the
most popular metrics that are easy to implement
with existing tools.

Proper noun ratio (PNR) is the ratio of proper
nouns to the overall number of words in the sum-
mary. It is hypothesized that higher PNR indicates
higher readability (Smith et al., 2012), because
proper nouns contribute to a text disambiguation.
Noun ratio (NR) is used to capture the proportion
of nouns present in the text. The text with lower
proportion of nouns is considered to be easier to
read (Hancke et al., 2012). Pronoun ratio (PR) is a
linguistic measure indicating the level of semantic
ambiguity that can arise while searching for the
concept that a pronoun represents (Štajner et al.,
2012); a text with lower PR is considered more
readable. The Gunning fog index (Gunning, 1952)
is a readability test for English writing that gives
a parametrized measurement of complex words in
the text. Average word length (AWL) reflects the
ratio of long words used in a text. It was proven
that the use of long words makes a text more diffi-
cult to understand (Rello et al., 2013).

2.7 Evaluation systems
Attempts to create a platform for summary eval-
uation have been previously made. The SUM-
MAC system (Mani et al., 2002) provided the first
system-independent framework for summary eval-
uation. It included several extrinsic and intrinsic
methods for evaluating summaries. In the extrin-
sic categorization task, the evaluation was to deter-
mine whether a summary could effectively present
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enough information to categorize a document. In
the extrinsic categorization task, an evaluation is
made by finding whether there is enough informa-
tion contained in a summary to provide success-
ful categorization of the document. In an intrin-
sic question-answering task a topic-related sum-
mary for a document was evaluated in terms of its
’informativeness’, namely, the degree to which it
contained answers to a set of topic-related ques-
tions.

Paper (Hovy et al., 2006) described a frame-
work in which various automated summary con-
tent evaluation methods can be situated, and im-
plemented a specific variant that uses short text
fragments. Multiple similarity metrics were in-
troduced and their correlations with other known
metrics, such as ROUGE, were reported. Most in-
troduced metrics are lexical-based, except one that
applied synonym resolution using WordNet. In
(Abdi and Idris, 2014) the authors present a sum-
marization assessment system that does not rely
on reference summaries. There, a coverage metric
was proposed as a combination of syntactic (words
order) and semantic (using WordNet) information
of sentence words.

Our system, EASY-M, provides different types
of metric suitable for the multilingual domain and
also supplies comparison to baselines, one of them
being extractive topline summarizer.

3 System design

In this section we describe the capabilities of the
EASY system and the algorithms it implements.
The system receives the following input from the
user.

1. A folder containing original documents in
UTF-8 text format, where every document is
stored in a separate file. In case of multi-
document summarization, every document
set should be merged into a single file.

2. A folder containing reference summaries
should be available, with one or more sum-
maries for every document. A document and
its reference summaries are matched by their
case-sensitive name parts before the file ex-
tension. Different reference summaries are
distinguished by their first extension.

3. A folder containing system summaries be-
ing evaluated, with one summary for each

document. A document and its summary are
matched by a case-sensitive comparison of
their name parts before file extension.

When input documents and summaries are sup-
plied, the user first selects the language and sum-
mary size, then selects metrics (see Section 3.1)
and their parameters. The pipeline of EASY-M is
depicted in Figure 1. A detailed user story is de-
scribed in Section 4.

3.1 Summarization quality metrics
In this section, we explain how summarization
metrics are used in our system.

3.1.1 ROUGE metrics

Paper (Lin, 2004) presented set of metrics called
ROUGE that is used for evaluating automatic sum-
marization. ROUGE represents a set of similar
metrics such as ROUGE-N, ROUGE-L, ROUGE-
W, ROUGE-S, and ROUGE-SU. Its main idea is
to count overlapping units (such as n-grams, word
sequences and word pairs) between a system sum-
mary and reference summaries. Intuitively, higher
ROUGE scores show that the system summary is
of higher quality. This metric is currently the most
popular metric of its type, especially in the field of
text summarization (Cohan and Goharian, 2016).

In our system, we implemented several origi-
nal ROUGE metrics and a new measure ROUGE-
WSU, introduced in (Colmenares et al., 2015), as
described below.

1. ROUGE-N, which measures overlap of n-
grams between the system summary and ref-
erence summaries R = {r1, . . . , rk} with a
user-defined n, that is usually set to a num-
ber between 1 and 4. EASY-M supports both
recall- and precision-based ROUGE-N mea-
sure.

2. Common-subsequence-based metrics include
the following

(a) ROUGE-L, which measures the length
of the longest common subsequence
LCS () between the system and ref-
erence summaries; this measure is an
F-measure computed from LCS-based
PLCS precision and recall RLCS as fol-
lows:

FLCS =
(1 + β2)RLCSPLCS

RLCS + β2PLCS
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Figure 1: EASY-M system flow.

where β is the system parameter with
default β = 1 (to obtain a harmonic
mean).

PLCS =

∑k
i=1 LCS (ri, S)

|S|

RLCS =

∑k
i=1 LCS∪(ri, S)∑k

i=1 |ri|
Here,

LCS∪(ri, S) = ∪j=1...mLCS(ri, sj)

where s1, . . . , sm are the sentences of S.
(b) ROUGE-W (Lin, 2004), which mea-

sures the length of the longest weighted
common subsequence and differentiates
subsequences by their length. It is an
F-measure FWLCS of ROUGE-W preci-
sion and recall computed as:

RWLCS = f−1(
WLCS (S,R

f(|S|) )

PWLCS = f−1(
WLCS (S,R

f(|r1|+ · · ·+ |rk|)
)

Function f() is smooth with a smooth
inverse, and is usually set to f(k) = k2

so that f ( − 1)(k) =
√
k. Parameter β

is set to 1 (Sasaki et al., 2007).

3. Skip-based metrics

(a) ROUGE-S measures the overlap of skip-
bigrams between a candidate summary
and a set of reference summaries. It is
similar to ROUGE-2 except that a skip-
bigram refers to any pair of words in
sentence order that allows for arbitrary

gaps. The precision and recall are com-
puted as a ratio of the total number of
possible bigrams.
Let SKIP2 (S, ri) denote the number
of skip-matches between system sum-
mary S and reference summary ri. Then
ROUGE-S is defined as an F-measure
RSKIP2 based on precision and recall on
skip-bigrams where

RSKIP2 =
SKIP2 (S,R)

C(|S|, 2)

PSKIP2 =
SKIP2 (S,R)

C(|r1 + · · ·+ rk|, 2)
and C(x, 2) is the total possible num-
ber of bigrams. The maximum skip
distance between two words is lim-
ited by the maximum distance parame-
ter dMAX−SKIP to be 4, so that skip-
bigrams are taken into account within
the maximum skipping distance only.

(b) ROUGE-SU measures overlaps of both
skip-bigrams and unigrams between a
candidate summary and a set of refer-
ence summaries. This is because we do
not want to assign a 0 score to a can-
didate summary simply because it does
not share a skip bigram with any ref-
erence summary when instead it has a
common unigram. Therefore, unigrams
are added to give credit to the candi-
date’s summary if it does not contain
any pair of words with the reference
summary.

(c) ROUGE-WSU weights skip-bigrams
with respect to their average skip-
distance. This overcomes the main
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problem of ROUGE-SU that gives the
same importance to all skip-bigrams ex-
tracted from a phrase.

3.1.2 MeMoG metric

The MeMoG metric, presented in (Giannakopou-
los and Karkaletsis, 2011), is an evaluation
method that based on n-gram graphs. Experimen-
tal proof of its high performance for evaluation of
summaries in different languages is presented in
(Giannakopoulos et al., 2015).

Given a set of reference summaries, the
MeMoG metric creates an n-gram graph for each
of them and an n-gram graph for the system sum-
mary. Formally, let G = {V,E,W} be an n-gram
graph, where V is the set of character n-grams that
can be created from the text, E is the set of edges,
and W is the weight function that represents the
number of times a pair of n-grams is present in a
text within a legal distance from each other. This
distance is denoted Dwin . In order to compute this
metric, the user should supply the following pa-
rameters:

1. Lmin - minimum length of n-grams,

2. Lmax - maximum length of n-grams, and

3. Dwin - the windows size for two n-grams.

The default parameters are Lmin = 3, Lmax = 3
and Dwin = 3, following (Giannakopoulos and
Karkaletsis, 2011). The next step is to represent
all reference summaries by a single n-gram graph.
We begin by initializing the graph to be an n-gram
graph of any of the reference summaries. The ini-
tial graph is then updated using every one of the re-
maining n-gram reference summary graphs as fol-
lows. Let G1 be the current merged n-gram graph,
and let G2 be the n-gram graph of the next refer-
ence summary. The merge function U(G1, G2, l)
defined edge weights as

w(e) = w1(e) + (w2(e)− w1(e)) ∗ l

where l ∈ [0, 1] is the learning factor, w1(e) is
the weight of e in G1, and w2(e) is the weight of
e in G2. In our system we chose l = 1

i where
i > 1 is the number of the reference graph be-
ing processed. In the MeMoG metric, the score
of a summary is one similarity measurement, de-
noted by VS , between system summary graph Gj

and the merged reference graphGi. The similarity
score between edges is defined as

VR(e) = min{wi(e),wj(e)}/max{wi(e),wj(e)}

where wi and wj are weights of the same edge e
(identified by its end-node labels) in graphsGi and
Gj respectively. The final score is computed as

VS (Gi, Gj) =
∑

VR(e)/max{|Gi|,|Gj |}

3.2 Topic coverage metrics
Topic model is a type of statistical model for dis-
covering the abstract topics that occur in a col-
lection of documents. Latent Dirichlet allocation
(LDA) (Blei et al., 2003; Blei, 2012) allows doc-
uments to have a mixture of topics. LDA uses a
generative probabilistic approach for discovering
the abstract topics, (i.e., clusters of semantically
coherent documents). As a result, we assume that
every word w in document D is assigned its prob-
ability distribution {pw,Ti} over topics T1, . . . , TK
where K is the number of topics supplied as a
user-defined parameter. Then for a system sum-
mary S we can naturally define topic similarity to
document (TSD) and topic similarity to reference
summary (TSR) metrics as follows:

1. For every word w, its topic T (w) is set to be
T (w) = argmaxi pw,Ti .

2. A text is represented by topic vector TV =
(pw,Ti)w of word topics; if word w is not
present in the text, TV [w] = 0.

3. Topic similarity between document D and
system summary S is computed as cosine
similarity TSD(D,S) = cos(TVS , TVD)
between their topic vectors.

4. Topic similarity between system summary S
and reference summaries r1, . . . , rn is com-
puted as maximal cosine similarity between
their topic vectors: TSR(r1, . . . , rn, S) =
maxi cos(TVS , TVri)

3.3 Readability metrics
In our system we implemented proper noun ratio
(PNR), noun ratio (NR), pronoun ratio (PR), and
average word length (AWL) metrics. Currently,
these metrics are supported for the English lan-
guage only.
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3.4 Baselines
3.4.1 TopK baseline

For this baseline, we simply select the first K sen-
tences of the source document so that the number
of words of the candidate summary is at least the
predefined word limit W , making K minimal.

3.4.2 OCCAMS baseline
The OCCAMS, introduced in (Davis et al., 2012),
is an algorithm for selecting sentences from a
source document when reference summaries are
known. This algorithm finds the best possible
sentence subset covering reference summaries be-
cause reference summaries are visible to it. While
no extractive summary can fully match human-
generated abstractive reference summaries, OC-
CAMS achieves the best possible result (or its
good approximation) for the extractive summa-
rization task. Comparing system summaries to
the result of OCCAMS shows exactly how far the
tested system is from realistic best possible extrac-
tive summarization result.

The OCCAMS’ parameters are the weights of
the terms W , the number of words in sentences
C, and the size of the candidate summary L.
Let D be the source document consisting of sen-
tences S1, . . . , Sn and let T = {t1, . . . , tm} be
the set of document’s terms (tokenized stemmed
words). Initially OCCAMS computes document
matrix A using term-to-sentence assignment and
term entropy weights. Then, OCCAMS computes
the singular value decomposition of matrix A as
A = USV T , following the approach of (Stein-
berger and Ježek, 2004). The singular value de-
composition produces term weights w(ti). Then,
the final solution is computed by using Budgeted
Maximum Coverage (BMC) from (Khuller et al.,
1999) and Fully Polynomial Time Approximation
Scheme (FPTAS) of (Karger, 2001) greedy algo-
rithms. These algorithms select sentences that pro-
vide maximum coverage of the important terms
(maximum weight sum), while ensuring that their
total length does not exceed the intended summary
size.

4 Implementation details

In this section we describe and give examples of
the EASY system interface. 2

2Screen images are taken from standalone imple-
mentation. Web implementation with partial features

4.1 Operational pipeline
The first screen of the system (see Figure 2) asks
the user to choose language and to set the sum-
mary length (if a summary is too long, it will be
cut to the given number of words).

Figure 2: Choosing language.

In our system, a user can make a choice be-
tween analyzing a single file with its system and
reference summaries, or analyzing an entire cor-
pus. The user needs to supply file names for the
document (or directory of documents), reference
summary (or summaries) or reference summaries
directory, and the system summary or their direc-
tory that is to be evaluated. File names are treated
as case-sensitive. Figure 3 shows the input selec-
tion interface for the case of a corpus.

Figure 3: Choosing texts, reference and system
summary.

Figures 4, 5 and 6 show results of computation
for ROUGE, MeMoG, and topic summarization
metrics and readability metrics for the selected in-
put. Note that readability analysis is currently sup-
ported for the English language only. The top part
of the interface in both cases enables the user to se-
lect parameters for every metric, while the bottom

is also available at https://summaryevaluation.
azurewebsites.net/home.
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part gives the user an opportunity to compute base-
line summaries and to compute the chosen metric
for baselines with the same parameters as above.

Figure 4: Rouge metrics computation with com-
parison to baselines.

Figure 5: Readability metrics computation.

Figure 6: Topic metrics computation.

Figure 7 shows baseline summary computed by
the OCCAMS algorithm.

5 Availability and reproducibility

The EASY-M system standalone version is
implemented in c#, and its Web version is im-
plemented in Angular7 on the client side, and
sp.net WebAPI2 on the server side. Video of
the standalone interface operation is available at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
HQhzhSQ7O1A&t=143s. Currently, the system

Figure 7: OCCAMS summary.

supports 17 languages: Czech, Danish, Dutch,
English, Estonian, Finnish, French, German,
Greek, Italian, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese,
Slovene, Spanish, Swedish and Turkish.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we present a multilingual framework
named EASY-M for evaluation of automatic sum-
marization systems. Currently, EASY-M supports
17 different languages. The system enables the
users to compute several summarization metrics,
including readability measures (English only), for
the same set of summaries and to observe how they
correlate with each other using Spearsman’s corre-
lation.

In our future work we plan to implement addi-
tional metrics based on word embeddings, and to
add more languages by employing language spe-
cific tokenizer tools. We also plan to implement
additional baseline methods. We will allow sev-
eral systems to be compared and ranked simulta-
neously.
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Abstract

In this study we examine the effect of se-
mantic augmentation approaches on ex-
tractive text summarization. Wordnet
hypernym relations are used to extract
term-frequency concept information, sub-
sequently concatenated to sentence-level
representations produced by aggregated
deep neural word embeddings. Multi-
ple dimensionality reduction techniques
and combination strategies are examined
via feature transformation and clustering
methods. An experimental evaluation on
the MultiLing 2015 MSS dataset illus-
trates that semantic information can intro-
duce benefits to the extractive summariza-
tion process in terms of F1, ROUGE-1 and
ROUGE-2 scores, with LSA-based post-
processing introducing the largest im-
provements.

1 Introduction

In recent years, the abundance of textual informa-
tion resulting from the proliferation of the Internet,
online journalism and personal blogging platforms
has led to the need for automatic summarization
tools. These solutions can aid users to navigate the
saturated information marketplace efficiently via
the production of digestible summaries that retain
the core content of the original text (Yogan et al.,
2016). At the same time, advancements intro-
duced by deep learning techniques have provided
efficient representation methods for text, mainly
via the development of dense, low-dimensional
vector representations for words and sentences
(LeCun et al., 2015). Additionally, semantic in-
formation sources have been compiled by humans
in a structured manner and are available for use to-
wards aiding a variety of natural language process-

ing applications. As a result, semantic augmenta-
tion approaches can introduce existing knowledge
to the neural pipeline, circumventing the need for
the neural model to learn all useful information
from scratch.

In this study, we examine the effect of seman-
tic augmentation and post-processing techniques
on extractive summarization performance. Specif-
ically, we modify the input features of a deep neu-
ral classification model by injecting semantic fea-
tures, simultaneously employing feature transfor-
mation post-processing methods towards dimen-
sionality reduction and discrimination optimiza-
tion. Specifically, we aim to address the following
research questions.

• Can the introduction of semantic information
in the network input improve extractive sum-
marization performance?

• Does the semantic augmentation process
benefit via dimensionality reduction post-
processing methods?

The rest of the paper is structure as follows. In
section 2 we cover existing related work relevant
to this study. This is followed by a description of
our approach (section 3). In section 4 we outline
our experimental methodology and discuss on re-
sults and findings. Finally, we present our conclu-
sions in section 5.

2 Related work

2.1 Text representations

Extensive research has investigated methods of
representing text for Natural Language Processing
and Machine Learning tasks.

Vector Space Model (VSM) approaches project
the input to a n-dimensional vector representa-
tion, exploiting properties of vector spaces and lin-
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ear algebra techniques for cross-document opera-
tions. Approaches like the Bag-of-Words (Salton
et al., 1975) have become popular baselines, map-
ping the occurence of an input term (e.g. a word)
to their occurence frequencies in the text. Mod-
ifications to the model include refinements in the
term weighting strategy such as DF and TF-IDF
normalizations (Yang, 1997; Salton and Buckley,
1988), term preprocessing such as stemming and
lemmatization (Jivani et al., 2011), and others.
Further, sentence and phrase-level terms are exam-
ined (Scott and Matwin, 1999), along with n-gram
approaches, which consider n-tuple occurences of
terms instead (Brown et al., 1992; Katz, 2003; Post
and Bergsma, 2013).

Other approaches encode term co-occurence in-
formation via representation learning, relying on
the distributional hypothesis (Harris, 1954) to cap-
ture semantic content. At the same time, the need
to circumvent the curse of dimensionality (Hastie
et al., 2005) of term-weight feature vectors has led
to the production dense, rather than sparse rep-
resentations. Early such examples used analytic
matrix decompositions on co-occurence statistics
(Jolliffe, 2011; Deerwester et al., 1990; Horn and
Johnson, 2012), while more recently, vector em-
beddings are iteratively optimized learned by an-
alyzing large text corpora using local word con-
text in a sliding window fashion (Mikolov et al.,
2013a,b), or using pre-computed pairwise word
co-occurences (Pennington et al., 2014). More re-
fined methods break down words to subword units
(Bojanowski et al., 2017), where learning repre-
sentations for the latter enables some success in
handling out-of-vocabulary words.

2.2 Extractive summarization

In summarization, contrary to the abstractive ap-
proach where output summaries are generated
from scratch (Yogan et al., 2016), the extractive
method relies on sentence salience detection to
retain a minimal subset of the most informative
sentences in the original text (Gupta and Lehal,
2010). VSM approaches have been widely uti-
lized in sentence modelling for this task, with a
variety of methods for determining term weights
based on word frequency, probability, mutual in-
formation or tf-idf features, sentence similarity, as
well as a variety of feature combination methods
(Mori, 2002; McCargar, 2004; Nenkova and Van-
derwende, 2005; Galley et al., 2006; Lloret and

Palomar, 2009). Other popular handcrafted fea-
tures used are syntactic / grammar information
such as part-of-speech tags, as well as sentence-
wise features such as sentence position and length.
Finally, similarity scores to title, centroid clusters
and predefined keywords can be used to score /
rank sentences towards salience identification and
extraction (Neto et al., 2002; Yogan et al., 2016).

Other works adopt a topic-based approach, us-
ing topic modelling techniques towards sentence
salience detection. For example, the work in
(Aries et al., 2015) builds topics via a cluster-
ing process, using a word and sentence-level vec-
tor space model and the cosine similarity mea-
sure. Clustering techniques have been applied to
this end, for sentence grouping and subsequent
salience identification (Radev et al., 2000).

Graph methods have also been exploited; In
(Lawrie et al., 2001), the authors adopt a graph-
based probabilistic language model towards build-
ing a topic hierarchy for predicting representative
vocabulary terms. The MUSE system (Litvak and
Last, 2013) combines graph-modelling with ge-
netic algorithms towards sentence modelling and
subsequent ranking, while the work in (Mihalcea
and Tarau, 2004) builds sentence graphs using a
variety of feature bags and similarity measures and
proceeds to extract central sentences via multiple
iterations of the TextRank algorithm.

2.3 Semantic enrichment

Semantic information has been broadly exploited
towards aiding NLP tasks, using resources such
as Wordnet (Miller, 1995), Freebase (Bollacker
et al., 2008), Framenet (Baker et al., 1998) and
others. Such external knowledge bases have seen
widespread use, ranging from early works on ex-
panson of rule-based discrimination techniques
(Scott and Matwin, 1998), to synonym-based fea-
ture extraction (Rodriguez et al., 2000) and large-
scale feature generation from WordNet synset re-
lationships edges for SVM classification (Mansuy
and Hilderman, 2006).

In extractive summarization, semantic informa-
tion has been used as a refinement step in the sen-
tence salience detection pipeline. For example, in
(Dang and Luo, 2008), the authors utilize Word-
Net synsets as a keyphrase ranking mechanism,
based on candidate synset relevance to the text.
Other approaches (Vicente et al., 2015) use seman-
tic features from Wordnet and named entity extrac-
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tion, followed by a PCA-based post-processing
step for dimensionality reduction. Wordnet is also
utilized in (Li et al., 2017) where the authors use
the resource for sentence similarity extraction, us-
ing synset similarity on the word level and treating
the resulting scores as additional features for sum-
marization and citation linkage.

Our approach bears some similarities with the
work of (Vicente et al., 2015), extending the inves-
tigation to additional post-processing techniques
to PCA, examining post-processing application
strategies, and adopting deep neural word embed-
dings as the lexical representation, while ground-
ing on a number of baselines. In the following
section, we will describe our approach in detail,
including text representation, semantic feature ex-
traction, training and evaluation.

3 Proposed Method

3.1 Problem definition

We formulate the task of automatic summariza-
tion as a classification problem. Given a document
consisting of N sentences D = {s1, s2, . . . sN}
and a ground truth (extractive) summary of size
k, G = {g1, g2, . . . gk}, gi ∈ D, a classification-
based extractive summarization system F se-
lects salient sentences P = {p1, p2, . . . pk} via
F (D) = P , such that P is as close to G as pos-
sible. In this work, F (·) is a data-driven machine
learning model, built by exploiting statistical fea-
tures in the input text.

3.2 Text representation

We use a variety of approaches for representing
the textual component of a sentence. First, we em-
ploy Continuous Bag-of-Words (CBOW) variant
of the popular word2vec model (Mikolov et al.,
2013b), which builds vector representations of a
word using a statistical language model that pre-
dicts the word based on its surrounding context.
More formally, given a center word in a sentence,
wc and and a set of 2k context words around
it wcontext = [wc−k . . . , wc−1, wc+1, . . . , wc+k],
CBOW tries to optimize the conditional proba-
bilistic neural language model P (wc|wcontext).

We train embeddings from scratch with this
method, optimizing with the cross-entropy loss,
ending up with a vector representation for each
word in the dataset. We subsequently produce the
final, sentence-level representation by averaging
the vectors corresponding to words in a sentence.

In addition to embedding training, we examine the
performance of pre-trained Fastext (Joulin et al.,
2016) embeddings, produced by a model that
captures subword information via character em-
beddings, enabling handling of out-of-vocabulary
words. Additionally, we employ direct sentence-
level modelling alternatives via the doc2vec (Le
and Mikolov, 2014) extension of word2vec, as
well as a sentence-level TF-IDF baseline.

3.3 Semantic representation

In order to capture and utilize semantic infor-
mation in the text, we use the WordNet seman-
tic graph (Miller, 1995), a lexical database for
English, often used as an external information
source for machine learning research in classifi-
cation, summarization, clustering and other tasks
(Hung and Wermter, 2004; Elberrichi et al., 2008;
Liu et al., 2007; Morin and Bengio, 2005; Bellare
et al., 2004; Dang and Luo, 2008; Pal and Saha,
2014). In Wordnet, semantic relations between
concepts are captured in a semantic graph of syn-
onymous sets (synsets), as well as multiple types
of relations of lexical / semantic nature, such as
ike hypernymy and hyponymy (is-a graph edges),
meronymy (part-of relations, and others). We
employ WordNet as an enrichment mechanism,
extracting frequency-based features from corpus
words. Specifically, we mine semantic concepts
from each word in the text, arriving at a sparse
high-dimensional bag-of-concepts for each docu-
ment. This vector is concatenated to the lexical
representation. To deal with the curse of dimen-
sionality (Hastie et al., 2005) of this approach, we
apply dimensionality reduction via PCA (Jolliffe,
2011), LSA (Deerwester et al., 1990) or K-Means
(Lloyd, 1982). We apply each transformation on
two settings; first, the semantic information chan-
nel is reduced, then concatenated with the sen-
tence embedding vector. Alternatively, we apply
the reduction on the concatenated, enriched vector
itself.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets

We use the english version of the Multiling
2015 single-document summarization dataset (Gi-
annakopoulos et al., 2015; Conroy et al., 2015)
1 for our experimental evaluation. The dataset is

1http://multiling.iit.demokritos.gr/
pages/view/1516/multiling-2015
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feature train test
document sentences 233 184.9
document summary sentences 77.9 13.5
document words 25.5 22.8
samples 6990 5546

Table 1: Details of the Multiling 2015 single-
document summarization dataset. All values
are averages accross documents, except from the
number of samples.

built from wikipedia content, consisting of articles
paired with a number of human-authored sum-
maries. For each of 40 languages, 30 documents
and summary sets are provided.

In this work, we focus on the English version
of the dataset, due to our reliance on word em-
bedding features, which are predomninantly avail-
able for the English language. In addition, we
apply two preprocessing steps. First, we refor-
mat the ground truth towards an extractive sum-
marization setting, since the provided summaries
are written from scratch. Specifically, we anno-
tate source sentences with an extractive summa-
rization binary label l ∈ {0, 1} (e.g. 1 if it is
a member of the extractive summary and 0 oth-
erwise). This is accomplised via the following
steps. First, for each provided summary sentence
pi, we rank source sentences s ∈ S with respect to
the n-gram overlap with pi, after stopword filter-
ing and excluding already positively-labelled sen-
tences sj ∈ S : lj = 1, i 6= j. The top-ranked
source sentence is matched to the ground truth
summary sentence, and considered to be a member
of the extractive summary. Secondly, in an effort
to address the severe imbalance that results from
the modifications of previous step (i.e. class 0 be-
ing 13 to 14 times more populous than class 1), we
oversample positively labelled sentences for each
document, arriving at a 2 : 1 negative to positive
ratio, at most.

After these steps, we end up with the final ver-
sion of the dataset which is described in detail in
table 1. Having a sentence-level label for sum-
mary meronymy, we can thus produce the final
summary by concatenating the positively classi-
fied sentences. It should be noted that via this
setting, evaluating candidate summaries with the
dataset provided ground truth summaries implies
a minimum performance penalty. This is reported
in the results in the succeeding section 4.3.

4.2 Setup

We train embeddings with the word2vec CBOW
variant using gensim (Rehurek and Sojka, 2011).
We run the algorithm for 50 epochs, on a 10-word
window, mantaining a minimum word frequency
threshold of 2 occurences in the training text. We
produce 50-dimensional embeddings via this pro-
cess. In addition, we use the publicly available 2,
300-dimensional pre-trained fastext embeddings
for the corresponding configuration.

To setup the deep neural classifier, we run a grid
search on the number of layers (ranging from 1 to
5) and layer size (ranging from 64 to 2048) for a
multilayer perceptron architecture, using a 5-fold
validation scheme. This process illustrated a 5-
layer architecture of 512-neuron layers as the best
performing, and is the one we adopt for all subse-
quent experiments. This architecture is trained for
80 epochs, reducing the learning rate on an adap-
tive learning rate reduction policy and mantaining
an early-stopping protocol of 25 epochs.

Using this learning framework, we test each
candidate configuration using a 5-fold validated
scheme, reporting mean measure values as the
overall result. For all measures, the cross-fold
variance stayed below 10e−4 and is omitted. The
Keras machine learning library 3 is used for build-
ing and training the neural models.

4.3 Results and discussion

Tables 2 and 3 present experimental results for the
evaluation of semantic augmentation on word2vec
and fastext embeddings, respectively. Each con-
figuration is evaluated in terms of micro and macro
F1 score (mi-F and ma-F columns, respectively),
with respect to classification performance of the
oversampled dataset (as detailed in 4.1). In ad-
dition, we measure Rouge-1 and Rouge-2 scores
of the final composed summary (stiched together
from positively classified input sentences) with re-
spect to the hand-written ground truth summary
provided in the dataset. Since the difference be-
tween the latter two guarantees a minimum error
(see 4.1), we report the best possible performance
in the gt configuration, depicting performance for
each evaluation measure when sentence classifica-
tion is perfect. In addition, via the prob config-
uration we report a probabilistic baseline classi-
fier, which decides based on the label distribution

2https://fasttext.cc/
3https://keras.io/
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in the training data. Moreover, token frequency-
based baselines – namely bag-of-words (BOW)
and TF-IDF (Salton and Buckley, 1988) – are re-
ported in the BOW and TF-IDF rows. Lexical-
only and semantically-augmented baseline runs
are reported as x and x-sem respectively, where
x ∈ [w2v, fastext]. Finally, the effect of each
post-processing method on the semantically aug-
mented baseline is illustrated, where a configura-
tion of +conf-N denotes a vector post-processing
method conf that produces N-dimensional vec-
tors. The resulting vector dimension that is fed to
the classfier is reported in the column dim, and the
different semantic augmentation post-processing
methods are denoted by tc – i.e. first transform
the semantic channel, then concatenate to the em-
bedding – and ct – i.e. concatenate the seman-
tic vector to the lexical embedding, then apply the
transformation.

Regarding word2vec trained embedings (table
2), we can see that introducing semantic infor-
mation improves macro F1, Rouge-1, Rouge-
2 performance. Compared with the bag-based
baselines, we observe the word2vec CBOW em-
beddings yielding worse micro F1 performance
than both bag approaches, but considerably bet-
ter Rouge scores. In addition, the semantically
enriched w2v configuration outperforms the bag
approaches in macro-F1 score and the examined
Rouge measures.

In general, we observe that micro-F1 scores ap-
pear to be less reliable measures in this setting,
given the considerable large class imbalance of
the dataset. This is apparent in the baseline w2v
and w2v-sem baseline runs, however the effect
is most pronounced in k-means configurations for
dimensions greater than 50, where the best micro-
F1 score is encountered, but the performance of all
other metrics is degenerate. This is understand-
able, since cases where the classifier completely
relies on the majority class (0, or “non-summary
sentences” in our case), it can converge to a state
characterized by a total lack of positively classi-
fied sentences. This in turn produces zero rouge
scores and sub-chance macro-averaged F1 scores,
which is the case observed for these configura-
tions. The best-performing configuration turns out
to be LSA with 500-dimensional vectors, with re-
gard to Rouge-1 and Rouge-2 scores, with the 100-
dimensional PCA configuration performing best in
terms of macro F1.

Regarding comparison between the two post-
processing strategies, we can observe that tc ap-
pears to be working slightly better when measur-
ing micro-F1 scores, but in terms of macro-F1
and Rouge scores, concatenating prior to post-
processing works considerably better. This is not
surprising, as the transformation of the bimodal
vector into a common, shared space can be ex-
pected to be a far more efficient fusion of the lex-
ical and semantic channels, compared to simple
concatenation.

Regarding fastext-based runs, a similar base-
line performance is observed. Bag-based base-
lines achieve best micro-F1 score, but inferior re-
sults in all other measures. Similarly to word2vec,
the lexical-only fastext run achieves better F1
scores, however the semantically enriched em-
bedding fares far better in terms of Rouge-1 and
Rouge-2 performance. Likewise, similar behav-
ior is observed with regard to post-processing
and concatenation order and the usefulness of the
micro-F1 score compared to the other measures.
Notably, the 50-dimensional LSA performs well
with the tc strategy, while an analogous degen-
erate behaviour is evident with the K-means con-
figurations. As in the word2vec run, the 500-
dimensional LSA produces the best macro-F1 and
Rouge scores.

Comparing the word2vec and fastext-based
runs, we can observe the word2vec configurations
(trained on the target dataset from scratch) achieve
better Rouge-1 and Rouge-2 scores than the pre-
trained fastext embeddings, on the best configura-
tions of both baseline and best performing post-
processed configurations (500-dimensional LSA).

In light of these results, we return to the re-
search questions stated in the beginning of this
document.

• Can the introduction of semantic informa-
tion in the network input improve extrac-
tive summarization performance?
It appears that the introduction of semantic
information can introduce benefits to the ex-
tractive summarization pipeline. This is illus-
trated by the Rouge scores, which are consid-
erably improved in the augmented configura-
tions, for both embeddings examined. On the
contrary, micro / macro-F1 results are either
not significantly affected or can even deterio-
rate. However, as discussed above, we argue
that the severe class imbalance of the dataset
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config dim mi-F ma-F Rouge-1 Rouge-2
gt N/A 1.000 1.000 0.414 0.132
prob N/A 0.871 0.501 0.051 0.009
BOW 15852 0.9254 0.5131 0.094 0.017
TF-IDF 15852 0.9260 0.5122 0.085 0.015
w2v 50 0.923 0.508 0.151 0.027
w2v-sem 10292 0.906 0.519 0.260 0.048
config dim tc ct tc ct tc ct tc ct
+lsa-50 100 0.9225 0.9214 0.5223 0.5222 0.166 0.195 0.030 0.036
+lsa-100 150 0.9202 0.9207 0.5164 0.5217 0.188 0.202 0.038 0.038
+lsa-250 300 0.9197 0.9165 0.5198 0.5289 0.181 0.246 0.037 0.040
+lsa-500 550 0.9218 0.9053 0.5190 0.5337 0.159 0.305 0.030 0.059
+pca-50 100 0.9208 0.9101 0.5195 0.5329 0.193 0.242 0.039 0.049
+pca-100 150 0.9207 0.9141 0.5206 0.5349 0.178 0.234 0.036 0.047
+pca-250 300 0.9217 0.9146 0.5217 0.5250 0.171 0.237 0.035 0.044
+pca-500 550 0.9223 0.9107 0.5202 0.5254 0.161 0.255 0.032 0.049
+kmeans-50 100 0.9089 0.9257 0.5267 0.4821 0.252 0.018 0.056 0.005
+kmeans-100 150 0.9028 0.9272 0.5107 0.4811 0.133 0.000 0.028 0.000
+kmeans-250 300 0.9272 0.9272 0.4811 0.4811 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
+kmeans-500 550 0.9272 0.9272 0.4811 0.4811 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Table 2: Experimental results on the MultiLing 2015 MSS dataset using 50-dimensional word2vec em-
beddings. Bold values indicate maxima across rows for that column. Underlined values correspond an
improvement over the counterpart configuration (tc versus ct, or x versus x-sem).

config dim mi-F ma-F Rouge-1 Rouge-2
gt N/A 1.000 1.000 0.414 0.132
prob N/A 0.871 0.501 0.051 0.009
BOW 15852 0.9254 0.5131 0.094 0.017
TF-IDF 15852 0.9260 0.5122 0.085 0.015
fastext 300 0.923 0.517 0.156 0.029
fastext-sem 10542 0.919 0.516 0.204 0.043
config dim tc ct tc ct tc ct tc ct
+lsa-50 350 0.9167 0.9214 0.5231 0.5195 0.206 0.182 0.038 0.032
+lsa-100 400 0.9200 0.9212 0.5196 0.5224 0.171 0.189 0.032 0.036
+lsa-250 550 0.9237 0.9134 0.5221 0.5370 0.145 0.278 0.031 0.053
+lsa-500 800 0.9243 0.9083 0.5201 0.5373 0.128 0.296 0.025 0.056
+pca-50 350 0.9186 0.9145 0.5205 0.5319 0.182 0.234 0.036 0.045
+pca-100 400 0.9208 0.9160 0.5187 0.5369 0.160 0.230 0.037 0.044
+pca-250 550 0.9233 0.9146 0.5210 0.5286 0.189 0.229 0.038 0.045
+pca-500 800 0.9239 0.9096 0.5223 0.5261 0.152 0.255 0.032 0.047
+kmeans-50 350 0.8995 0.9238 0.4928 0.4833 0.071 0.022 0.018 0.006
+kmeans-100 400 0.8903 0.9272 0.4897 0.4811 0.071 0.000 0.018 0.000
+kmeans-250 550 0.9272 0.9272 0.4811 0.4811 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
+kmeans-500 800 0.9272 0.9272 0.4811 0.4811 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Table 3: Experimental results on the MultiLing 2015 MSS dataset using 300-dimensional fasttext em-
beddings. Bold values indicate maxima across rows for that column. Underlined values correspond an
improvement over the counterpart configuration (tc versus ct, or x versus x-sem).
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makes these measures less indicative of sys-
tem performance, compared to Rouge.

• Does the semantic augmentation process
benefit via dimensionality reduction post-
processing methods?

The augmentation process can improve with
post-processing methods. This is expected,
since the sparse bag-based semantic vectors
are bound to contain noise and/or redundant
and overlapping information that will affect
the learning model further down the summa-
rization pipeline. For both embeddings ex-
amined, such configurations improve upon
the baseline and achieve the best scores, for
all evaluation measures included.

LSA-based transformations achieve top
Rouge performance for both embeddings
covered, as well as top F1 scores for the
fastext embedding, with its frequency-based
decomposition appearing to work better
than PCA analysis. On the contrary, K-
means clustering mostly failed to capture
underlying semantic content into meaningful
groups, especialy for higher dimensions
examined. Additionally, the post-processing
transformation methods work best mostly
when applied to the concatenated lexical and
semantic vectors, rather than transforming
the semantic information alone and then
conatenating.

Apart from the specific research questions, it
is notable that the large class imbalance has
to be carefully handled, as – even with the
dataset oversampling measures taken – the
sentence classifier can converge into degen-
erate cases, as was the case with the higher
dimensional configurations of K-means.

At this point, we note that since our system
does not account for selected sentence order,
we limit our comparison of each approach
to only the gt configuration, rather than the
human-authored summaries; even for cases
with perfect classification performance, the
results are far from optimal (e.g. Rouge 1,
Rouge 2 scores of 1.0) since there is no guar-
antee that sentence order is preserved in the
extractive ground truth generation, detailed in
4.1. This introduces an upper bound to per-
formance and prevents meaningful compari-
son to related work. Instead, this study illus-

trates the contribution of semantic informa-
tion to the pipeline, as illustrated above.

As a last note, we compare our results with
respect to the unaltered, human-written sum-
maries – i.e. which are not composed of input
sentences as per the extractive setting, after
reiterate that our preliminary approach does
not take into account sentence order or tar-
get length. First, the gt extractive ground
truth we generated achieves an Rouge-1 and
Rouge-2 score of 0.245 and 0.57 respectively,
effectively serving as an upper bound for
our performance. The best-performing 500-
dimensional LSA configuration for word2vec
trained embeddings performs at 0.196 and
0.015 for Rouge-1 and Rouge-2, respectively,
and 0.191, 0.014 for fasttext. These results
fall short of the system performance levels on
previous MultiLing community tasks (Con-
roy et al., 2015), however the goal of this
investigation was solely to illustrate the util-
ity of the semantic component; future work
(outlined below) plans on addressing this is-
sue and align our results toward related work
comparability.

5 Conclusions

In this work, we investigated the contribution
of semantically enriching word embedding-based
approaches to extractive summarization. Pre-
trained embeddings as well as embeddings trained
from scratch on the target dataset were utilized.
For the semantic channel, frequency-based con-
cept information from Wordnet is extracted, post-
processed with a range of feature transformation
and clustering methods prior or after concatena-
tion with the lexical embeddings. A wide eval-
uation was performed on multiple configuration
combinations and transformation dimensions, us-
ing micro/macro F1 and Rouge-1/Rouge-2 scores.
Initial results show semantic such augmentation
approaches can introduce considerable benefits to
baseline approaches in terms of macro F1, Rouge-
1 and Rouge-2 scores, with micro-F1 deemed in-
adequate for highly imbalanced problems such
as the extractive summarization setting examined
here. LSA-based decomposition works best out of
the variants examined, outperforming PCA and K-
means post-processing in terms of Rouge. In the
future, more sophisticated transformation meth-
ods could be explored, such as encoder-decoder
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schemes via recurrent neural networks (Hochre-
iter and Schmidhuber, 1997), dynamically fus-
ing word embeddings into a sentence encoding
and eliminating the need for word averaging in
sentence-level vector generation. Alternatively,
sequence-based classification could be explored in
a similar fashion. Moreover, higher transforma-
tion dimensions could be covered, given the best
configuration examined lied on the highest end of
the exmained range (500) and additional seman-
tic resources can be utilized, via the bag-based ap-
proach used in this study, or by alternative meth-
ods of semantic vector generation (Faruqui et al.,
2014). Finally, the natural next step in our work
would be the application of our semantic aug-
mentation approach with a sentence ranking and
a target length constraint mechanisms, in order to
make the results of pipeline fairly comparable to
related summarization systems.
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Abstract

Automatic headline generation is a sub-
task of one-line summarization with many
reported applications. Evaluation of sys-
tems generating headlines is a very chal-
lenging and undeveloped area. We intro-
duce the Headline Evaluation and Anal-
ysis System (HEvAS) that performs au-
tomatic evaluation of systems in terms
of a quality of the generated headlines.
HEvAS provides two types of metrics–
one which measures the informativeness
of a headline, and another that measures
its readability. The results of evaluation
can be compared to the results of base-
line methods which are implemented in
HEvAS. The system also performs the sta-
tistical analysis of the evaluation results
and provides different visualization charts.
This paper describes all evaluation met-
rics, baselines, analysis, and architecture,
utilized by our system.

1 Introduction

A headline of a document can be defined as a short
sentence that gives a reader a general idea about
the main contents of the story it entitles. There
have been many reported practical applications for
headline generation (Colmenares et al., 2015) or
related tasks. Automatic evaluation of automat-
ically generated headlines is a highly important
task, where a candidate headline is assessed with
respect to (1) readability (i.e. whether the head-
line is easy to understand), and (2) relevance (i.e.
whether the headline reflects the main topic of an
article). Building unbiased metrics that manage
to make objective evaluations of these properties
has been proved to be a difficult task. Some of
the related work resort to human-assisted evalua-

tion (Zajic et al., 2002), which is undoubtedly ex-
pensive and time-consuming. Therefore, most of
works rely on the existing tools for automatic eval-
uation such as ROUGE (Shen et al., 2016; Hayashi
and Yanagimoto, 2018). The main assumption be-
ing that because the metrics work well for stan-
dard summaries, the same applicable to short sum-
maries and headlines, as a private case. However,
authors of (Colmenares et al., 2015) provide sta-
tistical evidence that this statement does not neces-
sarily hold. We suspect that the main reason is that
a summary needs to convey the content of a doc-
ument while a headline should introduce, but not
describe, the main subject of a document. More-
over, even very short summaries usually include
at least two full sentences while headlines do not.
Despite that discovery, not many attempts to de-
velop special metrics for the headline evaluation
were made. Two new metrics—an adaptation of a
ROUGE metric, and a metric for comparing head-
lines on a conceptual level using Latent Semantic
Indexing (LSI) —were introduced in (Colmenares
et al., 2015).

2 Related Work

This section surveys the metrics used recently in
literature for a headline evaluation task and ap-
proaches we use for the introduced metrics as part
of HEvAS. For the rest of this paper the terms “ref-
erence headline” and “candidate headline” will be
used to address the human-generated and the au-
tomatically generated headlines, respectively.

2.1 ROUGE metrics
ROUGE metrics (Lin, 2004) are widely used for
evaluation of summaries, aiming to identify con-
tent overlap—in terms of word n-grams—between
gold-standard (reference) summaries and the eval-
uated (system) summary.
ROUGE-N
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This recall-oriented metric measures the number
of N -grams in the reference headline that are also
present in a candidate headline. It is defined as:
|n-grams(R)∩n-grams(C)|

|n-grams(R)| ,where R refers to the ref-
erence headline, C to the candidate headline, and
the function n-grams returns the set of contigu-
ous N -grams of words in a text. In our system we
use the ROUGE-N metric withN = 1 andN = 2.
ROUGE-SU
One of the problems of using the ROUGE-N met-
ric (with N > 1) is that requesting headlines to
share contiguous N -grams might be a very strong
condition. This is even more problematic when
taking into account that headlines are comprised,
on average, of 8-10 tokens. This metric combines
ROUGE-1 with a relaxed version of ROUGE-2
that takes into account non-contiguous (skip) bi-
grams. For example, “President Trump said” will
produce three skip bigrams: “President Trump,”
“President said,” and “Trump said.” Let’s denote
a function that returns all unigrams of the head-
line H as 1-grams(H), and a function that re-
turns its skip-bigrams as s2-grams(H). Then for-
mally, ROUGE-SU(R,C) is defined as follows:
|su(R)∩su(C)|
|su(R)| , where su(H) = 1-grams(H) ∪

s2-grams(H). By allowing gaps between bi-
grams, this metric detects similarities among
phrases that differ by adjectives, or small changes.
ROUGE-WSU
The main problem of ROUGE-SU is that it gives
the same importance to all skip-bigrams extracted
from a phrase. For instance, suppose that the fol-
lowing phrases were compared: H1 : “x B C x x”,
H2 : “B y y y C”, H3 : “z z B z C”. The
only skip-bigram they all have in common is “B-
C,”, and ROUGE-SU gives us the same simi-
larity score between the three of them. Au-
thors of (Colmenares et al., 2015) proposed to
weight the skip-bigrams with respect to their av-
erage skip-distance. Formally, it must be calcu-

lated as:

∑
(a,b)∈su(R)∩su(C)

2
distR(a,b)+distC (a,b)

∑
(a,b)∈su(R)

1
distR(a,b)

where

function distH(a, b) returns the skip distance be-
tween words “a” and “b” in headline H. For un-
igrams, the function returns 1. This measure pro-
duces different scores for H2 and H3 in our exam-
ple. Namely, ROUGE-WSU(H1, H3) > ROUGE-
WSU(H1, H2).

2.2 Averaged Kullback–Leibler divergence

The Kullback–Leibler divergence is a measure of
how two probability distributions are different. It
is widely used for measuring the similarity be-
tween texts, as the distance between the proba-
bility distributions of their words. However, the
KL-divergence is not symmetric and cannot be
used as a distance metric. Therefore, the averaged
KL-divergence is used instead, which is defined
as follows (Huang, 2008): DAvgKL(~ta||~tb) =∑m

t=1(π1 × D(wt,a||wt) + π2 × D(wt,b||wt)),
where ~ta is a vector representation of a text (doc-
ument or headline in our case) a, wt,a is a weight1

of term t in a text a, π1 =
wt,a

wt,a+wt,b
, π2 =

wt,b

wt,a+wt,b
, and wt = π1 × wt,a + π2 × wt,b.

2.3 Latent Semantic Indexing

The ROUGE and KL-Divergence metrics relate
two headlines only on the basis of word co-
occurrences, i.e., they compare headlines at a very
low syntactic level (token matching). We also
need other metrics that are able to detect abstract
concepts in the text and useful for both compar-
ing headlines at a semantic level and measuring of
a headline’s coverage of a document topics. For
this end, authors of (Colmenares et al., 2015) de-
cided to use Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) to ex-
tract latent concepts from a corpus and represent
documents as vectors in this abstract space. The
similarity was then computed by means of angu-
lar distances. The exact steps that were performed
in (Colmenares et al., 2015), are as follows: (1)
a document-TF-IDF matrix M is built; (2) Singu-
lar Value Decomposition (SVD) is performed on
M resulting in matrices USV T ; (3) the eigenval-
ues in matrix S are analyzed and filtered; (4) the
transformation matrix V S−1 is calculated, which
enables the translation of TF-IDF document vec-
tors to vectors in latent space; (5) after computing
latent space vectors for both the headline and the
entire document, their cosine similarity is calcu-
lated.

2.4 Topic Modeling

Topic model is a type of statistical model for dis-
covering the abstract “topics” that occur in a col-
lection of documents. Latent Dirichlet allocation
(LDA) (Blei et al., 2003; Blei, 2012) allows doc-
uments to have a mixture of topics. LDA uses a

1The tf-idf (term frequency inverse document frequency)
weighting scheme or a basic tf (term frequency) can be used.
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generative probabilistic approach for discovering
the abstract topics, (i.e., clusters of semantically
coherent documents). In particular, we define a
word as the basic discrete unit of any arbitrary
text, which can be represented as an item w in-
dexed by a vocabulary {1, 2, · · · , |V |}. A docu-
ment is then a sequence of N words denoted by
w = (w1, w2, · · · , wN ). Finally, we define a cor-
pus ofM documents as D = {w1,w2, · · · ,wM}.
LDA finds a probabilistic model of a corpus that
not only assigns high probability to members of
the corpus, but also assigns high probability to
other similar documents (Blei et al., 2003).

2.5 Word Embeddings
Word embeddings is another approach for building
a semantically-enriched text representation, which
provides a good basis for comparison between
two texts at the semantic level. Word embed-
dings represent words as dense high-dimension
vectors. These dense vectors model semantic
similarity, i.e., semantically similar words should
be represented by similar dense representations
while words with no semantic similarity should
have different vectors. Typically, vectors are
compared using a metric such as cosine similar-
ity, euclidean distance, or the earth movers dis-
tance (Kusner et al., 2015). Two well-known
methods to acquire such dense vector represen-
tations are word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) and
GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014). Both methods are
based on the concept of distributional semantics,
which exploits the assumption that similar words
should occur in similar surrounding context.

2.6 Readability Assessment
Generation of readable headlines is not an easy
task. Therefore, evaluation of headlines must in-
clude readability measurements. Most works in
this area are based on a key observation that vo-
cabulary used in a text mainly determines its read-
ability. It is hypothesized that the use of common–
frequently occurring in a language–words makes
texts easier to understand. Because it was ob-
served that frequent words are usually short, word
length was used to approximate the readabil-
ity instead of frequency in many works (Kin-
caid et al., 1975; Gunning, 1952; Mc Laughlin,
1969; Coleman and Liau, 1975). According to
(DuBay, 2004), more than 200 formulae for mea-
suring readability exist. A survey of readabil-
ity assessment methods can be found in (Collins-

Thompson, 2014). However, most of readability
metrics are designed for larger texts and not appli-
cable for a single headline.

3 The HEvAS System

HEvaS aims at evaluation of systems for headline
generation in terms of multiple metrics, both from
informativeness and readability perspectives. The
results can be analyzed and visualized. This sec-
tion describes all metrics and system settings that
can be specified by the end user.

3.1 Informativeness Metrics in HEvAS

In this paper, we propose 12 informativeness met-
rics for headline evaluation, some are novel and
some are adopted from the literature, which com-
prise the base for the introduced evaluation frame-
work.
ROUGE metrics
ROUGE-1,2,SU, and WSU metrics are used for
measuring similarity between a candidate and ref-
erence headlines.
Averaged KL-Divergence
We used averaged KL-Divergence for measuring
both (1) similarity between the generated headline
and its reference title, and (2) the headline’s cov-
erage of important keywords representing a docu-
ment, as its similarity to the document.
TM-based metrics
We apply LDA topic modeling2 on the input doc-
uments. The following outputs of the LDA al-
gorithm, normalized and treated as probabilities,
are relevant to our studies: (1) Topic versus word
dictionary, which gives the word w distributions
P (w|Pi) for each topic Pi; (2) Inferred topic dis-
tributions for each document d in the studied cor-
pus, namely the probability P (Pi|d) (θi parameter
of the LDA model) that a certain document d be-
longs to a topic Pi; (3) Importance of every topic
in a document d, P (d|Pi).
Given the LDA’s output, we compute vector rep-
resentations in a topics space for headlines (can-
didate and reference) and their documents, as fol-
lows: Each headline H and each document d are
represented by a vector over K topics, where each
topic Pi is assigned a weight computed as a nor-
malized sum of word-in-document-topic impor-
tance P (w|Pi)P (Pi|d)P (d|Pi) over all words w
in Pi. In order to evaluate a headline, two metrics
are calculated: (a) the headline’s coverage of im-

2Mallet tool (Graham et al., 2012) was used.
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portant topics representing a document, as a cosine
similarity between the headline and the document
vectors; and (b) similarity to the reference head-
lines, as a cosine similarity between the headline
and the references vectors.
LSI-based metrics
We adopt the LSI-DS metric from (Colmenares
et al., 2015) for measuring a headline’s coverage
of latent topics of its document. In addition, we
extend it to the similarity between system and ref-
erence headlines by computing latent space vec-
tors for both types of headlines and measuring a
cosine similarity between their vectors. Also, our
system allows a user to decide how to filter (if at
all) the number of eigenvalues: by absolute num-
ber, by ratio, or by filtering out the values below a
specified threshold.
Word Embedding-based metrics
This metric is based on Google’s word2vec model,
in which every word from the English vocabu-
lary is assigned with a 300-dimension vector. We
use the average vector (as a standard) to represent
multiple words. For example, a headline is repre-
sented by an average vector calculated from repre-
sentations of all its words. Similarity between two
representations is measured by cosine similarity,
which may imply similarity in content. As such,
also two types of metrics are supported: (1) the
headline’s coverage of important topics represent-
ing a document, as a cosine similarity between the
headline and the document vectors; (2) similarity
to the reference headlines.

3.2 Readability Metrics in HEvAS

Currently, HEvAS contains the following five met-
rics: (1) Proper noun ratio (PNR). It is hypoth-
esized that higher PNR indicates higher readabil-
ity (Smith et al., 2012), because proper nouns con-
tribute to a text disambiguation. (2) Noun ra-
tio (NR). NR is used to capture the proportion
of nouns present in the text. The text with lower
proportion of nouns is considered to be easier to
read (Hancke et al., 2012). (3) Pronoun ratio
(PR). PR is a linguistic measure indicating the
level of semantic ambiguity that can arise while
searching for the concept that a pronoun repre-
sents.(Štajner et al., 2012) A text with lower PR
is considered more readable. (4) Gunning fog in-
dex. In linguistics, the Gunning fog index (Gun-
ning, 1952) is a readability test for English writ-
ing. We use the following formula: Fog = 0.4 ∗

(#words + 8 ∗ #complex words
#words ), where #words

is the headline length. (5) Average word length
(AWL). The AWL reflects the ratio of long words
used in a text. It was proven that the use of long
words makes a text more difficult to understand for
dyslexics. (Rello et al., 2013)

3.3 Baselines
For comparative evaluations and a possibility to
get impression about relative performance of the
evaluated systems, five baselines are implemented
in HEvAS: (1) First compiles a headline from nine
first words; (2) Random extracts nine first words
from a random sentence; (3) TF-IDF selects nine
top-rated words ranked by their tf − idf scores;
(4) WTextRank generates a headline from nine
words extracted by the TextRank algorithm (Mi-
halcea and Tarau, 2004) for the keyword extrac-
tion; (5) STextRank extracts nine first words from
the top-ranked sentence by the TextRank approach
for extractive summarization.

3.4 Statistical analysis and visualization
To determine whether the difference between sys-
tem scores is statistically significant, the statis-
tical significance test must be applied. HEvaS
performs Tukey test (Jones and Tukey, 2000) if
the results are normally distributed, and Wilcoxon
test (Bergmann et al., 2000) otherwise.

To visualize the results of evaluation, the sys-
tem generates the following plots for all evaluated
systems and chosen metrics: (1) Bar plot (with or
without confidence intervals); (2) Box plot (five
number summary); (3) Scatter graph for visualiz-
ing cross-correlation between metrics.

3.5 HEvAS Implementation
The system is implemented in Java as a stan-
dalone application and is available for download3

in a .zip archive4. The demo video is provided.5

HEvAS provides the following options to the end
user: (1) Provide input files. The documents,
their gold titles, and the generated headlines must
be provided as an input for every evaluation run.
The documents with their (reference) headlines
must be provided as one (xml-like formatted) file;

3The current version of HEvAS supports only Windows
OS.

4https://drive.google.com/file/d/
1-7Z--XMfmlbzjzyKlF0LfCKDEvAm0eNq/view?
usp=sharing

5https://drive.google.com/open?id=
1BoaV9CUoZHJqMfAC1pQRXsSCka4-3jQO
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and all headlines generated by one system are
also must be organized in one file.6 All files
are required to be UTF-8 plain texts in English.
(2) Specify output files. All results, including
the summarizing statistics and charts (specified by
the user), are saved to the file system. The folder
for those files location must be provided by the
user. (3) Choose metrics. The user can spec-
ify which category (informativeness or readabil-
ity) of metrics and which metrics from each cat-
egory she wants to apply in the evaluation pro-
cess. Some metrics are also must be configured
with additional settings. For example, LSI metrics
require additional settings for optional filtering la-
tent eigenvalues; (4) Choose charts. The user can
specify which charts she wants to use for the vi-
sualization of the evaluation results. (5) Choose
baselines. The user may specify which baselines
to use for the comparative evaluations. Figure 1
depicts the flowchart of the HEvAS system, with
its main modules.

System generated 
headlines

System generated 
headlines

Reference documents 
and headlines

Reference documents 
and headlines

Parse Pre-process

Topic modeling
LDA

Metrics 
calculation

Scores outputScores output

LSI

Word 
Embeddings

POS tagging

Frequency 
ststistics

Visualization Visualization 

Statistical analysisStatistical analysis

Figure 1: HEvAS data flow

Once evaluation is finished, its results are vi-
sualized at the system’s interface and written to
the file system. For every headline generation sys-
tem the output file (in csv format) is generated,
where columns stand for chosen metrics and rows
stand for the input documents. Also, one summa-
rizing csv file is generated where all systems can
be ranked by their avg metric scores. One sin-
gle score for each system is calculated as an av-
erage for every metric. Additionally, an average
score over all metrics is calculated for every sys-
tem; this is possible because all of the metrics are
[0, 1]-normalized. Figure 2 shows an example of

6The examples of such files are provided with the soft-
ware.

final average scores of competing systems as gen-
erated by HEvAS. Figure 3 shows an example of

Figure 2: Average scores over all metrics for all
systems

metric average scores for the first sentence taken
as a headline, generated by HEvAS.

Figure 3: All average metric scores for the first
sentence system

4 Experiments

We performed experiments on a small dataset
composed of 50 wikinews articles written in En-
glish7, where each document is accompanied by a
reference (gold standard) headline. The dataset is

7Despite the experiments were performed on English doc-
uments only, some metrics of HEvAS are applicable to other
languages. Extension of all HEvAS metrics to multilingual
environment is a part of our future work.
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System/Metric R-1 R-2 R-SU R-WSU LSA-C LSA-S TM-C TM-S WE-C WE-S KL-C KL-S
Random 0.046 0.000 0.011 0.018 0.869 0.721 0.783 0.586 0.693 0.445 0.593 0.954
TF-IDF 0.008 0.000 0.002 0.003 0.980 0.731 0.338 0.470 0.650 0.390 0.578 0.951

First 0.408 0.177 0.176 0.236 0.892 0.828 0.925 0.691 0.734 0.735 0.664 0.959
STextRank 0.191 0.066 0.061 0.096 0.904 0.781 0.794 0.608 0.732 0.579 0.692 0.932
WTextRank 0.263 0.009 0.082 0.114 0.857 0.768 0.923 0.663 0.735 0.613 0.719 0.906

Table 1: Mean scores of informativeness metrics.

System/Metric Fog NR PNR PR AWL
Random 0.740 0.471 0.004 0.004 6.318
TF-IDF 0.786 0.511 0.000 0.000 6.853

First 0.410 0.396 0.006 0.017 5.154
STextRank 0.446 0.357 0.005 0.020 4.987
WTextRank 0.863 0.584 0.002 0.000 6.040

Table 2: Mean scores of readability metrics.

publicly available.8 Table 1 contains mean scores
per each informativeness metric (with default set-
tings) for all five baselines (see Section 3.3). Each
metric, except ROUGE, was applied for a cover-
age (denoted byC suffix) and a similarity (denoted
by S suffix) scenarios. Table 2 contains the results
of readability metrics for all baselines.

The results of a correlation analysis9 between
informativeness metrics demonstrate a high corre-
lation between all ROUGE metrics and between
ROUGE metrics and Word Embedding similarity-
based metric (WE-S). Figure 4 shows correlation
achieved for ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-SU metrics.
However, a low correlation was obtained between

Figure 4: Correlation between ROUGE-1 and
ROUGE-SU metrics

all other metrics. Also, coverage metrics usually
8https://drive.google.com/file/d/

1JHKH4-49UwbKdx7MIXJaLZSd444AUKFc/view?
usp=sharing

9Performed for the First baseline using Pearson correla-
tion.

do not correlate with the similarity metrics of the
same type (an exception—correlation 0.6—was
observed in a case of TM-based metrics). There
are no correlated readability metrics. The low-
est negative correlation (−0.5) was found between
AWL and Gunning Fog Index and between PNR
and NR. Detailed correlation scores between dif-
ferent metrics achieved for our dataset are given in
Table 3.

5 Conclusions and future work

In this paper we presented a working system
named HEvAS for automated headline evalua-
tion. The HEvAS system provides a user with
12 metrics, where some of them are novel,
which measure headline quality in terms of
informativeness—topics coverage and closeness
to the human-generated headlines. Also, HEvAS
provides five readability metrics, which measure
how understandable the headlines. The system
provides an output which enables to rank different
systems by their scores. Most HEvAS metrics are
adaptable to multiple languages. However, some
metrics require an additional effort, such as train-
ing word vectors or applying a POS tagger on a
corpus in a target language. Our future work in-
cludes the following tasks: (1) extension of our
system with more metrics, especially metrics mea-
suring the grammatical correctness of the gener-
ated headlines; (2) adaptation of HEvAS to multi-
ple languages (in progress); and (3) measuring the
correlation of automatic metrics with the human
judgements (in progress).
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R-1 R-2 R-SU R-WSU LSA-C LSA-S TM-C TM-S WE-C WE-S KL-C KL-S
R-1 - 0.74 0.99 0.99 -0.30 0.43 0.24 0.19 0.07 0.85 0.34 0.09
R-2 0.745 - 0.76 0.78 -0.16 0.35 0.07 0.07 -0.09 0.66 0.11 0.21

R-SU 0.991 0.76 - 1.00 -0.32 0.41 0.23 0.18 0.03 0.84 0.32 0.12
R-WSU 0.995 0.78 1.00 - -0.31 0.42 0.23 0.18 0.05 0.85 0.32 0.11
LSA-C -0.305 -0.16 -0.32 -0.31 - 0.28 -0.17 -0.11 -0.14 -0.21 -0.21 0.01
LSA-S 0.427 0.35 0.41 0.42 0.28 - 0.26 0.24 -0.08 0.44 -0.03 0.05
TM-C 0.237 0.07 0.23 0.23 -0.17 0.26 - 0.60 0.28 0.38 0.18 -0.03
TM-S 0.187 0.07 0.18 0.18 -0.11 0.24 0.60 - 0.11 0.28 0.06 -0.05
WE-C 0.075 -0.09 0.03 0.05 -0.14 -0.08 0.28 0.11 - 0.26 0.44 -0.39
WE-S 0.849 0.66 0.84 0.85 -0.21 0.44 0.38 0.28 0.26 - 0.29 0.00
KL-C 0.345 0.11 0.32 0.32 -0.21 -0.03 0.18 0.06 0.44 0.29 - -0.34
KL-S 0.088 0.21 0.12 0.11 0.01 0.05 -0.03 -0.05 -0.39 0.00 -0.34 -

Table 3: Metric correlation scores.
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